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ABSTRACT 

Injuries associated with slip and fall accidents continue to pose a significant 

problem to industry, both in terms of human suffering and economic losses. 

Although much has been learned over the last few decades about the deterioration of 

muscular strength, gait adaptations and sensory degradation among older individuals, 

still little is known about how these intrinsic changes affect biomechanical parameters 

of slip and fall accidents among the aging workforce. The objective of this study was 

to closely investigate the process of initiation and recovery of inadvertent slips and 

falls. The specific aim of the proposed research was to investigate the changes in the 

biomechanical parameters of walking and ground reaction forces due to intrinsic 

deficits associated with increase in age. More specifically, how deterioration of 

muscular strength and sensory degradation among older individuals affect 

biomechanical parameters of slip and fall accidents under normal and abnormal 

conditions. 

The investigation compared biomechanical parameters of walking in three age 

groups; (18-30 years), (35-59 years), and (65 years or over). Biomechanical 

parameters included; step length, heel velocity, required coefficient of friction, slip 

distance, and position and velocity of center of gravity of the whole body during heel 

contact phase of the gait. These parameters were measured utilizing force platforms, 

a 3-D motion analysis system, and a fall arresting rig. To determine the position and 

velocity of center of gravity during heel contact phase of the gait, a 3-D link (14) 

segment model was utilized. Walking surfaces included oily vinyl tiles (DCOF-0.08) 

and outdoor carpet (DCOF-1.80). Subjects walked according to their natural 

cadences. A sensory organization test was also performed to obtain information 

concerning the subject's proprioceptive, visual, and vestibular systems. These 

sensory components were measured using an Equitest Posturography Platform. In 

addition, isometric strength test was performed (using a force transducer) to obtain 

information concerning the subject's over-all strength. 
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The results indicated that younger subjects slipped as often as the elderly 

subjects, however, the recovery process of older individuals was much slower and 

less effective. The ability to successfully recover from a slip (thus preventing a fall) 

is believed to be affected by lower extremity muscle strength and sensory degradation 

of the elderly individuals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

Reducing slip and fall accidents has been a topic of interest to ergonomics 

researchers since the 1920s. Traditionally, these researchers have utilized four basic 

approaches to investigate slip and fall accidents; epidemiology, biomechanics, tribology 

and psychophysics. However, in spite of the improvements in tribometric techniques to 

assess shoe/floor interactions, increased knowledge of the biomechanical responses to 

walking on slippery surfaces, and numerous journal publications in postural control, fall 

accidents continue to represent a significant burden to society, both in terms of human 

suffering and economic losses. Furthermore, with the general increased life expectancy 

and increased proportion of the aged workforce as the segment of overall population (45 

to 65 years old - WHO, 1993), the workplace is likely to experience a greater risk for slip 

and fall accidents and may have an additional impact on the economics of the health care 

system and the industries. 

The age distribution and the mean age of the population are undergoing rapid and 

significant change worldwide. In 1900, only one in 25 persons was over age 65. Based 

on current projections made by the United States Census Bureau (USCB, 1998), the 

present population of older individuals (those 65 year of age and over) will be doubled by 

the year 2030 and will constitute 17% of the total population (approximately 55 million 

elderly individuals, and 1 out of every five Americans will be 65 years of age or over). 

In addition, the distribution of the population in the U.S. compared between 1985 and 

2000 (Manton et al., 1991) further reveals a greater proportion of the population being 

over 40 years of age. Similarly, in the UK it is projected that by the year 2021 the 

majority of the population will be beyond middle age (40-65 years) with a significant 

increase in population over 80 years of age. In Sweden, a reduction in the younger age 

group will result in a greater proportion of the population being over 50 years of age 

(Coleman, 1993). 

Many studies have shown that with advancing age there is an increasing incidence 

of slip and fall injuries (Campbell et al., 1981; Rubenstein et al., 1988; Rice et al., 1989). 
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The National Safety Council (1993) reported that in 1992, falls were the second highest 

cause of accidental death for 45-75-year-olds and the highest accidental cause of death 

for those aged 75 years and over. In terms of occupational injuries, falls are the second 

leading cause of work-related fatalities next to motor vehicle accidents, and the number 

of fatal falls exceeds the combined number of workplace deaths associated with poison, 

electric current, fire, burns and drowning. More than 17% of all work-related injuries in 

1988 and 12% of all worker fatalities in 1992 resulted from falls (National Safety 

Council, 1993). In addition, Rice et al. (1989) reported that based on a human capital 

approach, the total lifetime cost of injuries due to falls in the U.S. in 1985 was estimated 

at $37.3 billion. For elderly individuals, falls make up the largest percentage of 

accidents. The National Safety Council reported that in 1994, 13,300 Americans met 

their death by falling; of these deaths, 9,923 were people over 65 years of age (National 

Safety Council, 1995). Additionally, falls and hip fractures among older individuals rank 

as one of the most serious public health problems in the U.S. with costs expected to 

escalate to over $16 billion by the year 2040 (Cummings, Rubin, and Black, 1990; Sattin, 

1992). 

A review of the literature on slip and fall accidents indicates that multiple 

mechanisms are involved in slip and fall accidents. In general, the ability to walk safely 

and preserve balance (keeping the body's center-of-gravity over its base of support) in 

the event of a slip and fall is dependent upon intact visual, vestibular, proprioceptive, and 

musculoskeletal systems (Lacour, Vidal, and Xerri, 1983; Nashner, 1982; Tideiksaar, 

1990). However, with advancing age, a variety of physiologic changes affecting these 

systems may interfere with gait and balance, placing these individuals at a higher risk for 

slip and fall accidents. 

Major physiologic changes affecting the potential for slip and fall accidents begin 

to appear starting in the mid-twenties. In general, isometric muscle strength peaks in the 

mid-twenties and then decreases slowly until after 50 years of age when there is an 

accelerated decline (Larsson, 1982; Astrand and Rodahl, 1977). Many studies suggest 

that age-associated changes in muscle strength have an important effect on recovery of 

slip and fall accidents (Larsson, 1979; Wolfson et al., 1985; Wollacott, 1986; Bonder and 

Wagner, 1994). At the time of the heel contact phase of the gait cycle, the center-of-



gravity (COG) of the body is falling (Winter, 1991). This downward movement is 

decelerated by slight flexion of the knee against the resistance of the quadriceps (Winter, 

1980). After heel contact, the foot is plantar flexed against the resisting tibialis anterior 

muscle (Inman et al., 1981). Contraction of the quadriceps acting on the knee and the 

tibialis anterior muscle on the foot causes the movements of COG of the body to be 

slowed, consequently, the downward motion of the COG of the body is smoothly 

decelerated. However, progressive decline of the strength of the quadriceps muscle in 

older individuals (Larsson, 1979) may change the vertical displacement of the COG of 

the body suddenly, resulting in a jarring effect which may increase the likelihood of 

slipping. Wolfson et al. (1985) reported that ankle muscle strength was significantly 

lower for those who fall compared to non-fallers, and suggested that diminished strength 

of the ankle muscles may make it difficult to rapidly adjust the center-of-gravity of the 

whole body to prevent falls. Thus, a general decrease in lower extremity muscle strength 

may impede an older worker's ability to recover balance and increase the potential for a 

slip-induced fall. 

Many studies have documented the decline of postural control (keeping the 

body's center-of-gravity over its base of support during quiet stance and active 

movement) due to sensory degradation among elderly individuals (Sheldon, 1963; 

Woolacott, Sumway-Cook, and Nashner, 1982). This decline of postural control is 

believed to be an integrative process associated with a greater risk of falling (Isaacs, 

1985; Brocklehurst, Robertson, and James-Groom, 1982; Overstall, Exton-Smith, Imms, 

and Johnson, 1977). Sensory inputs important for balance are: vision, proprioception, 

and vestibular sensations (Lacour, Vidal, and Xerri, 1983; Nashner, 1982). Vision plays a 

major role in maintaining stability, both at stance and while undergoing movement such 

as walking (Tinetti and Speechley, 1989). Visual acuity, adaptation to the dark, 

peripheral vision, contrast sensitivity, and accommodation, all of which are related to 

stability, may be affected by age-related changes (Fozard, Wolf, and Bell, 1977; 

Komzweig, 1977; Goldman, 1986; Cohn and Lasley, 1985). As a result, an older 

individual's use of visual reference information will be impaired. For example, 

narrowing the visual field deprives the older person of that part of the field most sensitive 

to movement (Stelmach and Worringham, 1985). Visual deficits then, may result in an 



increase in the time taken for the visual system to alert the central nervous system to a 

potential fall, thereby increasing the likelihood of fall accidents. Many studies indicate 

that proprioceptive deficits are also significantly higher in older individuals (Rabbitt and 

Rogers, 1965; Wollacott et al., 1982; Skinner et al., 1984). The proprioceptive system 

contributes to stability, particularly during changes of position. Wollacott et al. (1982) 

demonstrated the significance of ankle proprioception for balance retention in the elderly 

by utilizing a moveable platform that permitted either stabilization of the visual field or 

of the support surface. Comparing the postural sway, they found that the elderly had 

large increases in postural sway when ankle proprioception was eliminated (via a 

moveable platform). This large increase in postural sway was associated with a greater 

risk of falling (Isaacs, 1985). The major contribution of the vestibular apparatus to 

posture is in maintaining the whole body balance by perceiving the changes in direction 

as well as motion. Although there is an agreement on the role of the vestibular apparatus 

in eliciting fall responses (Melvill and Watt, 1971a, 1971b), and in resolving conflicting 

visual and proprioceptive information (Nashner, 1973, 1982), aging changes that affect 

vestibular function have not been widely examined. 

Increasing age can also have an effect on gait due to postural and balance 

changes. Elderly people tend to have a shorter step length and a broader walking base, 

which results in an increase in stance time and double support time (Murray, Kory, and 

Clarkson, 1969; Gillis, Gilroy, Lawley, Mott, and Wall, 1986; Imms and Edholm, 1979; 

Winter, Patla, Frank, and Walt, 1990). Many researchers have observed that on slippery 

floor surfaces, subjects tended to shorten their stride length in order to reduce foot 

velocities, foot shear forces and reduce the likelihood of slipping (Cooper and Glassow, 

1963; Ekkubus and Killy, 1973). As a result, the shorter stride length and the broader 

walking base of elderly individuals are thought to result in a more stable or safer gait 

pattern, however, these gait adaptations may have some important implications for 

initiation of slip induced falls. Lockhart (1997) reported that elderly individual's required 

coefficient of friction (RCOF) was slightly higher (on the average) than their younger 

counterparts. The RCOF is the measured ratio of the horizontal foot force to the vertical 

foot force and represents the minimum coefficient of friction that must be available at the 

shoe-floor interface to prevent slipping. The RCOF has been related to the tangent of the 
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Figure 1.1. Force vectors applied by the left foot during the heel contact phase in normal 
level walking. (Fh = horizontal, Fv = vertical, Fjx = frictional, and Fn = normal force) 
(adapted from Gronqvist et al., 1989). 



angle between the leg and a line perpendicular to the floor (Figure 1.1) (Sherman, 1986). 

As a result, increasing the step length will, in general, increase RCOF (Perkins, 1978). 

However, many studies indicate that younger subjects stride length were longer than 

older subjects. These findings suggest that there might be other factors contributing to 

older individuals slightly higher RCOF. Winter et al. (1990), reported that the horizontal 

heel velocity during the heel contact phase of the gait cycle was significantly higher for 

elderly individuals than for younger individuals, even though the walking velocity of 

older subjects was slower. This increase in horizontal heel velocity during a critical time 

of weight transfer might increase the potential for slip-induced falls if the friction 

between the heel and the floor is reduced due to contamination of the floor surface. Thus, 

general gait instability among older individuals, and specifically, higher horizontal heel 

velocity during the critical phase of the gait cycle may increase the RCOF and thereby, 

increase the likelihood of slip and fall accidents. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

Injuries associated with slip and fall accidents continue to pose a significant 

problem to industry, both in terms of human suffering and economic losses. Although 

much has been learned over the last few decades about the deterioration of muscular 

strength, gait adaptations and sensory degradation among older individuals, still little is 

known about how these intrinsic changes affect biomechanical parameters of slip and fall 

accidents among an aging workforce. 

In general, the objective of this study was to closely investigate the process of 

initiation and recovery of inadvertent slips and falls. Figure 1.2 illustrates a hypothetical 

inadvertent slip and fall situation with possible causes and effects. The process is divided 

into four distinct phases (environment, initiation, detection and recovery). The 

environmental phase considers the effects of contamination. As noted by Chaffin, 

Woldstad and Trujillo (1992), any fluid contaminant between two sliding surfaces will 

provide lubrication and thereby lower the dynamic COF values. Therefore, presence of 

contamination (oil, water, etc.) will reduce the available DCOF (ADCOF) of the floor 

surfaces. Consequently, slip is initiated by the combination of low DCOF and higher 

RCOF. As indicated earlier, initial gait characteristics such as stride length and heel 



The Process of Initiation, Detection, and Recovery of 
Inadvertent Slips and Falls 

Environment Initiation Detection Recovery 

Effect Low 
ADCOF • - • 

Higher RCOF 
(than ADCOF) 

Non Optimal 
Detection of 
Deviation of 
COG of Body 

• - • CNS • - • 

Non 
Optimal 
Muscular 
Contraction 

Fall 

Poss ib le Contamination 
„ (oil, water, etc.) 

Initial Gait Characteristics 
-stride length 
-heel velocity 

Muscle Weakness 
-abrupt transition of 

COG of body. 

Degradation of 
Sensing Mechanism 

-Kinesthetic senses 
-proprioceptive 
-vestibular 

-Vision. 

Muscular Weakness 
-lower extremity. 

Figure 1.2. The process of initiation, detection, and recovery of inadvertent slips and falls 
with possible causes and effects. 



velocity may affect RCOF due to the increase in horizontal foot force. If older 

individuals initial gait characteristics are altered (e.g., higher heel velocity) due to 

intrinsic deficits associated with increase in age, the potential for slip induced falls may 

increase. In addition, age-associated decline in muscular strength may have an important 

effect on initiation of slips. At the time of the heel contact phase of the gait cycle, the 

center-of-gravity of the whole body is falling. This vertical movement is decelerated by 

flexion of the knee against the resistance of the quadriceps. Progressive decline of the 

strength of quadriceps muscle in older individuals may change the vertical displacements 

of center-of-gravity of the body suddenly, which may result in higher RCOF. Therefore, 

one of the objectives of this study was to investigate the initiation phase of the 

unexpected slips and falls by comparing the initial gait characteristics (such as the stride 

length, heel velocity, and velocity of COG) and whole body strength (including the 

strength of lower extremities) of older individuals and of their younger counterparts. 

Irrespective of the activity being performed or the environmental factors 

associated with the time of a potential fall, there are certain processing stages that the 

central nervous system must undertake (detection phase) if a fall is to be avoided or 

compensated for (recovery phase). First, during the detection phase, if a potential fall is 

imminent, sensory input must trigger or alert those centers responsible for response 

selection. This alerting process may be initiated by one or more of the following sensory 

inputs; proprioception, vision, and vestibular function. At the input stage, any age-related 

disruption in the quality of the signal from the periphery may increase the likelihood of 

falls. In addition, diminished strength of lower extremity muscles of older individuals 

may make it difficult to rapidly adjust the center-of-gravity of the whole body to prevent 

falls. The second objective of this study was to investigate the detection and recovery 

phase of the unexpected slip and fall accidents by comparing sensory organization scores 

(see section 3.3.3), strength of lower extremity muscles and slip distances of older 

individuals and their younger counterparts. 

The primary objectives of the research presented in this dissertation are 

encapsulated in the following experimental hypotheses: 

Hypotheses: #1 Older age group's RCOF will be higher than their younger 

counterparts due to the muscle weakness and initial gait characteristics. 
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#2 Older age group's vertical COG velocity will be faster than 

their younger counterparts due to weaker lower extremity muscle strength. 

#3 Older age group's slip performance measures (e.g., slip 

distance, sliding heel velocity, heel acceleration and adjusted required 

coefficient of friction) will be poorer (less optimally adjusted to maintain 

balance, and make slip and fall accidents more likely) than their younger 

counterparts due to muscle weakness and sensory degradation. 

#4 Older age group's slip distances will be longer than their 

younger counterparts due to muscle weakness and sensory degradation. 

#5 Increasing the work demand (induced by the load) will affect 

the gait of older groups more than their younger counterparts in ways that 

make slip and fall accidents more likely. 

1.3 Need for the Study 

This research will provide a better understanding of the gait characteristics of 

different age groups as they walk on slippery floor surfaces. Although epidemiological 

studies on slip and fall accidents reveal higher incidence of fatal injuries among older 

individual, still little is known about the relationship between age-related factors and slip 

and fall accidents. Particularly, the age range (category) associated with the greatest risk 

of falling has not been identified by a biomechanical study. In general, this information 

will allow engineers to design better work environments as well as jobs to reduce the 

incidence of slips and falls among aging workforce. In addition, this study can provide 

knowledge concerning possible intervention strategies (muscle strengthening and balance 

exercises, etc.) for improving dynamic equilibrium. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Reducing slip and fall accidents has been a topic of interest to ergonomics 

researchers since the 1920s. Four basic approaches have been employed in studying 

slipping accidents; epidemiology, biomechanics, tribology and psychophysics. 

The literature review is divided into six sections. The first section discuses the 

literature investigating the biomechanical analysis of human gait. In section two, the 

location of anatomical center-of-gravity of the body will be discussed. The third section 

presents literature that investigates the factors influencing slip resistance under various 

contact surface conditions (the tribological approach). Fourth, literature investigating the 

relationship between the perception of a sensation and the physical stimulus which 

produce the sensation (the psychophysical approach) is discussed. Next, the 

physiological factors influencing the slip and fall behavior of the older individuals are 

discussed. Finally, literature investigating epidemiology of slips and falls is discussed in 

section six. 

2.1 Biomechanics of Human Gait 

Locomotion, a characteristic of animals, is the process by which the animal moves 

itself from one geographic position to another. Walking can be defined as "a method of 

locomotion involving the use of the two legs, alternately, to provide both support and 

propulsion (Inman, Ralston, and Todd, 1981)." Finally, gait can be described as the 

manner or style of an individual's walking pattern. 

The mastering of the erect bipedal type of locomotion appears to be a learned 

process and relatively prolonged affair. Popova (1935), studied the mechanism of 

walking in the growing child. She pointed out that the characteristic patterns of walking 

seen in adults are not achieved until the child reaches the age of 7-9 years. Before this 

age, Inman et al. (1981), concluded that the child modifies the displacements that occur 

in various segments with changes in bodily proportions, and develops improved neural 

control. 
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If walking is a learned activity, then each of us portray certain personal 

peculiarities superimposed on the basic pattern of erect bipedal locomotion. Thus, it is 

possible to recognize a person at a distance by a glimpse of their gait. However, under 

normal conditions, walking involves the integrated activity of muscles acting across 

many joints. Because of the synergistic and antagonistic nature of many of these 

muscles, the sequence and type of movement of different body parts are essentially the 

same in all individuals (Steinder, 1977; Winter, 1991). Therefore, in order to analyze 

principles of body stability and the mechanisms of slips and falls, it is necessary to 

understand dynamic principles of each body segment in locomotion and the translation of 

the body as a whole (center-of-gravity) through space. 

The purpose of this review is to assist in the understanding of gait mechanisms 

involved in walking (both young and old) which reflect the dynamic principles of each 

body segment in locomotion. It is also to describe the translation of the body as a whole 

through space via the concept of the pathway of the center-of-gravity of the body. The 

first section describes the function of gait. The second section describes the process of 

walking in terms of body segments in locomotion. The third section describes relevant 

gait parameters of walking. The fourth section describes the translation of the body 

utilizing the pathway of the center-of-gravity of the body. Finally, section five describes 

the relationship between body posture and balance in human gait. The location of 

anatomical center-of-gravity of the body will be also discussed in the section 2.2. 

2.1.1 Function of Gait 

The sole purpose of walking is to transport the body safely and efficiently across 

the terrain. In order to achieve safe and efficient propulsion of the body, five major 

functions must be performed during each stride period (Winter, 1991). 

1. Maintenance of upper body support (such as preventing collapse of the lower 

limb) during stance phase of the gait (Winter, 1980, 1984). 

2. Maintenance of upright posture and balance of the total body. (Nashner, 1980, 

1982; Cappozzo, 1981; Thorstensson, 1984; Winter, 1987). 

3. Acquiring safe ground clearance and smooth (gentle) heel contact by foot 

trajectory control (Winter, 1992). 
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4. Mechanical energy generation to maintain or increase forward velocity 

(Winter, 1983a, 1983b). 

5. Mechanical energy absorption to decrease forward velocity (Winter, 1983a, 

1983b). 

All of these major functions must be performed within the biomechanical 

constraints of the body and the physical constraints of the environment. In addition, the 

central nervous system (CNS) must also integrate efferent instructions with 

proprioceptive feedback and vestibular and visual inputs to generate the correct patterns 

of moment of force at each joint. 

2.1.2 The Process of Walking 

Human locomotion falls into a general category known as the "striding 

bipadalism," a locomotion activity in which the center-of-gravity is carried alternately 

over the right and left foot. Normal walking depends on a series of reciprocal movements 

involving the alteration of the function of each leg between supporting the body and 

advancing into the next position. 

2.1.2.1 Body Segments in Locomotion 

Apart from the multiple variations that may occur between different individuals or 

within the same individuals (for instance, as a result of changes in the speed of walking), 

there are certain observable events that are shared by all. In the following sub-sections, 

the process of walking in terms of body segments in locomotion will be further reviewed. 

2.1.2.1.1 Lower Extremities. Gait has been studied in forms of the "walking 

cycle" which is the time interval between successive floor contact of each foot. The 

activity of one leg can be divided into a shorter swing phase and longer stance phase. 

The stance phase occurs when the foot is in contact with the floor (starting at heel 

contact [passive] and ending at toe-off [propulsive]) and the swing phase occurs when the 

foot is advancing forward to take the next step (Figure 2.1). During each walking cycle, 

there are two period of single limb support and two brief periods of double limb support 

(while one limb is about to begin swing phase and while the other has just finished). 
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Forward locomotion is achieved by pushing off on the leg in stance phase while swinging 

the other leg forward. At heel contact the forward moving heel hits the ground, and since 

the limb is kept relatively straight with the foot (at right angle to the shank), deceleration 

of the foot converts to acceleration of the hip. In addition, the hip and the knee extend 

(Williams and Lissner, 1962; Cooper and Glassow, 1963; Davis, 1983). Continued 

forward movement of the body results in the forefoot coming to ground, and the 

propulsive part of the support phase begins. At this point, (the muscles plantar flex the 

foot, flex the knee and extend the hip), the heel is raised and pushes the foot backwards 

under the body. This is associated with fixation and elevation of the pelvis by the 

abductors as well as tilting of the body toward the swing leg that allow it to land in a line 

anterior to the stance leg (Koller et al., 1985). The backward (propulsion) force is 

resisted by friction under the sole. 

In the swing phase, the leg is flexed and slightly externally rotated at the hip, 

flexed at the knee, and dorsiflexed at the foot. Throughout the remainder of the swing 

phase, the limbs move under the influence of gravity alone, and finish in a position which 

allows direct entry into the next step (Mochon and McMahon, 1980; Basmajian, 1976). 

Stance time can be expressed in seconds or as a percent of stride period. For 

natural cadence (refer to section 2.1.3.1), investigators (Andriacchi et al., 1977; Grieve 

and Gear, 1966; Murray et al., 1966) report a fairly consistent stance time: 58% to 61% 

of the one stride period. Swing time varied from 42% to 39%. Double support time 

(stance - swing) was calculated to vary from 16% to 22%, and if perfect symmetry is 

assumed, this would consist of two double support times of 8% to 11% per stride period. 

Imms and Edholm (1979) compared the gait parameters of eight age groups from 20 to 

87 years old, and found that the older individuals spend longer time in the stance phase 

than the swing phase. 

2.1.2.1.2 Head and Trunk (Pelvis and Thorax). Although the general shapes of 

the displacement curves are similar for the trunk and the head, the amplitudes of the 

motions decrease progressively from the pelvis toward the head (Figure 2.2). 
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Murray et al. (1984) plotted displacements of the head in the vertical direction for 7 

female adults. The vertical displacement averaged 6.2 cm at fast speed, 4.9 cm at natural 

cadence and 3.6 cm at slow cadences. The lateral displacement decreased from 4.2 cm at 

slow cadences to 2.7 cm at fast walking. 

The relationship between the motion of the trunk and the step length was 

investigated by Weber and Karpovich (1964) and Cooper and Glassow (1963); they 

observed an increase in the forward inclination of the trunk with increased walking speed. 

This inclination of the trunk serves to maintain forward force more effectively as well as 

prevents the hips from being pushed forward from under the trunk, which would tend to 

make the trunk fall backward (Williams et al., 1962; Jenson and Schultz, 1970; Broer and 

Zemicke, 1979). Thorstensson et al. (1984) reported the range of rotation as subjects 

increased their speed from 1 m/s to 2.5 nVs was: A/P (front /back) - 2.5° to 2.8°, M/L -

2.5° to 5.0°. The inclination of the trunk in the forward direction was 6.0° at 1 m/s and 

12.0° at 2.5 m/s. 

Inman (1966) reported the vertical displacement of the pelvis (second sacral 

segment) during normal adult walking to be ± 2.5 cm . Thurston et al. (1981) reported 

the pelvic vertical displacement to be ± 2.0 cm and its M/L (side to side) sway to be 

± 2.2 cm. Thorstensson et al. (1984) reported an increased vertical displacement of the 

pelvis (± 1.4 cm to ± 3.4 cm) as the subject increased speed from 1 m/s to 2.5 m/s. 

Lateral sway decreased from ± 2.3 cm to ± 1.5 cm over this speed range. 

Stokes et al. (1989) provided a detailed 3-D analysis of the pelvic and thoracic 

angle and displacement profiles utilizing a motion analysis system. The results indicated 

that the thorax and pelvis do not move in unison. Rather, the thorax generally remains 

more fixed in the plane of progression because of flexion and rotation of the spinal 

column. This is especially true in the transverse plane where the total pelvic rotation 

increased from 5.7° at slow walking to 20.0° at very fast walking while the thorax 

remained below 5.0°. Thurston et al. (1981) also reported reduced mean ranges of 

transversal pelvic rotations (11.3°) to lumbar transversal rotation (8.0°). 

2.1.2.1.3 Upper Extremities. Corrective postural movements are made by the 

upper body, arms, and shoulder. In walking, arm swing is used to offset some of the 

rhythmical acceleration and deceleration of the trunk by the leg movements, and also to 
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dampen out the rotational forces on the trunk arising from the same causes (Jensen and 

Schultz, 1970; Haywood, 1986). The arm swing varies considerably with variation in the 

speed of the walk. In the unladen state, the arm swings forward from the shoulder with 

the arms hanging more or less relaxed in a sagittal plane, but may move slightly toward 

medial plane (Cooper and Walls, 1971). 

Murray, Draught, and Kory (1967) observed that the increased arm swing was 

accomplished by increasing shoulder hyper-extension in the backward swing and 

increased elbow flexion in the forward swing. 

2.1.2.2 Effect of Load Carrying On Biomechanical Parameters 

Corrective postural movements are made by the upper body, arms, and shoulders. 

In walking, arm swing is used to offset the rhythmical acceleration and deceleration of 

the trunk by the leg movements, and also to damp out the rotational forces of the trunk 

arising from the same causes (Jensen and Schultz, 1970; Haywood, 1986). However, 

these dampening effects are not available during the laden state (Davis, 1983). Load 

carrying (in front) also displaces the body center of mass anteriorly, placing it closer to 

the forward edge of the supporting base. Thus, requiring additional rotational torque at 

the foot-ground contact. Increasing the rotational torque during heel contact phase of the 

gait may increase the value of RCOF thereby, increasing the slip severity. Li (1991) 

observed that carrying a load affected both the vertical and horizontal ground reaction 

forces and increased likelihood of slips. In addition, carrying a load eliminates important 

visual input about the limb and the contaminated floor. Buntemgchit et al. (accepted-in-

press), revealed that gait parameters of the subjects were altered during obstruction of the 

immediate visual field of the floor surface area. 

2.1.3 Gait Parameters 

Objective assessments of gait parameters (such as, stride length, heel velocity, slip 

distance, and Required Coefficient of Friction (RCOF) etc.) during walking under normal 

and abnormal conditions have been obtained by many investigators (Herman et al., 1976; 

Perkins 1978; Crowinshield et al., 1978; Winter, 1991). In the following sub-sections, 

gait parameters (cadence, stride length, walking velocity, heel velocity, linear 
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accelerations of the head relative to that of the pelvis, and RCOF) of old and young 

individuals relevant to the slips and falls investigation will be further reviewed. 

2.1.3.1 Natural Cadence, Stride length, and Walking Velocity 

When an individual walks slowly or with a fast cadence, one must over-ride 

natural frequency and consciously force cadence to a faster or slower rate. Natural or 

free cadence is defined as the steps/min when a subject walks as naturally as they can 

(Winter, 1991). 

Stride length is defined as the linear displacement in the direction of progression 

between successive point of foot-to-floor contact of the same foot (Murray, Kory, and 

Clarkson, 1966). Stride length has been one of the essential determinants in gait analysis 

(Ohmichi and Miyashita, 1983). 

Many researchers have observed that on slippery floor surface, subjects tended to 

shorten their stride length in order to keep the body center-of-gravity within a smaller 

region, so that a greater stability could be achieved (Cooper and Glassow, 1963; 

Steindler, 1977). 

Grieve (1968) and Drillis (1958) observed that walking velocity was the product 

of stride length and cadence. Murray et al. (1966) also noted that increases in walking 

speed increased both the stride length and cadence. However, Drillis (1958) observed 

that the variation in walking speed was due to changes in stride length rather than 

frequency of steps (cadence). 

Natural cadences reported in the literature had averages varying from 101 to 122 

steps/min for adults (less than 65 years old). Winter (1991) recorded 60 university 

student's (aged 18-32 years) natural cadence, and reported to have cadence of 107 

steps/min (with S.D. = 8.8 steps/min). Drillis (1958), for 936 pedestrians, reported a 

mean cadence of 112 steps/min, varying from 78 to 144 steps/min. Du Chatinier et al. 

(1970), revealed that females walked slightly more rapidly than males (116 vs. 122 

steps/min) for a population of 72 males and 57 females. Finley and Cody (1970) also 

reported a higher natural cadence for females (116 steps/min, s.d.= l 1.7, N=472) than for 

males (110 steps/min, s.d.=10.0, N=434). Molen and Rozendal (1972) reported for 500 

young adults that the male cadence averaged 113 compared to 124 for females. 
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Murray et al. (1969), in a study of walking patterns in healthy old men (aged 65 to 

87 years), reported a decrease in the average cadence and stride length. Meserlian (1995) 

reported the average cadence for older people to be about 100 steps/min. Gillis et al. 

(1986) also found that both cadence and stride length decreased in the elderly. However, 

in a recent study in which the elderly subjects were screened for both fitness and 

walking-related problems (Winter et al., 1990) there was no decrease in cadence (110 vs. 

111 steps/min), but a significant decrease in stride length. Lockhart (1997) also reported 

significant difference in stride length. In general, younger subjects had longer stride 

length (131.04 cm) than older subject (115.29 cm) when compared with the normalized 

height index. Stride length was also significantly affected by level of slipperiness of the 

floor surface (increase in stride length with increase in ADCOF of the floor surface). 

Finley et al. (1969), in a study of 23 elderly women ranging in age from 64 years 

to 86 years, reported significant step length and velocity differences from a group of 

younger women. Walking velocity of the older group was 1.57 mph versus 1.83 mph for 

the younger women and they concluded that this was attributed to a reduced step length: 

15 in. versus 18.5 in. Murray et al. (1969) found a mean velocity of 1.2 m/s in 24 

subjects aged 67 to 87 years old. Bassey et al. (1976) estimated the walking velocity of 

men aged 64 to 66 years as 1.3 m/s. Imms and Edholm (1981) investigated gait and 

mobility of 71 elderly subjects randomly chosen with and without various medical and 

neuralgic conditions and found that walking velocity decreased with increasing age, but 

was dependent on existing pathologic conditions affecting the motor system. 

2.1.3.2 Heel Velocity 

The control of the foot during swing is essentially a ballistic and positional task 

(Winter, 1991). Horizontal velocity builds up gradually after heel-off and reaches a 

maximum velocity late in the swing phase and drops rapidly to near zero just prior to heel 

contact (HC). The vertical trajectory during mid and late swing phase drops rapidly, but 

just 10% before HC (based on stride period), the vertical drop is arrested about 1 cm 
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Figure 2.3. Body kinematics at HC for a typical walking trial. (Adapted from Winter. 
1991). 
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above the ground level (Winter, 1991). During the last 10% of swing, the heel is lowered 

very gently to the ground as horizontal velocity decreases rapidly to near zero. Figure 2.3 

shows the body kinematics at HC for a typical trial (Winter, 1991). It can be seen that the 

forward velocity of the body's center-of-gravity was 1.6 m/s and the heel velocity was 

reduced to 0.4 m/s horizontally and a mere 0.05 m/s vertically. 

The significance of the heel velocity before the HC is that at the end of swing 

phase the heel velocity must be reduced sufficiently so that a dangerous slip will not 

occur. Winter (1990) reported heel contact velocity in the horizontal direction was 

significantly higher for the elderly (than younger counterpart) even though walking 

velocity was slower for the elderly than young adults. He also noted that friction between 

the heel and the floor reduced heel velocity to zero, and cautioned against low COF floor 

surfaces. He also concluded that the only way to reduce the forward velocity of the foot 

prior to HC is through increased or earlier activation of the hamstring muscles. Figure 

2.4 illustrates phasic action of hamstrings. These muscles become active at the 

termination of swing phase (Inman et al., 1981). Note that they are being elongated as 

they act to decelerate the swinging leg. According to Cavagna et al. (1968), this is a very 

effective use of muscle. After they have been stretched they are in a condition to exert 

their maximal force. The hamstrings continue their activity into early stance to assist the 

gluteus maximus in extending the hip. 

2.1.3.3 Sliding Velocity 

The relative sliding velocity (has been called slipping velocity) between the shoe 

sole and the flooring surface immediately after heel contact has been one of the essential 

gait parameter for slips and falls investigations (Perkins, 1978; Strandberg and 

Lanshammar, 1981; Leamon and Son, 1988). Perkins (1978) and Strandberg and 

Lanshammar (1981) reported that there was some slipping of the heel immediately after 

heel contact even when no loss of balance was noticed by the subject. The heel often 

decelerated initially and then began to increase velocity when loss of balance was 

observed. They concluded that if the heel sliding velocity after heel contact did not 

decrease to a certain limit, loss of balance or even a fall will result. Heel velocity 

(sliding) was defined as follows: 
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Figure 2.4. Phasic action of hamstrings (from Inman et al., 1981). 
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Heel Velocity = V ^ ^ V v ? Eq. 2.1 

where Vx and Vz are the velocities of heel in horizontal and lateral direction, 

respectively. Using the above definition (differentiation of shoe position data), 

Strandberg and Lanshammar (1981) reported that the average heel velocity of the slip-

sticks remained below 0.5m/s. In other words, if the sliding velocity peak remained 

below 0.5 m/s, the subjects never fell. Bruntemgchit (1990) concluded that the average 

maximum heel velocity was 0.9 m/s for both males and females when slip occurred. Heel 

velocities of 1.9 m/s for males and 1.5 m/s for females were associated with loss of 

balance (slides). Son (1990), utilizing two walking velocities (1.3 m/s and 2.2 m/s) and 

two floor conditions (dry and oily steel), suggested that heel velocity was significantly 

affected by floor slipperiness. Heel velocity at slip start was .77 m/s (at 1.3 m/s walking 

velocity) to .78 m/s (at 2.2 m/s walking velocity) for dry steel, and .88 m/s ( at 1.3 m/s 

walking velocity) to 1.04 m/s (at 2.2 m/s walking velocity) for oily steel. He suggested 

that the change in heel velocity (sliding) was due to the change in swinging time and 

double-support time of the leg during the heel contact. In other words, subjects tried to 

land their feet quickly in order to compensate the body instability due to the slippery 

floor, and consequently, a quick landing of the swinging foot produced a high heel 

velocity. 

2.1.3.4 Linear Accelerations of the Head (Relative to the Pelvis) 

The linear accelerations of the head relative to that of the pelvis in the sagittal 

plane were measured by Ruder (1989). The vertical acceleration of the head (ear canal) 

was seen to be maximum in the upwards direction during weight acceptance and a 

maximum in the downwards direction during mid-stance phase of the gait cycle with 

average magnitudes of 2 m/s ̂  . The pelvic vertical accelerations were just marginally 

higher. The horizontal head acceleration was ± l.lm/s^ , compared with ±2.1m/s^ at the 

pelvis. In the frontal plane the medial/lateral accelerations (MacKinnon, 1990) showed 

that the pelvis averaged ± 1.8m/s^ which was reduced to ± 1.38m/s^ at the head. He 

also reported the average angular acceleration of the pelvis for 4 subjects (10 trials each) 

to be 2.6 r/s r.m.s. while the head's angular acceleration averaged 1.0 r/s" r.m.s. The 

significance of this measurement is that it represents how the trunk plays an active role in 
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reducing the translation and rotational displacements and accelerations of the head 

relative to the pelvis. There were major reductions in head and shoulder angular rotations 

in the frontal and transverse planes, major reductions in A/P horizontal displacements and 

accelerations, moderate reductions in M/L horizontal accelerations and minor reductions 

in vertical accelerations. Thus the trunk-spinal musculature appear to play an active role 

in damping the head movement (apparently aimed at providing a stable platform for the 

eyes and reducing the signal input to the vestibular system). 

Winter (1990), reported that the head A/P acceleration for the elderly was 

significantly higher (.475 m/s ̂  for the young adults vs. .621 m/s^ for the elderly) in spite 

of the fact that their hip acceleration was significantly lower (1.91 m/s ̂  for the young 
2 

adults vs. 1.54 m/s for the elderly). He also reported the ratio of head to hip acceleration 

as a measure of the damping effect by spinal column, and noted that the young adults 

reduced it to 23% while elderly were able to reduce their head acceleration to only 42% 

of that of the pelvis. Thus, he concluded that a severely attenuated head acceleration is 

necessary to maintain a stable platform for the visual system. He also gave an alternative 

explanation in which an elderly individual's vestibular system has a reduced gain and thus 

requires larger acceleration input in order to monitor the A/P accelerations experienced 

by the head. 

2.1.3.5 Ground Reaction Force 

The ground reaction forces as measured by a force platform reflect the vertical 

and shear forces acting on the surface of the platform. As such, they are an algebraic 

summation of the mass-acceleration products of all body segments while the foot is in 

contact with the force platform. The vertical force reflects the accelerations due to 

gravity as well as the accelerations seen by the camera. 

The mechanics and the forces involved in slipping are important in understanding 

fall accidents. The forces applied by the foot-floor when it touches the foot-floor surface 

act in three directions (Perkins, 1978): vertical (F) , horizontal (F^ )̂ in the direction of 

body motion, and horizontal-trans verse iFj)to the direction of body motion. 

At the instant of the heel contact, there is a forward thrust component of force on 
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the swing foot against the floor. This results in a forward horizontal force (F^) of the 

ground against the foot. 

Walking speed, which is the product of cadence and step length, affects the 

magnitude of F^. Forward horizontal force (F^) increases with increasing step length 

and cadence; however, the effects of cadence are more pronounced than the step length 

(Soames and Richardson, 1985). 

Longitudinal-transverse force (/y) is the result of the lateral momentum during 

the gait. This lateral momentum exists due to an out-toeing walking pattern (Broer and 

Zemicke, 1979). However, the force component Fj can be ignored in normal level 

walking due to the small transverse forces observed in locomotion experiments 

(Gronqvist, Roine, Jaroinen, and Korhonen, 1989). 

Vertical Force (F ) is result of the body weight and the downward momentum of 

the swing leg against the ground during the heel contact. Vertical force (/;) is affected 

by walking speed and cadence, which has more pronounced effect than step length. 

2.1.3.5.1 Required Coefficient of Friction (RCOF). The required coefficient of 

friction represents the minimum coefficient of friction that must be available at the shoe-

floor interface to prevent forward slipping at heel contact. 

Perkins, (1978) utilized a force platform to measure the horizontal (F^) and 

Vertical ( i ;) components of the force exerted between the shoe and ground during 

normal walking. An analogue divider calculated the ratio of horizontal to vertical forces 

(F^/F,) and displayed this on an oscillograph as a function of time (Figure 2.5). 

Perkins (1978) found six peak forces in the normal gait cycle. The first four 

peaks occurred during the landing phase and the remaining two peaks occurred during the 

take off phase. Peaks 1, 3, and 4 are caused by a forward force, whereas Peaks 2, 5, and 

6 are caused by a backward force on the force platform. 

Peak 1 is caused by the force of impact of the heel tip against the force platform 

and has a forward direction as a result of the approach angle of the heel to the ground. 

However, this peak has been found to be inconsistent due to low vertical force during this 

phase (peak 1). 
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Figure 2.5. Gait phases in normal level walking with typical horizontal, vertical, and 
their ratio for one step (Perkins, 1978). 
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Peak 2 is caused by a backward force exerted on the heel of the shoe shortly after 

contact. This force has been noted by several investigators (Perkins, 1978; Lanshammar 

and Strandberg, 1981), but no reason for its existence has been suggested. 

Peaks 3 and 4 are caused by the main forward force which retards the motion of 

the body and leg. During peaks 3 and 4, the vertical force has risen and significant 

proportion of the body weight is being applied through the heel tip (less than .Is after 

heel contact). Therefore, the error in F^l F^ ratio is relatively small (Perkins, 1978). As 

more of the body weight is progressively transferred to the striking foot, the center-of-

gravity of the body moves over the now stationary foot and the forward force causing 

Peak 4 decreases. During the take- off phase, the F^/i; (again) increases due to the 

force (Peaks 5 and 6) exerted by the foot propelling the body forward. 

The significance of the ratio (F^/i;) is that it indicates where in the walking step 

a slip is most likely to occur. If the magnitude of F^jlF^ exceeds the coefficient of friction 

(COF) between the two surfaces at a particular moment in time, a slip will occur (Perkins 

and Wilson, 1983). 

There are two critical gait phases in normal level walking from the view point of 

slipping (Perkins, 1978; Strandberg and Lanshammar, 1981). 

1. Shortly after the heel contact-when only the back edge of the heel is in 

contact with the ground (peaks 3 and 4 in Figure 2.5). Peaks 1 and 2 are 

not considered hazardous because F,̂  is quite small at peak 1 and because 

F ̂  is directed backward at peak 2. 

2. At the moment of toe-off-when only the forepart of the shoe is in contact 

with the ground (Peak 5 and Peak 6 in Figure 2.5). 

Theoretically, forward slip at peaks 3 and 4 during landing is more hazardous 

since the forward momentum of the body will continue to apply the body weight on the 

slipping foot. Conversely, backward slip at peaks 5 and 6 is less likely to be hazardous, 

as most of the body weight has been transferred forward from the slipping foot to the 

opposite leading foot. Backward slip at Peak 2 shortly after landing appears to be 

hazardous, but the likelihood of slip continuing in a backwards direction is small since 

the force rapidly changes direction (Perkins and Wilson, 1983). 
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of RCOF between young and old on four floor levels and 
cadence levels. 
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Floor slipperiness, cadence, and age (old and young) appears to have a significant 

effect on RCOF (Lockhart, 1997). The floor effect was compared utilizing measured 

RCOF for each floor level across both age groups and cadence levels, and the results 

indicated statistically significant RCOF difference between four floor slipperiness levels. 

The RCOF decreased with decreasing ADCOF (available dynamic COF was measured 

using the horizontal pull slipmeter). Also, the RCOF values were significantly higher as 

the cadence increased. Finally, the overall means of RCOF of the age group and floor 

levels indicated that the elderly group could not adjust their RCOF to ADCOF on very 

slippery floor (oily vinyl tile floor) surface. Figure 2.6 illustrates this concept. The 

RCOF was adjusted well below the ADCOF of the stainless steel, ceramic tile, and oily 

plywood floor surface (for both young and old), however, for the oily vinyl tile floor, the 

elderly subjects could not adjust their RCOF to ADCOF during moderate to very fast 

cadence levels. 

2.1.4 Trajectory of the Total Bodv Center-of-Gravitv 

The body's center-of-gravity is a key factor in human gait analysis as it reflects 

the motion of the whole body (Hay, 1973). The center-of-gravity is the theoretical point 

about which the mass of that body is evenly distributed. This reduction of the partial 

masses of the body into a common center-of-gravity simplifies the situation to a point 

where the effect of the moving forces upon the mechanism of gait as a whole can be 

calculated. In the human body, the location of this theoretical point will depend upon 

several factors including the distribution of segmental masses, and the location of those 

segments. 

In the standing position, the center-of-gravity is situated centrally in the pelvis, 

approximately at the level of the second sacral vertebra. However, during forward 

walking, the equilibrium is lost with the take-off of the propelling foot when the body's 

center-of-gravity momentarily lies beyond the anterior border of the supporting surface, 

and regained as soon as the swinging leg is extended forward and heel touches the ground 

(Carlsoo, 1962). In addition, the legs move forward and backwards, the arms swing, and 

the trunk moves up and down and from side to side during locomotion. Consequently, 

the center-of-gravity progresses forwards and at the same time moves up and down and 

from side to side. 
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The trajectory of the center-of-gravity of the whole body during walking has been 

studied since the late 1800's. Marey and his group at the University of France first 

recorded the spatial displacement of the body parts as the subjects walked in a twenty-

meter circle. Later, they developed several methods of interrupted-light photography to 

record both the angular and linear displacements of the center-of-gravity of the body 

during walking. Braune and Fischer, using a modification of Marey's photographic 

technique, made extensive measurements of the path of the center-of-gravity of the body 

during walking. Murray et al. (1964a and 1964b) utilizing photographic technique, also 

made extensive measurement of the path of the center-of-gravity of the body in vertical, 

lateral, and forward directions for men aged 20 to 87 years. Recently, Shimba (1984) 

used a force platform to estimate path of the center-of-gravity in the transverse plane, 

lida and Yamamuro (1987) utilizing Shimba's force platform technique calculated the 

path of center-of-gravity of the body during walking in three dimensions. More recently. 

Ruder (1989) and Mackinnon (1990) estimated path of the center-of-gravity in 

transversal plane based on a weighted average of each segment's center of mass. 

In the following sub-sections, the results of the above investigations are reviewed. 

2.1.4.1 Trajectory of the Center-of-gravity in Sagittal Plane (Vertical Oscillations) 

In normal level walking, the center-of-gravity describes a smooth sinusoidal curve 

when projected on the plane of progression (Figure 2.7). 

The path curve of the common center-of-gravity in the sagittal plane moves up 

and down. This motion is sinusoidal and is about 50 mm in extent for adult males at 

normal walking speed (Inman et al., 1981). The summits occur at the middle of the 

stance phase of each side and the lowest point occurs during double support when both 

feet are on the ground (Figure 2.8). At the peak of vertical movement, the horizontal 

velocity reaches a minimum (maximum acceleration). Conversely, the reverse is true at 

the time of lowest trajectory. 

Murray et al. (1964a) reported that the mean vertical excursion for sixty normal 

men aged (20 to 65 years) was 49 mm ± 11 mm, and noted that the patterns of vertical 

oscillation were similar in this age group (Figure 2.9). Murray et al. (1964b) reported 

that the amplitude of the total vertical excursion was less for the older men (46 mm ± 11 
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Figure 2.7. Displacements of center-of-gravity in three planes of space during single 
stride cycle (the lateral displacement [a], the vertical displacement [b], and the 
displacements of [a] and [b] as projected onto a plane perpendicular to the plane of 
progression [c]) (Inman et al., 1981). 
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Figure 2.8. The path curve of the common center-of-gravity in the sagittal plane. 
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mm) than for the younger men. lida and Yamamuro (1987) showed a ± 1.7 cm (34 mm 

peak-to-peak) vertical displacement for men and ± 1.2 cm (24 mm peak-to-peak) for 

women (this discrepancy might have been resulted from the methods used [photographic 

technique vs. force platform estimation]). 

Murray et al. (1964a) concluded that the magnitude of the vertical excursion 

during free-cadence walking correlated significantly with the length of the stride and the 

peak-to-peak vertical oscillation increased as cadence increased. They also noted that the 

vertical oscillations are mainly due to the alternately oblique and perpendicular positions 

of the lower extremities during double-limb and single-limb support. 

2.1.4.2 Trajectory of the Center-of-gravity in Frontal Plane (Lateral Oscillations) 

In the frontal plane the common center-of-gravity moves from left to right as each 

alternate leg becomes weight bearing. It follows a smooth sinusoidal curve, but with only 

one oscillation per stride as opposed to the two vertical oscillations in the sagittal plane 

(Figure 2.7 and 2.10). The center-of-gravity attains its greatest distance from the midline 

shortly after the support of the standing leg is shifted to the whole sole. At this point 

there is an inversion of motion (the velocity is zero, the acceleration is maximal). 

Afterwards, the center-of-gravity follows the period of double support and the velocity 

increases as the center-of-gravity again approaches the midline. 

Recently, Shimba (1984) and MacKinnon (1990) reported that the lateral path of 

the center-of-gravity passes forward along the medial border of the foot (sometimes 

slightly outside that border) (Figure 2.11). 

Murray et al. (1964a) reported the mean (peak-to-peak) magnitude of lateral 

motion for the sixty men aged (20 to 65 years) was 60 mm ± 17 mm with the most lateral 

deflections occurring early in single-limb support (Figure 2.9). Murray et al. (1964b) 

showed that the total excursion of lateral motion was slightly greater for the older subject 

(65 to 87 years old) than for the younger men (Figure 2.12). Figure 2.12 also shows that 

the amplitude of the lateral excursion was greater for the free cadence (6.0 ± 1.7 cm) 

than for the faster cadence (5.2 ± 1.9 cm). lida and Yamamuro (1987) reported the lateral 

displacement for men (± 2 cm) was greater than that for women (± 1.5 cm). 

Murray et al. (1964a) concluded that the lateral movements represent automatic 
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Figure 2.10. The path of the common center-of-gravity in frontal plane. 
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Figure 2.11. Lateral pathway of center-of-gravity passing forward along the medial 
border of the foot (MacKinnon, 1990). 
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postural adjustments, shifting the line of gravity alternately toward the eccentrically 

placed bases of support in keeping with the demands of stability. 

2.1.4.3 Trajectory of the Center-of-gravity in Transverse Plane 
(Forward Displacement) 

In the transverse plane the center-of-gravity caries out forward and backward 

movements (U shape). In this plane the center-of-gravity moves forward commensurably 

with the movements of the pelvis. The maximum forward point is reached as the heel is 

set to the ground and the maximum backward movement occurs at the moment of the 

take-off phase of the gait. The amplitude of these back and forward oscillation is, 

according to Braune and Fischer (1889), about 12 mm. 

Murray et al. (1964a) reported that the forward movement was not constant but 

proceeded in two gentle waves of increased and decreased rates of displacement within 

each walking cycle (Figure 2.9). They also noted that the most rapid forward movement 

occurred shortly after heel-contact (during the periods of double-limb support) and the 

forward speed declined as the body climbed to its highest and most lateral position during 

single-limb support. 

While this is reasonably true for fast walking, in slower walking the peak of the 

vertical displacement occurs before that of the lateral displacement, and therefore, the 

path follows an asymmetrical figure-of-eight (Inman et al., 1981) (Figure 2.7). 

2.1.4.4 Smooth Sinusoidal Displacement of Center-of-gravity 

Achievement of even sinusoidal displacements depends on smoothly coordinated 

angular displacements of the various segments of the lower limb (Inman et al., 1981). 

Saunders et al. (1953), used a series of simple models to illustrate how this smooth 

sinusoidal displacement pathway was achieved in bipedal locomotion. 

In this section, the theoretical models of the lower limb will be utilized to further 

aid in the understanding of achievement of even sinusoidal displacements of the center-

of-gravity. 

The first model is shown in Figure 2.13. The theoretical lower extremities are 

shown to consist only of a bar representing the pelvis, with the center-of-gravity depicted 
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Figure 2.13. Simplified model depicting bipedal locomotion (Saunders et al., 1953). 
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Figure 2.14. Effects of pelvic rotation. By permitting the pelvis to rotate in a horizontal 
plane during locomotion, the center-of-gravity is prevented from falling as far during the 
phase of double weight bearing as was shown in Figure 2.13. The solid line at the top 
represents the curve shown in Figure 2.13 and the dotted line represents the curve shown 
in Figure 2.14 (Saunders et al., 1953). 
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as a small block lying midway between the two hips. The leg is represented as rigid 

levers without foot, ankle, or knee mechanism, that is articulated only at the hip joints, 

and which will only permit flexion and extension. They noted that such a system of 

quasilocomotion would produce something analogous to the process of stepping off 

distances with a pair of compasses. In this system, the radius of each arc is equal to the 

length of limbs, and with each step, the extent of flexion and extension of the hip joint is 

the same. Such a type of locomotion requires that the center-of-gravity be elevated to a 

height equal to the center-of-gravity in the standing position. Thus, it will result in a 

severe jolt at the point of interaction of each two arcs, where there is an abrupt change in 

the direction of movement of the center-of-gravity (Inman et al., 1981; Low and Reed, 

1996). Decreasing the total elevation, depressing the center-of-gravity, and smoothing the 

series of interrupted arcs require coordinated movements involving all the joints of the 

lower extremities. In the following sub-sections, a qualitative description of the principal 

elements (movements of the lower extremities) utilizing Saunder's model (1953) is 

presented to provide a basis for the quantitative descriptions of the gait parameters 

involved in achievement of smooth sinusoidal displacements of the center-of-gravity. 

2.1.4.4.1 Rotation of the Pelvis. The effects of pelvic rotation are to flatten the 

arc of the passage of the center-of-gravity in "compass" gait (model 1) by elevating the 

ends of the arc (Figure 2.14). Due to this pelvic motion, for any given stride length, less 

flexion and extension of the hip is needed. Consequently, there is less vertical movement 

of the trunk due to the smaller angles needed at the hip (Low and Reed, 1996). In 

addition, the angles at the intersections of successive arcs are less abrupt and the severity 

of the impact at floor contact is reduced. 

As indicated earlier, in normal level walking, the pelvis rotates about a vertical 

axis alternately to the right and to the left (relative to the line of progression). The 

magnitude of this rotation is approximately 5° at slow walking speed to 20° at very fast 

walking speed (Stokes et al., 1989). Murray et al. (1964b) indicated that older men 

showed smaller excursions of pelvic rotation than younger men. Therefore, the angles at 

the intersections of successive arcs might be more abrupt for older individuals and may 

result in greater impact during floor contact than younger counterpart. 
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Figure 2.15. Effect of pelvic tilt. Due to the pelvic tilt, the center-of-gravity need not be 
elevated as much when the body passes over the weight-bearing leg during midstance. 
The solid line at the top represents the curve shown in Figure 2.14 (Saunders et al., 1953). 
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2.1.4.4.2 Pelvic Tilt. In normal level walking, as the hip of the stance leg rises, 

the pelvis is allowed to tilt down on the other side (that of the swinging leg) (Figure 

2.15). At moderate speeds, the alternate angular displacement is about 3° to 5° (Murray 

et al., 1964a). This is controlled by the gluteus medius and minimus (Low and Reed, 

1996). Due to this pelvic tilt, the center-of-gravity (swing leg hip) remains lower than the 

stance phase hip. As the hip on the swing side is lower, it is necessary for the swinging 

leg to shorten to clear the ground. This is achieved by knee flexion and ankle 

dorsiflexion. Thus, the summit of the arc is lowered, further flattening the pathway of 

whole body center-of-gravity. 

There was no systematic differences in the excursion of pelvic tilt between the 

various age and height groups (Murray et al., 1964a). 

2.1.4.4.3 Knee Flexion of the Stance Leg. In each walking cycle, the pattern of 

knee rotation has two waves of extension and two waves of flexion (Figure 2.16). At 

heel contact, the knee is extended in order to lengthen the forward-reaching extremity. 

At this time, the knee has already begun its first and lesser phase of flexion (Fl j ). 

Consequently, in mid-stance of the gait cycle, the knee flexes in range of 15° to 20° 

(Winter, 1980), and continues to remain flexed until the center of mass has passed over 

the weight-bearing leg (Saunders et al., 1953). 

The effect of this knee flexion is twofold. Initially, it absorbs part of the impact 

of the body at heel contact and decreases the amount that the center of mass must be 

elevated as it passes over the weight-bearing leg. Knee flexion of the stance leg 

effectively shortens this leg in the middle of stance phase so that, as the leg passes from 

flexion to extension at the hip, it does not cause the hip to rise high (Figure 2.17). Thus, 

during the beginning and end of stance phase, knee flexion contributes to smoothing the 

abrupt changes at the intersections of the arcs of translation of the center-of-gravity 

(Saunders et al, 1953; Inman et al., 1981). 

Older men showed less knee flexion during swing than the younger men did. 

However, during the stance phase of the gait cycle, the knee flexion was almost identical 

in the various age and height groups (Murray et al., 1964a, 1964b). 
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Figure 2.16. Mean patterns of sagittal rotation (pelvis, hip, knee, and ankle) for the five 
age groups (Murray et al., 1964b). 
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Figure 2.17. Knee flexion during stance. The solid line at the top represents the curve 
shown in Figure 2.15 (Saunders et al., 1953). 
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2.1 AAA Knee, Ankle and Heel Mechanism. The three elements discussed so far 

(pelvic rotation, pelvic tilt, and knee flexion of the stance leg) act to decrease the 

magnitude of the vertical displacement of the center-of-gravity of the body. However, 

the pathway of the center-of-gravity still consists of a series of arcs, and the intersections 

of the center-of-gravity will be subject to a sudden change in vertical displacement. This 

would result in a jarring effect on the body (Inman et al., 1981). Thus, an additional 

mechanism must be active that smoothes the pathway of the center-of-gravity by a 

gradual change in the vertical displacement of the center-of-gravity from a downward to 

an upward direction, converting a series of intersecting arcs into a sinusoidal path. This 

is accomplished by certain movements in the knee, ankle, and foot. 

At the time of the heel contact, the center of mass of the body is falling (Winter, 

1991). This downward movement is decelerated by slight flexion of the knee against the 

resistance of the quadriceps (Winter, 1980). After heel contact, the foot is plantar flexed 

against the resisting tibialis anterior muscle (Inman et al., 1981). Contraction of the 

quadriceps acting on the knee and the tibialis anterior muscle on the foot causes the 

movements of center-of-gravity of the body to be slowed, consequently, the downward 

motion of the center-of-gravity of the body is smoothly decelerated. 

2.1.4.4.5 Lateral Displacement of the Bodv. As indicated previously, the body is 

shifted slightly over the weight-bearing leg with each step. This magnitude is 

approximately ± 3.5 cm (Murray et al., 1964a). The side to side displacement of the 

pelvis is reduced by keeping the walking base narrow (Low and Reed, 1996). Figure 

2.18 and 2.19 illustrates lateral displacement of the center-of-gravity in wide and narrow 

walking base gait. 

Stride width was measured by Murray et al. (1964a and 1964b) utilizing the 

transverse distance between points on the central long axes of the feet (located by a line 

from the lateral malleoulus drawn perpendicularly to the line of progression) during foot-

to-floor contact. They found that the older subjects' stride width was slightly wider than 

those of the younger men (Murray et al., 1964b). Consequently, the lateral excursion of 

the center-of-gravity was greater for the older subjects than the younger counterpart 

(Murray et al., 1964b). 
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Figure 2.18. Lateral displacement of center-of-gravity in wide walking base (Saunders et 
al., 1953). 
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Figure 2.19. Effects of narrow walking base. By providing the model with a degree of 
genu valgum, the walking base is narrowed and the amplitude of lateral displacement is 
decreased while the shank remains vertical (Saunders et al., 1953). 
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2.1.5 Posture and Balance in Human Gait 

In the end, gait represents a translatory progression of the body as a whole. 

During walking, the body experiences translatory motion while the arms and legs 

experience rotary motion about the active joints. The balance of the human body or its 

parts requires that all gravitational forces be completely neutralized by counter forces. 

These counter forces are supplied by the resistance of the supporting surface of the body. 

However, when gravitational forces fall outside of the supporting surfaces, the translatory 

force of gravity is not neutralized. In order to neutralize the rotatory forces, the line of 

COG must also fall in the supporting surface. In general, two factors influence stability 

(Steindler, 1977). First, the broader the supporting area (area over which one object is 

supported by another, in the standing position, the base of support of the human body is 

the area bounded by the contact points of the feet with the floor) the greater is the force 

necessary to destroy the balance by throwing the line of COG beyond the supporting 

surface. Second, the lower the center-of-gravity is located, the greater is the arc which an 

unbalancing force must describe before it can bring the center to fall outside the 

supporting area (i.e., more stable). 

In the human body, the constant mass is supported in standing on a small base. 

Additionally, the area of the base and the position of the center-of-gravity are subject to 

constant rapid changes and therefore, require a complex reflex system involving the 

integration of sensory nerves and the motor nerves controlling the muscles to maintain 

balance in any given posture of the body. The deviation of the center-of-gravity is 

constantly monitored by (Fozard, Wold, and Bell, 1977; Nashner, 1982; Stelmach and 

Worringham, 1985): 

1. Sensory mechanoreceptors in the capsules and ligaments of joints, which 

provide information about their position and rate of movement. 

2. Stretch receptors in muscles (muscle spindles), which give information on the 

amount and rate of muscle stretching. 

3. Pressure receptors (exteroceptors) in the skin, which provide information about the 

amount of pressure on the skin of the soles of the feet. 

4. The vestibular apparatus, including the semicircular canals found in the inner ear 

within the temporal bone of the skull, gives information of the motion of the 
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head in all planes. 

5. The visual system giving information about the position of the body in relation 

to objects and surfaces that can be seen. 

All this information is processed in the central nervous system (principally in the 

cerebellum and the brainstem) and signals are sent to skeletal muscles to contract 

appropriately to adjust the position of the body to maintain the center-of-gravity over the 

base. This process involves unconscious prediction of body motion so that the 

adjustments are not merely responding to the existing body position, but arranging that 

the center-of-gravity to base relationship is appropriate for subsequent movements (i.e. 

the next step in walking). 

2.1.5.1 Balance Task of Walking versus Standing 

Human bipedal walking provides a challenging balance task to the CNS and 

appears to be completely different than the balance task during standing. During standing 

the CNS is challenged to keep the body's center-of-gravity safely within the borders of 

the two feet (or one foot if balancing on one foot). Studies of balance and posture during 

quiet or perturbed standing have identified the ankle muscles (plantarflexors/dorsiflexors, 

invertors/evertors) as dominant (Winter, 1991). However, during locomotion, ankle 

muscles are no longer important because the balance task has changed (Winter, 1987). 

As explained in section 2.1.4.2 (Lateral Oscillations of the COG), the lateral path of the 

center-of-gravity passes forward along the medical border of the foot (even slightly 

outside that border). Thus, during single support the body is in a continuous state of 

falling down because the body's center-of-gravity is outside the foot. The only way that 

recovery is achieved is to position the swing limb so that during double support the CNS 

can make any re-balancing adjustments. 

2.1.5.2 Inverted Pendulum Model 

The second challenging fact is that the distribution of body mass is such that 2/3 

of its mass in the head, arms and trunk is located 2/3 of body height above the ground. 

Such an inverted pendulum is inherently unstable when considering the forward 
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Figure 2.20. Inverted Pendulum Model of head, arms, and trunk (Winter, 1991). 
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momentum of head, arms and trunk and the trajectory of center-of-gravity. The inverted 

pendulum model of head, arms and trunk will be briefly introduced to elaborate 

disturbing moments of gravitational and acceleration factors. 

The dynamic equilibrium equations that describe the moments acting on the segment are 

usually derived as acting about the center of mass of the segment (Figure 2.20) (Winter, 

1991). 

About center of mass: 

^i = "* Z (>"/ -yo) + rn{y^ + g) (X, -x^)+ I,a 

where, 

Mj = net muscle moment acting at the joint 

m = mass of the segment of interest 

y = horizontal acceleration 

y = vertical acceleration 

g = gravitational acceleration 

a = angular acceleration 

Substituting : Ij = /Q + md^ and rearranging, 

M ^ = mg (x„ - x^)+ my^ix^ - x^) - mx^{y^ - yj-f- I^a 

[gravitational] [couple due to C of M acceleration] [inertialj Eq. 2.2 

Equation 2.2 represents the final equilibrium equation with the moments as they 

act about the pivot point, in this case the hip joint. 

The first term,M^., is the net muscle moment acting at the joint in the plane of 

interest (either the plane of progression or the frontal plane). The second term is the 

gravitational moment due to the fact that the center-of-gravity does not lie directly over 

the joint center. The next two terms combined are the couples created by the fact that the 

joint center is accelerating and the final term is the associated moment that causes the 
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segment to undergo an angular acceleration, a. By partitioning these terms in this 

manner prevalence of the disturbing moments (gravitational and acceleration) and how 

well the CNS recognized and counters these disturbances are readily seen. 

2.2 Location of Anatomical Center-of-Gravitv of the Bodv 

Detailed quantitative analyses of human motion require knowledge of the location 

of the center-of-gravity of the body (or bodies). Many attempts have been made to 

develop suitable methods of determining the location of center-of-gravity. There are 

basically two approaches which have been used in determining the location of the center-

of-gravity of the human body, the direct and indirect approaches. The direct approach 

considers the body as a whole, and the indirect approach considers the body as various 

parts or segments. In the following subsections, the methods for determining location of 

the center-of-gravity are reviewed (direct and indirect). Finally, the mathematical models 

and methods for the determination of the whole body center-of-gravity are reviewed. 

2.2.1 The Direct Approach 

Borelli (1679) is generally credited with being the first person to attempt to locate 

the center-of-gravity of a human body. He placed his subject in a supine position on a 

board and then moved the board back and forth on a triangular-sectioned support until a 

position of balance was achieved. However, he failed to realize that the vertical plane 

passing through the edge on which the board was supported contained the center-of-

gravity of the subject-plus-board system and not necessarily that of the subject alone. 

During the 19th and early 20th centuries numerous methods were developed for the 

purpose of locating the center-of-gravity in either the transverse or frontal plane (Weber, 

Wilhelm, and Weber, 1836; Meyer, 1853; Mosso, 1884; Demeny, 1887; Richer, 1921; 

Haycraft and Sheen, 1900; Croskey, Dawson, Luessen, Alma, Marohan, and Wright, 

1922). Although there were considerable differences between these methods in terms of 

the equipment used and the experimental procedures followed, they all had at least one 

thing in common. Like the method of Borelli, they all depended on adjusting the position 

of the subject, and/or the apparatus until the system came to rest with its center-of-gravity 

in the same vertical plane as the fulcrum upon which it was supported. 
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Cotton (1931) devised a method involving the use of a board balanced on a single 

central support and held in a horizontal position by a spring scale attached to one end. 

The scale recorded the force necessary to maintain the system in a horizontal position. 

The location of the transverse plane containing the subject's center-of-gravity was then 

readily obtained by computing moments about the fulcrum provided by the central 

support. 

Cotton (1932) next devised a method for locating the equivalent frontal plane. 

This technique required the subject to lie on a second board placed at right angles across 

the board to which the support and spring scale was attached. The vertical plane 

containing the center-of-gravity was then determined with the system tilted upward 

slightly toward the spring scale end, and then again with the system tilted upward toward 

the other end. The antero-posterior location of the center-of-gravity was determined by 

the line of intersection between the two planes. 

Basler (1931) developed techniques involving the use of a balance or reaction 

board. This method required the use of a large triangular board supported in a horizontal 

position by two metal spikes each of which rested on the platform of a spring scale and a 

third spike which rested on a fixed support. The subjects were placed on board with 

required position and the readings on the scales were measured. These measurements, 

together with the known weight of the subject, were then used in determining the 

moments about each of two axes through the points of support. Solution of the resulting 

moment equations yielded the location of the center-of-gravity of the subject in two 

planes (transverse and sagittal planes for a subject in a back-lying position; transverse 

and frontal planes for a subject in a side-lying position). 

Santschi, Du Bois, and Omoto (1963) determined the location of the transverse 

and frontal planes containing the center-of-gravity using a method primarily devised for 

the purpose of obtaining the moments of inertial of a human body in a variety of 

positions. The method involved strapping the subject into a large compound pendulum 

which was then set to oscillate through an angle of ±1°. After the period of the pendulum 

had been determined, the location of the center-of-gravity of the subject in one plane was 

then computed using an equation involving the two periods, the weight and volume of the 

subject, the ambient air density, and the known physical characteristics of the pendulum 
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itself. The whole process was repeated with the subject strapped into a second compound 

pendulum to locate a second plane containing the center-of-gravity. 

Weinbach (1938) described a method for determining the height of the center-of-

gravity of a subject standing in an erect position, using measurements taken from 

photographs or taken directly from the subject. The method was based on the 

assumptions that successive horizontal cross-sections through the body were elliptical in 

shape and thus their areas could be computed using the formula: 

a = ^ • f • s (sq. mm) Eq. 2.3 

2 

where f is the number of mm in one-half the front view, and s is the number of mm in the 

side view section. Next a volume contour map was drawn by plotting the cross-sectional 

areas as ordinates against the heights of the cross-sections for the ground as abscissa. 

From the resulting curve, a second curve was derived using a series of geometric 

constructions. Finally, the areas under the two curves were measured with a plainmeter 

and the ratio of one (representative of the volume of the body below the center-of-

gravity) to the other (representative of the volume of the whole body) was used in 

computations to determine the height of the center-of-gravity above the soles of the feet. 

2.2.2 The Indirect Approach 

In this approach, the body is considered to be composed of an arbitrary number of 

segments, whose weights and center-of-gravity locations are know. The moments of the 

individual segments about an arbitrary axis are computed, summed, and equated to the 

moment of the whole body about this same axis: 

W X = w 1 X1 -I- W2 X2 + W3 X3 -I-...+ w^ x„ , Eq. 2.4 

where w j , W2 , W3 ... w„ are the weights of the n segment; W is the weight of the body 

(i.e., w, -I- W2 + W3 +... w„ =W); and x j , X2 , X3 ... x„ and x are the respective 

distances of the centers of gravity of the segments and the whole body from the chosen 

axis. A simple rearrangement of this equation yields the distance of the center-of-gravity 

of the whole body from the axis and thus fixes its location in one dimension: 

x = Wj Xj + W2 X2 + W3 X3 + ...4-w^ x„ /W. Eq. 2.5 
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A similar computation of the moments about a second and third axis fixes the location of 

the whole-body center-of-gravity in a second and third dimensions: 

y = Wiy i+W2y2+W3y3 + ...-Hw„y„ /W, Eq. 2.6 

z = w,Zi-f-W2Z2+W3Z3 + ...+ w„z„ / W. Eq. 2.7 

The accuracy of the results obtained using this approach depends in large part on 

the validity of the available data concerning the weight and the location of the COG of 

each of the body segments. Numerous studies have been undertaken with a view to 

obtaining suitable data. These may be classified under five broad headings: (1) cadaver 

studies, (2) immersion studies, (3) reaction board studies, (4) mathematical modeling 

studies, and (5) miscellaneous studies. 

2.2.2.1 Cadaver Studies 

Braune and Fischer (1889) obtained four male cadavers (Table 2.1), placed them 

on a horizontal board in a symmetrical supine position (legs extended and rotated 

laterally, elbows slightly flexed, forearms in midrange position), and froze them solid. 

They then drove three thin, metal rods through each cadaver at right angles to its three 

cardinal planes, suspended it from each of the three rods, in turn, and once equilibrium 

had been established each time, scratched lines on it to indicate the positions at which the 

vertical plane containing the supporting rod intersected the trunk. The point of 

intersection of the three planes determined the COG of the body (Table 2.2). 

Fischer (1906), utilizing the same method as described above, dissected a small 

cadaver (150.0 cm [59.3 in.], and 44.057 kg [97.1 lb.]) and determined the weights and 

center-of-gravity locations of 14 individual body segments. Dempster (1955), as part of a 

comprehensive 3-year project undertaken on behalf of he U.S. Air Force, obtained eight 

white, male cadavers. After freezing the cadavers with dry ice, he bisected the joint 

angles with cuts through the joint center, weighed each segment, and determined the 

"linear location" of its COG using a balance plate. The anatomical location of the COG 

of each segment was determined by drilling small transverse holes in the direction of the 

COG inserting pointed dowel sticks in these holes and then making a saw cut through the 

segment in the plane of the sticks. Upon completion of this transverse bisection, the 

pointed ends of the sticks indicated the location of the COG of the segment (Table 2.3). 
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Table 2.1. Cadavers Used in Braune and Fischer's Study (Adapted from Braune and 
Fischer, 1889). 

Age Supine Height Weight Build 

18 169 cm not reported "well built' 

II 45 170 cm 75.10 Kg "muscular" 

III 50 166 cm 60.75 Kg "muscular" 

IV not reported 168 cm 56.90 Kg "muscular" 
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Table 2.2. Segment weights and center-of-gravity locations (adapted from Braune and 
Fischer, 1889). 

Segment Mean weight of segment 

Relative to total body weight 

Mean distance of C.G. from proximal axis as 

fraction of segment length 

Head 

Torso 

.070 

.461 

Arm 

Upper arm 

Forearm and 

Hand 

Forearm 

Hand 

Leg 

Upper leg 

R 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

Lower leg and foot R 

Lower leg 

Foot 

L 

R 

L 

R 

L 

.062 

.063 

.033 

.034 

.030 

.029 

.021 

.020 

.008 

.008 

.173 

.173 

.107 

.107 

.065 

.065 

.047 

.048 

.017 

.017 

.526 

.470 

.472 

.421 

.407 

.439 

.519 

.420 

.434 
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Table 2.3. Segment weights and center-of-gravity locations (adapted from Dempster, 
1955). 

Segment Mean weight of segment as Center-of-gravity location with respect to 
% of total body weight stated reference points 

Trunk minus limbs 

Trunk minus shoulders 

Both shoulders 

Head and neck 

Thorax 

Abdomen plus pelvis 

Whole upper limb 

Arm 

Upper arm 

Forearm and hand 

Forearm 

Hand 

Whole lower limb 

Thigh 

Leg and Foot 

Leg 

Lower Leg 

Foot 

56.5 

46.9 

10.3 

7.9 

11.0 

26.4 

R 
L 
R 
L 

R 
L 
R 
L 
R 
L 
R 
L 
R 
L 
R 
L 
R 
L 

R 
L 

4.9 
4.8 
2.7 
2.6 

2.2 
2.1 
1.6 
1.5 
0.6 
0.6 
15.7 
15.7 
9.6 
9.7 
5.9 
6.0 
4.5 
4.5 

1.4 
1.4 

60.4% to vertex; 39.6% to hip axes 

64.3% to vertex; 35.7% to hip axes 

84.0% of clavicular link dimension to sternal 
end of clavicle (oblique) 
43.3% to vertex; 56.7% to seventh cervical centrum 

62.7% to first thoracic centrum; 37.3% to twelfth 
Thoracic centrum 
59.9% to first lumbar centrum; 40.1% to hip axes 

51.2% to gleno-humeral axis; 48,8% to ulnar styloid 

43.6% to gleno-humeral axis; 56.4% to elbow axis 

67.7% to elbow axis; 32.3% to ulnar styloid 

43.0% to elbow axis; 57.0% to wrist axis 

50.6% to wrist axis; 49.4% to knuckle III 

43.4% to hip axix; 56.6% to medial malleolus 

43.3% to hip axis; 56.7% to knee axis 

43.4% to knee axis; 56.7% to medial malleolus 

43.3% to knee acis; 56.7% to ankle axis 

42.9% to heel; 57.1% to toe I 
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Barter (1957) attempted to overcome limitations imposed by the small sample 

sizes in the studies of Braune and Fischer (1889), Fischer (1906), and Dempster (1955) 

by combining their results for the weights of the various segments and treating them 

statistically by means of a regression analysis. The equations derived by Barter are 

presented in Table 2.4. 

Clauser, McConville, and Young (1969) used 14 preserved male cadavers, 

carefully selected to closely approximate the wide range of physical body sizes found in 

normal populations. An extensive series of anthropometric measurements were taken on 

each cadaver, and whole body center-of-gravity was located using Swearingen's (1962) 

apparatus and the body was carefully dismembered so that the required segment 

parameters could be determined. The anthropometric and segmental data was then 

subjected to a step-wise multiple regression analysis and regression equations were 

derived for the prediction of segment weight, volume, and center-of-gravity location from 

the anthropometric measures. The mean values for the weight of each segment, 

expressed as a ratio of the total body weight and for the location of the center-of-gravity 

as a ratio on the segment length, were also determined (Table 2.5). 

2.2.2.2 Immersion Studies 

Harless (1860) developed a method for determining the weights of the segments 

of a living subject. He obtained a total of 44 limb and head segments from a wide variety 

of adult corpses (four males, two females, median age 33.5 years, age rage 22-68 years) 

and determined the weight of each when it was suspended in air, and when it was totally 

immersed in water, he then computed its specific gravity using the formula: 

Specific gravity = W^,> / W .̂̂  + Ŵ ^̂ ^̂  Eq. 2.8 

He suggested that the weight of a segment of a living subject could be determined in a 

simple computation involving the volume of the segment (water displacement method). 

Several investigators have determined the volumes of the limb segments of living 

subjects and then computed values for the mass or weight of these segments using 

assumed values for their density or specific weight. 

Dempster (1955), selected 39 white, male, college-aged, subjects representative of 

four body builds (median, rotund, thin, and muscular) (Figure 2.21) and determined the 
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Table 2.4. Regression equations for computing the weight of body segment (adapted 
from Barter, 1957). 

Body segment Regression equation Standard error of estimate 

Head, neck, and trunk .47 X Total body wt.+12.0 (=^6.4) 

Total upper extremities . 13 X Total body wt. -3.0 (—2.1) 

Both upper arms .08 X Total body wt. -2.9 (± 1.0) 

Forearms plus hands .06 X Total body wt.-1.4 (-1-2) 

Both forearms .04 X Total body wt. -0.5 (± 1.0) 

Both hands .01 X Total body wt. +0.7 (±0.4) 

Total lower extremities .31 X Total body wt. +2.7 (±4.9) 

Both upper legs .18 X Total body wt. +3.2 (±3.6) 

Both lower legs plus feet . 13 X Total body wt. -0.5 (±2.0) 

Both lower legs . 11 X total body wt. -1.9 (±1.6) 

Both feet .02 X Total body wt. +1.5 (±0.6) 
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Table 2.5. Mean segment weights and center-of-gravity locations (adapted from Clauser 
et al., 1969). 

Head 

Trunk 

Total arm 

Upper arm 

Forearm and hand 

Forearm 

Hand 

Total Leg 

Thigh 

Calf and foot 

Calf 

Foot 

7.3 

50.7 

4.9 

2.6 

2.3 

1.6 

0.7 

16.1 

10.3 

5.8 

4.3 

1.5 

Segment Segment weight (% of body weight) COG (% of segment length) 

46.6 

38.0 

42.2 

52.2 

62.6 

39.0 

18.0 

38.2 

37.2 

47.5 

37.1 

44.9 
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Figure 2.21. Somatotypes of 30 college-aged males used in Dempster's immersion study 
of living subjects (Hay, 1977). 
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volumes of their limb segments by immersing them in water and noting the volume of 

water displace. The data obtained in this manner (expressed in percentages of the total 

body volume) are presented in Table 2.6. 

Drillis and Contini (1966) employed a wide range of measurement techniques in 

order to determine the volume , mass, density, center of mass, mass moment of inertia, 

and radius of gyration of the living human body and its segments. Among these were 

two immersion-type techniques. The "N.Y.U. Modified Immersion Method", in which 

the segment being studied was placed in an empty tank which was then filled to the 

appropriate level, and the "Segment Zone Method" in which the same procedure was 

followed with the water level raised in small equidistant steps so that the distribution of 

volume could be determined throughout the length of the segment. The mean volumes 

obtained for the limb segments of 12 male subjects (age range 20-39 yr., mean age 27.2 

yr.) and the location of the segment centers of gravity are presented in Table 2.7. 

2.2.2.3 Reaction Board Studies 

The weight of a body segment (or, alternatively, the location of the center-of-

gravity of that segment) can be determined using a modification of the reaction board 

technique of du Bois-Reymond. After the subject has taken up his position on the board, 

the reading on the scales and the horizontal location of the segment center-of-gravity is 

noted. The subject then alters the position of the segment in question and the same two 

parameters are noted a second time. The weight of the segment is then computed as in 

the caption for Figure 2.22. 

Bernstein (1967) used a sophisticated version of the reaction board procedure 

shown in Figure 2.22 to determine the masses and the center-of-gravity locations of the 

major limb segments of 152 living subjects (both male and female) ranging in age from 

10-75 years. The results obtained are summarized in Table 2.8. 

2.2.2.4 Mathematical Modeling Studies 

Mathematical models allow for the calculation of inertial properties of body 

segments and of the whose body not only in one position but in many positions and, 

therefore, can be used to simulate human movement ( Nigg and Herzog 1994). 
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Table 2.6. Ratio of mean volume of the limb segments to body volume (adapted from 
Dempster, 1955). 

Segment 

Whole upper limb 

Arm 

Forearm plus hand 

Forearm 

Hand 

Whole lower limb 

Thigh 

Leg plus foot 

Leg 

Foot 

Rotund (%) 

5.28 

3.32 

1.95 

1.52 

0.42 

20.27 

14.78 

5.52 

4.50 

1.10 

Muscular (%) 

5.60 

3.35 

2.24 

1.70 

0.53 

18.49 

12.85 

5.61 

4.35 

2.20 

Thin (%) 

5.20 

2.99 

2.23 

1.63 

0.58 

19.08 

12.90 

6.27 

4.81 

1.46 

Median (%) 

5.65 

3.46 

2.15 

1.61 

0.54 

19.55 

13.65 

5.97 

4.65 

1.25 
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Table 2.7. Segmental volume and center-of-gravity locations (adapted from Drillis and 
Contini, 1966). 

Segment Segment Volume (% of body volume) Location of COG (% of seg. length) 

39.2 

42.3 

38.2 

44.9 

43.1 

44.5 

39.3 

45.0 

41.0 

39.7 

Hand 

Forearm 

Forearm and hand 

Upper arm 

Whole arm 

Foot 

Shank 

Shank and foot 

Thigh 

Whole leg 

.566 

1.702 

3.495 

5.730 

1.297 

4.083 

9.241 

14.620 
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w« segment weight 
W- body weight 
x,y,Ay,z« 

horizontal distances 
shown . 

Rs scale reading 

Taking moments about A in position 1: 
«,x = wy + (IV ~w) z 

Taking moments about A In position 2: 
/?,x = w{y + Ay) + (W - w| 2 

Subtracting: 
(ff, - fl,) X = w Ay 

w 

Figure 2.22. Determination of the weight of a body segment (Hay, 1977). 
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Table 2.8. Results from Bernstein's study of 152 living subjects (adapted from Bernstein, 
1967) on relative masses of the limbs. 

Segment 

Upper arm 

Forearm 

Hand 

Thigh 

Lower leg 

Foot 

Men 

0.02655 

0.01818 

0.00703 

0.12213 

0.04655 

0.01458 

Women 

0.02600 

0.01820 

0.00550 

0.12815 

0.01845 

0.01295 

Gen. Mean 

0.02632 

0.01819 

0.00642 

0.12485 

0.04731 

0.01313 

Ratio MAV 

1.021 

1.000 

1.279 

0.948 

0.961 

1.126 
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Mathematical models of the human body are based on the representation of the segments 

by standard geometric shapes. The simplest approach is to assume that each segment is a 

single homogeneous solid such as a right elliptical cylinder or a frustum of a right 

circular cone (Whitsett, 1963; Hanavan, 1964) (Figure 2.23 ). Dimensions for the shapes 

are based on anthropometric measures taken on the subject. The remaining input 

variable, segment mass is estimated using regression equations based on cadaver studies 

(Barter, 1957). A number of attempts have been made to represent the segments of the 

body as regular geometric solids of known density and to determine the center-of-gravity 

of the whole body by appropriate computations. 

Among the first to use this approach was Harless (1860) who assumed a known 

specific gravity on the basis of previous research, and determined the weight and the 

location the center-of-gravity of each segment by computation. 

Matsui (1958) derived a method for determining the weight and center-of-gravity 

location of geometric solids representing 18 body segments. The volume of each 

segment was computed from anthropometric measurements and divided into two parts, 

the bone volume and the muscle volume. The mass of each segment was then computed 

by adding the product of the bone volume and the bone density to the product of the 

muscle volume and the muscle density. For male subjects, 1.418 and 1.076 were used as 

the "bone density" and "muscle density" values, respectively. Matsui found good 

agreement between his bone volume measurements (determined using X-rays) and those 

obtained by a previous Japanese worker and between his computed segment masses and 

those reported by Braune and Fischer (differences of less than 1%). 

King, Patch, and Shinkman (1961) assumed that a human body could be 

represented by a stick figure composed of seven rigid segments free to rotate about seven 

fixed points of articulation. He used segment masses and center-of-gravity locations 

reported by Lay and Fischer (1940) (derived from the data of Braune and Fischer) and 

determined the extent to which the center-of-gravity deviated from a standard location 

when a variety of body positions were assumed. Comparison of results obtained using 

the model with corresponding results obtained by Swearingen (1962), revealed large 

discrepancies. 
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Kulwicki, Schlei, and Vergamini (1962) developed a model consisting of six right 

circular cylinders (two arms, two legs, torso, and head) in order to evaluate the 

effectiveness of certain movements in producing rotation while in a weightless state. The 

linear dimensions of the model were based on the 50th percentile data obtained by 

Hertzber, Daniels, and Churchill (1954) in their survey of U.S. Air Force personnel and 

the weights for each segment were based on the mean weights for Dempster's (1955) 

cadavers. 

Whitsett (1963) constructed a mathematical model consisting of 14 segments for 

the purpose of studying man's mechanical behavior in some selected conditions 

associated with weightlessness. The dimensions of the segments were determined by 

direct measurement from the subjects, the masses of the limbs by using Barter's (1957) 

regression equations, and the locations of the segment center-of-gravity by using 

Dempster's (1955) cadaver data and by assuming coincidence with the midpoint of the 

segment length on the axis of symmetry. 

Hanavan (1964) designed a 15-segment mathematical model to predict the inertial 

properties of the human body in any fixed body position (Figure 2.23). The dimensions 

and properties of the segments (head, upper torso, lower, torso, and 12 limb segments) 

were calculated using a total of 25 anthropometric measurements taken on the individual 

subject. The weights of the segments were computed using the regression equations 

derived by Barter (1957) with corrections to ensure that the sum of the segment weights 

was equal to the weight of the whole body. He concluded that the average results were 

within approximately 10 percent of the experimental data. When coordinates of the 

whole body center-of-gravity were determined using the model and then compared with 

those for the corresponding positions in the study of Santschi et al. (1963), it was found 

that generally one-half of the predicted values fell within 0.7 in. of the experimental data. 

Jensen (1978) developed a model representing the segments of the body as 

elliptical zones two centimeters wide so as to effectively follow the shape fluctuations of 

the segment (Figure 2.24). The model consisted of 16 segments (head, neck, upper trunk, 

lower trunk, and 12 limb segments), and the division of each segment followed the 

procedures recommended by Dempster (1955) but with the sections modified so that they 

fall in the X Y plane (Figure 2.24). The accuracy of the method was evaluated by 
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SEGMENT 

HEAD 

UPPER TORSO 

LOWER TORSO 

HAND 

UPPER ARM 

LOWER ARM 

UPPER LEG 

LOWER LEG 

FOOT 

NUMBER(S) 

1 

2 

3 

4,5 

6,7 

1 9 

10,11 

12,13 

14,15 

CONSTRUCTION 

right circular ellipsoid 

right elliptical cylinder 

right elliptical cylinder 

sphere 

frustum of right circular cone 

frustum of right circular cone 

frustum of right circular cone 

frustum of right circular cone 

frustum of right circular cone 

Figure 2.23. Schematic illustration of the Hanavan model with description of specific 
segments (Adapted from Hanavan, 1964). 
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Figure 2.24. The sectioned body in X and Z plane (Jensen, 1978). 
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comparing the estimates of total body mass with the mass as measured on a weigh scale. 

The results indicated less than 2% error. 

Hatze (1980) suggested the use of an alternative computational model for the 

estimation of inertial parameters for 17 body segments including the shoulders as 

separate entities (Figure 2.25). He listed several advantages of this model over previous 

models and attempted to confirm its accuracy by comparing experimentally determined 

parameter (values with predicted values for four subjects). Some of the advantages are; 

the model subdivides segments into small mass elements of different geometrical 

structures, thus allowing the shape and density fluctuations of a segment to be modeled in 

detail; in general, no assumptions are made on segmental symmetry, and principal axes 

transformations are performed whenever necessary; the model differentiates between 

male and female subjects; the input data errors are drastically reduced by performing 

direct anthropometric measurements rather than indirect measurements from photo 

images; the overall accuracy of the model is better than 3% (when computed parameter 

values are compared with the corresponding values as determined experimentally) with a 

maximum error of about 5%. 

Recently, MacKinnon and Winter (1993) constructed a mathematical model 

consisting of 14 segments to investigate the control of balance and posture in the frontal 

and sagittal planes during human walking. Thirty-one reflective markers were used to 

define a whole body center-of-gravity model. The locations of the external and 

extrapolated internal markers are shown in Figures 2.26(a) and 2.26(b). Internal 

landmarks were estimated at the mid-metatarsalphalangeal, subtalar, hip, L4/L5 and 

C7/T1 joints, mid-tibial plateau, mid-femoral condyles and mid-head. Internal landmarks 

at the knees, C7/T1 and head were calculated as the midpoint between markers as shown 

in Figures 2.26 (a and b). The mediolateral location of the mid-metatarsalphalangeal 

joint center was determined as the point of intersection of a line between the toe marker 

and subtalar joint center and the perpendicular line to a marker placed on the lateral 

border of the head of the fifth metatarsal. The subtalar joint center was estimated by 

extrapolating down 1.9 cm (Isman and Inman, 1969) and perpendicular to the midpoint of 

the line between markers place on the lateral and medial malleoli. The mediolateral 

location of the hip joint center was determined by extrapolating medially 19.7 % 
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Figure 2.25. Lateral and anterior view of 17-segment anthropomorphic model (Hatze, 
1980). 
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(Brinckmann et al., 1981) of the distance between the right and left anterior-superior iliac 

spines. The vertical and anterior/posterior location of the hip was determined using the 

coordinates of the grater trochanter marker. The medial/lateral location of the L4/L5 

landmark was estimated at the midpoint between the right and left anterior-superior iliac 

spines. The L4/L5 joint center was estimated anterior and posterior to a mid-posterior 

superior iliac spinal marker and 38% of the mid-posterior superior iliac spines to mid-

anterior-superior iliac spines (distance based on a small sample of normative 

radiographs). The internal and external landmarks allowed the definition of a 14-segment 

whole body model which included phalangeal, foot, lower leg, thigh, pelvis, abdomen 

and thorax, head and neck, upper arm, and forearm and hand segments. Anthropometric 

estimates of each segment's mass, and center of mass were calculated using the tables 

provided by Winter (1990) and Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov (1983, 1985). Utilizing frontal 

and sagittal models, trajectories of the whole body center-of-gravity was projected on to 

the transversal plane. 

2.2.2.5 Imaging Studies 

Photographic techniques for determining body volume have also been reported by 

Jensen (1978). The technique utilizes the stereophotogrammetry (different planes) and 

monophotogrammetry (same plane) combined with values for density of the human body 

to determine the location of the center-of-gravity of a human body or its segments. 

More recently. Brooks and Jacobs (1975) used gamma mass scanning as a means 

of quantifying mass distribution in animal segments while Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov 

1983, 1985) applied the same technique in analyzing human body segment inertial 

characteristics. This technique involves the use of a gamma ray scanner to monitor the 

radiation (emitted from a cobalt 60 source) passing though the body under investigation. 

Huang and Wu (1976) developed a technique by which tissue densities could be 

estimated in vivo using computerized tomography (CT). Their results showed good 

agreement between bone, muscle, and fat densities published in the literature and those 

determined from cross-sectional CT scans of the head and chest. Huang et al. (1979) and 

Huang and Suarez (1983) extended the use of CT technology to a consideration of mass 

distribution in both human and animal specimens. By first defining the boundaries of 
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different tissues in a CT cross-section, the inertial characteristics of the individual tissues 

and whole segments were subsequently computed form tissue density and volume data. 

Rodrigue and Gagnon (1983) employed CT to estimate forearm density for 20 human 

cadaver segments. Based on a series of transverse CT images, they calculated density 

estimates that were within 4.81% of criterion values obtained by direct measurement. 

Martin, Mungiole, Marzke and Longhill (1988) used magnetic resonance imaging (MRJ) 

technique to measure inertial properties. This technique (MRI) is based on the specific 

orientation of the magnetic moment (dipole) of hydrogen nuclei for a particular tissue 

when the body is placed in a magnetic field (Pykett, 1982). The magnetic moment 

generates an electromagnetic force that is detected by a receiver coil interfaced with a 

computer. Computer generated pictures depict the cross-section of the body through 

which the magnetic field passes. Each tissue shows up as specific shades of brightness 

(white to black), depending on the orientation of the magnetic dipole. The results 

indicated that there was close agreement between criterion and MRI determined values 

for mean segment center of mass location. 

2.2.3 Selecting a Center-of-Gravitv Modeling Method 

The preceding review clearly indicates that there are a wide range of direct 

methods and a large amount of segmental data that one might use in determining the 

location of the center-of-gravity of a human body. Choosing methods or sets of data 

(from the literature) depends on several factors. Among these are: (1) the degree of 

accuracy required; (2) the characteristics of the subject, or subjects, involved in the study; 

(3) the nature of the body positions for which center-of-gravity determinations are 

required; (4) the number of subjects and the extent to which they are available for testing. 

2.2.3.1 Accuracy 

The accuracy of several of the methods and sets of segmental data reviewed 

above has been called into question due to some cases the techniques used were crude, in 

others because the computations involved were based on false assumptions, in others 

because the reporting of procedures and/or results was incomplete. The methods or data 

reported by Bernstein (1967), Borelli (1680), Braune and Fischer (1889), Cleaveland 
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(1955), Hanavan (1964), Weinback (1938), and Whitsett (1963) can be dismissed as 

unsuitable for the purpose of the whole body center-of-gravity modeling (Hay, 1973). 

2.2.3.2 Characteristics of Subjects 

If data gathered in a cadaver study are used, one must assume that the segment 

weights and center-of-gravity locations of the cadaver do not differ significantly from 

those of the living subject. If data from immersion, reaction board, or mathematical 

modeling studies are used, assumptions must be made about one or more of the segment 

densities, the segment center-of-gravity locations, and the geometry of the segments. 

However, at the present time there is very little evidence to support or refute any of these 

assumptions. Therefore, in the absence of any clear-cut guidelines concerning the 

validity of these assumptions, and to control other factors, it would be logical to select the 

data which has been gathered on subjects who most closely approximate the subjects 

under investigation in age, height, weight, sex, race, physique, and health status which 

influence the location of the center-of-gravity. 

According to Hay (1973), investigators conducting studies with college-age male 

subjects might be best to use data from the immersion study of Dempster (1955); those 

using college-aged female subjects, the data of Plagenhoef (1971) (Table 2.9); and those 

using older subjects, data from the cadaver studies of Clauser et al. (1969) or Dempster 

(1955). 

2.2.3.3 Nature of Body Positions 

The body positions for which center-of-gravity determination are required exert a 

limiting influence on the methods that may be used (Hay, 1973). For erect standing, 

back-lying, and a limited range of other positions, any of the available methods may be 

used. For more complex body position, the direct methods are unsuitable because the 

subject cannot put his body in a static position and therefore, indirect methods should be 

utilized. 

2.2.3.4 Number and Availability of Subjects 

In arriving at the best method to employ, the number of subjects for whom it is 

desired to determine center-of-gravity locations and the availability of subjects must be 
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Table 2.9. Body segment percentages of total body weight for living women (adapted 
from Pagenhoef and Kjeldsen, 1971). 

Subjects 

Segment College age Dancers Gymnasts 

Hands 

Forearms 

Upper arms 

Feet 

Shanks 

Thighs 

Whole trunk 

(including head 

and neck) 

1.0 

3.1 

6.0 

2.4 

10.5 

23.0 

54.0 

1.0 

2.9 

5.8 

2.7 

11.0 

24.3 

52.3 

1.03 

3.21 

5.49 

2.48 

10.98 

16.52 

60.24 
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considered. If there are only a few subjects involved, and if these subjects are readily 

available, it may be feasible to determine their individual segmental characteristics using 

an immersion or reaction board technique and to use this data in determining the required 

center-of-gravity locations by the segmental method. If there are a large number of 

subjects involved, using data gathered on other subjects, would be the most practical 

proposition. 

2.2.3.5 Other Factors 

Stijnen, Spaepen, and Willems (1977) investigated methods for the determination 

of the center-of-gravity of the human body from film. They used data relating to the 

position of the segmental centers of gravity, and the masses of these segments to locate 

total center-of-gravity of the body. They varied number of segments and segment mass 

data from the literature and concluded that the position of the center-of-gravity 

determined on the basis of film analysis coincides with the position of the gravity line 

obtained from the force plate data when more body segments were taken into account. In 

addition, for realistic simulations of gross body motions a fragmentation of the body into 

a minimum of 10 segments (trunk, head, arms, forearms plus hands, thighs, legs plus 

feet) is essential (Hatze, 1979). More refined models further subdivide the trunk into a 

lower and upper part, and include hands and feet (e.g., the 15-segment model of 

Hanavan, 1964), and the neck (16-segment model of Jensen, 1978) as separate segments. 

2.3 Tribology 

Slip resistance of shoe soles and the underfoot surfaces is important for human 

locomotion and pedestrian safety. An adequate frictional force is required to prevent 

slipping and tripping. Slip resistance is defined as the frictional force opposing the 

movement of an object across a surface (ASTM, 1975). This includes forces opposing 

movement in both static and dynamic phases of foot contact. The fundamental idea of 

slip resistance is that a slip will occur whenever the frictional force opposing the 

movement of an object is less than the shear force of the foot. 

The tribological approach deals with surface dissipative processes in terms of 

hydrodynamics of contaminants between the shoe and the floor and viscoelastic 

characteristics of the shoe heel and sole materials (Andres and O'Connor, 1992). The 
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tribological approach to fall accident prevention has concentrated on the static and 

dynamic coefficient of friction between the shoe and floor surface. 

In the following sections, a review of friction (dynamic vs. static) and slip 

resistance measurement devices are discussed. 

2.3.1 Coefficient of Friction (COF^ 

The force developed between two contacting surfaces which acts parallel to the 

contacting surfaces and resists any sliding of the materials is referred to as the force of 

friction. The three laws describing the force of friction when one solid body slides over 

another, the frictional force are; 

1. the frictional force is proportional to the load (normal force ), and 

the constant proportionality is termed the COF ( / i ), 

2. the frictional force is independent of the area of contact, and 

3. the frictional force is independent of the sliding velocity. 

The first two laws were stated by Leonardo da Vinci and rediscovered in the 

1690s by Guillaume Amonton. The third law was first expressed in 1785 by Charles 

Augustin de Coulomb. Rabinowicz (1956) stated that if the three laws are correct, then 

friction will depend only on the applied load, and for any given materials the coefficient 

of friction will be constant under all conditions. However, since friction is not 

independent of sliding speed, the coefficient of friction between two bodies may vary as 

much as 30% to 50% according to the velocity of motion (Rabinowicz, 1956). In the 

early nineteenth century, Morin (1835) introduced the concept of static friction and 

kinetic friction. He concluded that since the frictional force resisting the start of motion 

for two bodies at rest was greater than the resistance after objects were in motion, there 

should be two coefficients of friction. By 1943, investigators realized that there must be a 

transition from static to kinetic friction (Sampson, Morgan, Reed, and Muskat, 1943). 

Today, as a result of work by a number of investigators, the variability in the static versus 

the dynamic COF is confirmed (Figure 2.27). In most engineering applications, static 

COF is greater than dynamic COF. The static COF varies regularly as a function of the 

static application time (adhesion of the two component forces) and the dynamic COF 

drops off as the sliding velocity increases (Figure 2.28). 
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Figure 2.27- Friction concept related to the velocity of sliding between two surfaces (in 
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The coefficient of friction (COF) is defined as a ratio of the foot's horizontal 

shear force (required to start or supporting a sliding motion) divided by the foot's vertical 

normal force (Chaffin, Woldstad, and Trujillo, 1992). COF is commonly used to 

describe the degree of traction between the sole and floor materials, and will vary 

depending on individual and task-related factors as well as the contact materials (e.g., 

rubber, leather). 

The coefficient of friction also corresponds to the tangent of the angle 6 between 

the leg and a vertical Hne (Sherman, 1986) (Figure 2.29). Figure 2.29 represents the 

force vectors (F^, i; , F^ ) applied by the foot during the heel contact phase in normal 

level walking. Force F^ is applied when the foot lands on the floor, and can be 

represented by two forces at right angles to each other F (vertical force), and F^ 

(horizontal force). Ff^ is equal toF^ sin 6 and /; is equal to F^ cos 0 . As stated 

above, by definition the coefficient of friction is the horizontal force required to cause 

motion divided by the vertical force: 

F= F^cosO 

F„= F^ sin e 

therefore, COF = F^IF^^ F̂  sin Q /F^ cos 0 = tan Q . Eq. 2.9 

(The angle 0 is determined by the length of the leg (L) and the 1/2 step length.) 

Given the first classic law of friction: F = ^ F^, and safe walking condition 

(when COF is greater than the ratio of the horizontal and vertical force components 

applied to the floor (Carlsoo 1962)): jJi >Ff^/F^, by combining two formulas the latter 

can be expressed; 

¥IF,>F„IF. Eq.2.10 

Consequently, if the magnitude of the F^ and F^, as well as the COF {jl) ior 

actual shoe-lubricant-flooring combinations are known, it is possible to evaluate whether 

this combination is potentially hazardous from the viewpoint of slipping or not 

(Gronqvist, Roine, Jaroinen, and Korhonen, 1989). During normal level walking COF 

values shown in Figure 2.30 are typical, and the minimum requirement for the COF 

(normal, level walking) is 0.15-0.30 (Perkins, 1978; Strandberg and Lanshammar, 1981; 

Bring, 1982). If walking is more rapid than normal speed (stride length is longer and 
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vertical (F) force vectors applied by the foot during the heel contact phase in normal 
level walking (adapted from Gronqvist et al., 1989). 
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Figure 2.30. Typical required COF values for walking without slipping are shown (bold 
curve) with a microslip recovery shown by a thin line (adapted from Strandberg and 
Lanshammar 1981.) 
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e increase therefore, required COF increases (Figure 2.31), the value increase to about 

.40 (Chaffin, Woldstad and Trujillo, 1992). 

2.3.2 Static versus Dvnamic COF 

Whether the static COF or the dynamic COF provides a better estimate of the 

degree of slipperiness has been studied in depth in various experiments. Many studies in 

the field of kinesiology have indicated that in normal walking conditions there is little or 

no relative movement between the foot and the floor (James, 1983). Perkins (1978) 

suggested that no movement between the shoe and ground occurs when both the heel and 

sole of the shoe are in contact with the ground. Therefore, many researchers (Luijen and 

Feld, 1973; Brungraber, 1977; Pooley, 1978; Gooch, 1981; Chaffin and Andersen, 1984; 

Rhoades and Miller, 1988) suggested that static COF should be incorporated for the 

studies of slips and falls. Ekkubus and Killey (1973) suggested that static COF is related 

to normal walking conditions and dynamic friction would only be valid after the foot has 

started to slip. 

However, Brough, Malkin, and Harrison, (1979) utilizing high-speed cine 

photography found evidence of both heel and toe slip, and stated that slipping did not 

occur from a static position, but rather was rapid acceleration from an initial slow 

movement. Strandberg and Lanshammar (1981) also found small but non-zero values of 

the horizontal heel velocity at heel strike and stated that sliding motions are common and 

can be tolerated up to a certain level without disturbance of the gait pattern and without 

falling tendencies. Perkins and Wilson (1983) re-suggested that slip at peak 1 is 

influenced by a dynamic friction coefficient due to the shoe never stops moving at heel 

contact (refer back to Figure 2.5). Biomechanical analysis performed by Perkins and 

Wilson (1983), Strandberg (1983), Andres and Chaffin (1985), and Tisserand (1985) has 

indicated that the occurrence and severity of a slip depends not only on the friction when 

slip starts, but on how the friction varies as a slip progresses. In other words, dynamic 

COF may be of interest as well, in particular how it changes as the speed of the slip 

increase. 
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2.3.3. Friction Measurement 

To protect people from slipping and falling, various groups have proposed that 

minimum values be set for the COF under standardized test conditions. In other words, 

by standardizing the shoe and floor conditions, applying a normal load, and measuring 

the resulting frictional force, the COF could be measured. In essence, these standardized 

COF values can be used to establish the slip hazard level for a given shoe or floor. 

However, the methods for determining the COF value for a particular shoe or floor 

material have not been standardized at the present time. This is mainly due to the many 

factors involved in establishing a safe coefficient of friction to prevent slips and falls. 

These factors can be divided into four categories (Pfauth and Miller, 1976; Tisserand, 

1985): 

1. Factors related to the floor surface, such as, 

a. nature of surface, 

b. surface relief of wear (roughness, smoothness), 

c. exposure to exterior environmental conditions 

(temperature and humidity); 

2. Biomechanical and psychological factors, such as, 

a. various foot force distribution in individual movement 

pattern (walking velocity, slipping velocity, and contact area of sole), 

b. physical and neurophysiological capacity of the 

subject (response of individual to sudden change in floor characteristic), 

c. judgment and evaluations made by the subject 

(slipperiness of floor); 

3. Task factors, such as, 

a. types and frequency of static and dynamic manual 

tasks, 

b, required changes in elevation and direction of 

movement; 

4. Characteristics of shoe, such as, 

a. nature of sole, 

b. surface relief and shape of sole, 
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c. wear and tear, 

d. static and dynamic mechanical characteristics. 

In essence, designing an effective and accurate mechanical device to measure 

COF (slip resistance) of shoe sole means fixing values for each of the variables 

associated with factors (1), (2), and (3) and arriving at an overall value for point (4), 

characteristics of shoe (Tisserand, 1985). However, the above variables are so numerous 

that the resulting combination of factors would give rise to an infinite number of slip 

COF (values). Noting this enigma, Tisserand (1985) suggested a need for a scientific 

approach to the problem and, in particular, an experimental rather than empirical 

approach to obtain a meaningful coefficient of friction measurement. 

In particular, the following factors have been recognized as affecting COF values 

during the last decade (psychophysical factors will be explained in next section). 

2.3.3.1 Velocity of contacting surface 

As mentioned earlier, when the heel contacts the ground during the gait phase, the 

heel-floor closing velocities may exceed .5 to 1 m/s. Under some combinations of 

shoe/floor materials, contaminants, and surface geometry, the static and dynamic COF 

values change due to the velocity. For example, James (1983) showed that natural rubber 

(NR) on a smooth steel plates responds entirely different when wet compared to dry 

conditions. Under very slow velocity <.l cm/min, the values are almost equal, however, 

as the velocity increases the wet surfaces exhibit lower COF values. This is attributed to 

the natural rubber (NR) cutting through the film of water at slow speeds so that friction 

can approach the value obtained on the dry surface. As the speed increases, water cannot 

be expelled fast enough and the shoe rides on a cushion of water. Friction is 

consequently reduced. In this case, it is clear that the static COF values would not help in 

rating the slip hazard. Therefore, many investigators recommend testing materials under 

both static and dynamic conditions. 

2.3.3.2 Normal load on contacting surface and contact time 

Bring (1964) and Caubet (1964) established that fi^ varies regularly as a function 

of the static application time of the two component forces. The basic underlying 
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assumption in computing the COF is that the friction value increases proportionally to the 

normal force holding the contacting surfaces together, however due to adhesion and 

deformation forces, under some circumstances this may not be true (Chaffin, Woldstad 

and Trujillo, 1992). One way to look at the process that creates the frictional force is to 

decompose it into two separate but additive components (contacting surface and contact 

time) (Tisserand, 1985). Adhesion depends upon the time the two materials are in 

contact. Contact time appears to increase the static COF (a sticking effect); however, 

under most walking conditions (due to very fast shoe-floor contact time during walking), 

this is not a major factor compared to when one stands in one place for several minutes 

(Irwine, 1986). 

Deformation of the contacting materials is affected by the stiffness of the 

materials, contact area, and normal loads applied. Gronqvist, Roine, Korhonen, and 

Rahikainen, (1990), stated that the reason that floor surface roughness measures correlate 

with dynamic COF values is due to deformation forces (i.e., rougher the floor, the higher 

the COF). Heel contact area does not significantly affect deformation forces due to the 

fact that the actual heel contact area is small during the heel strike (Chaffin, Woldstad 

and Trujillo, 1992). The effect of the normal load applied varies with shoe sole/floor 

materials (i.e., when a soft material such as crepe is loaded heavily on a rough surface, 

the deformation force effect on friction will be larger than when using a smooth surface 

or harder sole materials). 

2.3.3.3. The Effect of Contamination 

Any fluid contaminant between two sliding surfaces will provide lubrication and 

thereby lower the dynamic COF values (Chaffin, Woldstad and Trujillo, 1992). The 

presence of contaminants, which act as modifiers, will change both the slip resistant 

characteristics of a physical structure's surface and also the characteristics of the user's 

heel/sole surface. In essence, the fluid will behave as a hydrodynamic squeeze film, and 

in this context, lubricating qualities are dependent on the following conditions (Chaffin, 

Woldstad and Trujillo, 1992, adapted from Proctor and Coleman, 1988): 

1. Area of the contacting surfaces. The larger the area, the lower the dynamic 

COF values because the lubricant is not easily squeezed out. 
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2. Roughness of surfaces. The size shape, and number of surface 

irregularities can allow the fluid to drain effectively, 

and hence improve dynamic COF values, compared to a smooth surface. 

3. Velocity of the surface motions. Higher velocities will tend to trap fluids, 

but very slow velocities will allow time for fluids to drain. 

4. Vertical loads. The greater the compressive forces acting on the fluid, the 

greater the amount of fluid squeezed from between the surfaces. 

5. Fluid viscosity. The higher the viscosity, the longer the time required for 

the fluid to drain from between the surfaces. 

2.3.4 Slip Resistance Measuring Devices 

There have been many apparatuses developed by individuals, organizations, and 

federal agencies (e.g., OSHA, NIOSH, and NBS) intended to quantify slip resistance (i.e., 

COF). At least 70 different meters have cited in the literature (Strandberg and 

Lanshammar, 1985); however, none of these devices are universally accepted. In 

general, most devices fall into three categories, drag/towed-sled, pendulum, and 

articulated strut types. 

There are two approaches to measuring friction. In the direct approach, the test 

device measures or indicates the horizontal and vertical forces. These include drag-type 

meters and articulated strut devices (Figure 2.32). The indirect approach calculates the 

frictional force by observing an energy loss in the test device. The most common 

example of the indirect approach is a pendulum-type device. 

2.3.4.1 Drag-Type Meters 

This type of device slides a weight of known value mounted with a footwear sole 

sample across the test surface. The device is pulled either manually or by a motor at an 

adjustable speed. It is the most common type of slipmeter due to its simplicity, 

portability, and ease of use. The COF is derived by dividing the force required to start 

motion or maintain motion by the weight of the sled (normal force) (Figure 2.32-a). 

Most frequendy cited drag type devices include; the Horizontal Pull Slipmeter (HPS; 

ASTM F 6098-79), the Dynamometer Pull Meter (ASTM C 1028-84). the BigFoot 
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designed by Safety Sciences, Inc. (1977), the CEBPT Skidmeter (Majcherczyk, 1978), 

and the Tortus Floor Friction tester developed in Europe. 

2.3.4.2 Articulated Strut Devices 

These devices consist of a weight attached to a shaft articulated at an angle. A 

known vertical force is applied to a shoe faced with shoe sole or heel materials. An 

increasing lateral force is then applied until slip occurs. The ratio of lateral force at slip 

to the known vertical force is the COF. In Figure 2.32-b, there are three ways of going 

from the initial position to the position at the instant of slip. 

1. The shoe can be pushed/pulled to the left until slip occurs (dynamic friction. 

Hunter Machines). 

2. The floor surface can be moved to the left until the shoe slips (static friction, 

James Machines). 

3. The weight can move to the right until the shoe slips (Static Friction, NBS-

Brungraber Tester). 

The James Machine developed by S. James of Underwriter Laboratories in 1951, 

remains to this day the industry standard method ASTM (D 2047-75) for testing 

manufactured floor surfaces and finishes. 

2.3.4.3 Pendulum-type Tester 

In a pendulum-type tester, a pendulum, faced with a shoe sole or heel material 

sweeps a path across a flooring surface. The potential energy of the pendulum at the 

beginning of a swing and its residual energy at the end of a swing can be determined 

from the known weight and position of the center-of-gravity of the pendulum. The 

difference, or loss in energy, is equal to the work done in sliding the contact material over 

the walkway surface, which is the average contact friction force times the distance of 

contact. By definition, the average frictional force is equal to the coefficient of friction 

times the average force normal to the plane of contact. From these relationships, an 

equation can be established for the coefficient of friction in which all factors except the 

scale reading at the end of the swing are known constants of the instrument (Figure 2.32-

c). 
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The above measuring devices are limited in their ability to simulate 

biomechanical factors for accurate DCOF measurements. Strandberg and Lanshammar 

(1983) stated that on the basis of tribology and biomechanical analysis of slips and falls, 

the slip-resistance meter should reproduce the following operating variables from crucial 

gait phases: 

a. Contact time and normal force time derivative-for the influence of surface 

patterning and its drainage capability; 

b. Foot angle-for testing the most critical part of the shoe; 

c. Contact force application point at the shoe; 

d. Vertical force-for correct pressure in the contact area; 

e. Sliding velocity-for correct dynamic friction forces. 

2.3.4.4. Others 

Other types of measuring devices include: the Programmable Slip Resistance 

Tester, Universal Friction Testing Machine, and Multicomponent Quartz Force Plate. 

The Programmable Slip resistance Tester (PRST) was developed by Bidanda and Redfem 

(1991). This device allows slip resistance measurements to be performed under varying 

conditions that better reflect the interactions of the shoe and floor during human gait 

(Figure 2.32). The Universal Friction Testing Machine (UFTM) was developed as a 

prototype by NIOSH, but never put in production. The UFTM was a motor-driven device 

with two disks of identical footwear materials, mounted on a rotatable arm to slide over a 

sample floor surface. It measured the torque required to rotate the specimens and 

displayed the static and dynamic COF on a digital meter. Unfortunately, it suffered from 

serious reliability problems and was never commercially produced. The Multicomponent 

Quartz Force Plate manufactured by Kistler Instrument of Switzerland, measures the 

magnitude and direction of the ground to foot reaction force in three component forces, 

the static and dynamic COF as well as the point of force application or center of pressure 

during foot contact. 

2.3.4.5 Comparisons 

The versatility of different meters has been compared and commented on by many 

investigators (National Research Council, 1961; Bring 1964; Brungraber, 1976; Braun 
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and Brungraber, 1978; Bring, 1982; Cohen and Compton, 1982; Andres and Chaffin, 

1985). Due to its heavy weight and bulkiness the James Machine can be only used in a 

controlled laboratory situation for testing sample floor material, not the actual floor. The 

NBS-Brungraber Tester, on the other hand, is easier to handle and can be considered as a 

portable James Machine. Tortus provides a permanent trace record when connected to a 

chart recorder, whereas most devices provide only a visual reading of the peak COF 

(analogy meter or gauge). However, overcoming most limitations, drag-type devices 

have generally met with the greatest acceptance among researchers and practitioners. 

2.4 The Psvchophvsical Approach 

Many investigators have documented the kinematics of the shoe/floor interaction. 

However, these models are strictly mechanical and do not take into account the 

neurological mechanisms of the humans inside the shoes. Many investigators confirmed 

that there is a relationship between kinematic change and behavioral change (when 

walking onto a slippery surface) (Tisserand, 1969, 1985; Strandberg and Lanshammar, 

1985; Harris and Shaw, 1988; Leamon and Li, 1990; Swensen et al., 1992; Myung et al., 

1993; Cohen and Cohen, 1994 a-b). Modification in muscle activity patterns when 

walking on different surfaces with varied friction give further proof that the person 

wearing the shoes can affect the outcome of exposure to slippery situations (Andres et al., 

1991). Also, research into postural responses to transient perturbations has demonstrated 

that the walking human can adapt rapidly to many types of balance challenges (Nashner, 

1982; Dietz et al., 1985). In the following sections, factors affecting the perception of 

slipperiness such as visual and tactile sensation are discussed. 

2.4.1 Perception of Slipperiness 

Attempts have been made to determine factors that influence people when they 

are walking. Carlsoo (1962) has studied human gait and whether or not different floor 

hardness can cause different patterns of walking with different muscle coordination and 

muscle-load. The results suggest that differences in muscle activities did exist for floors 

of different hardness. In addition, when potentially hazardous conditions are perceived 
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through visual and tactile sensation, or expected to exist in walking person's perceptual 

field, one's walking gait is adjusted accordingly (Ekkebus and Kelly, 1973; Swensen et 

al., 1992). The length of stride is shortened, which consequently produces low foot 

velocities and smaller foot shear forces, as the body's center-of-gravity is better 

maintained. The ground reaction force during the heel strike and the toe-off phases is 

also significantly reduced to diminish the likelihood of slipping. 

2.4.1.1 Vision 

The visual field is an important psychophysiological parameter involved in gait 

regulation. Studies of the human visual mechanism have indicated that the visual field of 

a walking person is dynamically changing and only a small part of the effective visual 

field is attended to. In other words, the attention is divided in such a way that the first 

priority is given to objects falling within the effective visual field. Therefore, if a 

slippery condition is not detected within one's effective visual field (usually 10-15 feet 

ahead), the likelihood of fall accidents is significantly increased (Zohar, 1978). 

The optic flow field effect (Lishman, 1981) provides an explanation of how an 

individual's judgment of velocity and displacement of surrounding objects (during 

walking) can affect perception of tripping hazards. For example, if one is trying to catch 

a ball thrown toward oneself, the apparent diameter of the ball increases, since the size of 

the retinal image is also increased, and the brain seems to calculate the time of arrival of 

the ball from the rate of change in size of the retinal image. Thus, utilizing the optic flow 

field effect, judgment of the velocity and distance of approaching objects are effectively 

managed. However, judgment will be altered if a finite object is not in view (such as, an 

infinitely long corridor which has uniformly painted walls and ceiling, and an unpatemed 

carpet on the floor). In this situation, if there is a tripping hazard such as a step in the 

corridor, or someone has dropped something, then judgment of its (tripping hazard) 

distance can be hampered, resulting in potential danger of tripping and falling accidents. 

2.4.1.2 Static versus Dynamic COF (Tactile) 

Tisserand (1985) suggested that frictional values are estimated and memorized 

unconsciously from preceding steps (one's own model of slipperiness) and this 
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information is updated whenever subject feels the floor conditions are different from 

expected (reality). Therefore, if there is a discrepancy between the model and reality 

(failure of the evaluation system) slip and fall might result. Myung and Smith 

(submitted) also concluded that the subjective evaluation of floor slipperiness is sufficient 

to discriminate the differences among slippery floor surfaces. 

Tisserand (1969) found that rank order correlation with subjective judgments of 

slip-resistance were negligible for static COF measurements and very high for dynamic 

COF measurements. Recently, Harris and Shaw (1988) found high correlation between 

(walker's) opinions of slipperiness and the kinetic friction of wet floors. Their results are 

in close agreement with Strandberg and Lanshammar's (1985) walking experiments 

demonstrating that kinetic friction values, measured with sufficient sliding velocity, 

correlated better with the actual risk of falling than low-speed kinetic friction values or 

static friction values. Another study by Swensen et al. (1992) compared the perceived 

slipperiness of steel beams by both professional iron workers and students. They were 

asked to rate and rank the slipperiness of each beam that were either uncoated or coated 

with contaminants (water, clay, oil) after walking across the beams. The results of this 

study indicated that there is a strong correlation between dynamic COF values and 

subjective ratings of floor slipperiness. Figure 2.34 shows the result of a series of 

experiments using ten subjects and five different shoes. The mean subjective ranking and 

the ranking using the dynamic COF are very similar (Tisserand, 1972a). 

2.4.1.3 Visual versus Tactile Sensation 

Recently, Cohen and Cohen (1994a) further explored the perceptual and cognitive 

factors involved in the perception of floor tile surface slipperiness. The results of this 

study also demonstrated that tactile cues are most sensitive to physical measurement of 

dynamic COF. A follow-up field study (Cohen and Cohen, 1994b) of the psychophysical 

assessment of the perceived slipperiness of floor tile surfaces concluded that people 

tended to make predictions about the slipperiness of walking surfaces and verified these 

expectations as they crossed them. The results suggests that visual cues to slipperiness 

are inferior to tactile sensation. They also suggested that in real-world conditions, the 

perception of walking surface slipperiness is probably the result of tactile cues, with 
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visual impressions being confirmatory. Thus, in unfamiliar conditions, people may rely 

on the primary but inferior visual information about a surface's traction until they 

actually walk on it. The potential for an accident can be created due to misjudgment of 

slipperiness based on initial visual sensing and the limited time available to make 

immediate adjustments in gait to accommodate for the hazardous condition. 

2.5 Processing Stages During Responses to Falls 

Elderly individuals are particularly predisposed to falls due to the many normal 

changes in aging. Although it is difficult to distinguish clearly between those changes 

that are specifically due to aging and those that are strongly associated with age, the 

following section describes the changes commonly associated with the elderly 

population. 

In describing the fall accidents due to the various changes in the elderly, the 

process stages governing the responses to postural instability (Table 2.10) will be 

utilized. The processing stages goveming responses to postural instability refer to the 

sensory input or feedforward, the response selection, and the response execution. 

2.5.1 Sensorv Input 

Irrespective of the activity being performed or the environmental factors 

associated with the time of a potential fall, there are certain processing stages that the 

central nervous system must undertake if a fall is to be avoided or compensated for (for a 

safe landing). First, if a potential fall is imminent, sensory input must trigger or alert 

those centers responsible for response selection. This alerting process may be initiated by 

one or more of the following sensory inputs; proprioception, vision, vestibular function, 

and also, may be initiated by feedforward mechanisms. 

At the input stage, any age-related disruption in the quality of the signal from the 

periphery may increase the likelihood of falls. Inputs relevant for balance are vision, 

proprioception, and vestibular sensations (Lacour, Vidal, and Xerri, 1983; Nashner, 

1982). 
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Table 2.10. A scheme of processing stages during responses to falls. 

Processing Stages Responses 

Sensory Input or Feedforward "Alerting" or "triggering" response selection 

center that potential fall is imminent. 

Response Selection Corrective response, protective responses 

Response Execution Open-loop, closed-loop 
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2.5.1.1 Vision 

In normal postural control, vision acts as one of three principle reference systems 

(the others are proprioception and vestibular function). Lishman and Lee (1973) 

demonstrated the contribution of vision to the primary reference system in the 

experiments in which postural sway was shown to be synchronized with small (4 mm), 

low frequency (0.25 HZ) sinusoidal movements of the wall in front of the subject, even 

though most subjects were not aware of these movements. The central nervous system 

apparently interprets movement away from the body of a structure that is usually static 

(and therefore a reliable reference frame) as being movement of the body away from the 

structure. This leads to compensatory forward sway. Decreases in visual acuity, 

restriction of the visual field, increased susceptibility to glare, and poorer depth 

perception have all been demonstrated to occur with advancing age (Fozard, Wolf, and 

Bell, 1977). As a result, an elderly individual's use of visual reference information will 

be impaired. For example, narrowing the visual field deprives the elderly person of that 

part of the field most sensitive to movement, and also, poorer depth perception will make 

an elderly person less sensitive to anterior-posterior sway-induced changes in the distance 

between the eyes and stationary objects facing that person (Stelmach and Worringham, 

1985). 

Visual deficits, then, may result in an increase in the time taken for the visual 

system to alert the central nervous system to a potential fall. People with visual deficits 

may need a longer period of visual sampling to accurately assess the rate and direction of 

the fall, the time to land, and the nature of the surrounding environment. 

2.5.1.2 Proprioception, Vibratory Sense, and Vestibular Function 

Rabbitt and Rogers (1965) found that elderly individuals utilize afferent feedback 

systems more than younger individuals in monitoring their movements. They also 

concluded that proprioceptive deficits are significant in the elderly. Passive movement 

thresholds for the hip, knee, and ankle in subjects over 50 years of age were found to be 

twice those for subjects less than 40 years of age (Laidlaw and Hamilton, 1937). Skinner, 

Barrack, and Cook (1984) used both the reproduction of a passively presented knee 

angle and passive knee motion threshold detection as indices of proprioceptive 
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function in subjects between the age of 20 and 82 years. Both indices showed significant 

age-related declines. 

Woollacott et al. (1982) demonstrated the significance of ankle proprioception for 

balance retention in elderly. They utilized a moveable platform that permitted either 

stabilization of the visual field or of the support surface (with respect to the subject), or 

both. This situation was achieved by having a visual surround or the support surface 

move synchronously with the subject's sway, thereby eliminating visual or 

proprioceptive cues to movement. Comparing the postural sway of 12 elderly subjects 

(61 to 78 years) with that of 12 young subjects (19 to 38 years), they found that the 

elderly had large increases in postural sway when ankle proprioception was eliminated 

(via moveable platform). In addition, when the subjects had their eyes closed, one half of 

the elderly subjects lost their balance. This ability of vision to act as a substitute for 

impaired or absent proprioception was also shown by Femie, and Holliay (1978), who 

observed increased mean speed of sway in below and above knee amputees when their 

eyes were closed. Therefore, it appears that vision takes on a much more important role 

when proprioception is diminished or rendered unreliable. 

One aging deficit that has been frequently found is impairment in vibratory sense. 

An increase in the threshold for vibration perception has been widely reported 

(Brocklehurst, Roberson, James and Groom, 1982; Kenshalo, 1977; Kokmen, 

Bossemeyer, Barney, and Williams, 1977). An important aspect of this deficit is that the 

lower extremities are most affected. Brockehurst et al. (1982) found that vibration sense 

and proprioception were uncorrelated, however, the impaired vibration sense and 

proprioception were highly correlated. He concluded that impaired vibration sense 

contributes to postural sway more than any other sensory loss. 

The major contribution of the vestibular apparatus to posture is in maintaining the 

reflex associated with keeping the head and neck in the vertical position and in corrective 

movements. Although there is agreement on the role of the vestibular apparatus in 

eliciting fall responses (Melvill and Watt, 1971a, 1971), and in resolving conflicting 

visual and proprioceptive information (Nashner, 1973, 1982), aging changes affecting 

vestibular function have not been widely examined. 
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2.5.1.3 Feedforward 

Any voluntary motor act performed during stance or locomotion produces a 

reaction forces that, if uncorrected, will disturb equilibrium. Many researchers 

(Belen'kii, Gurfinkel, and Pal'tsev, 1967; Bouisset and Zuttara, 1981; Cordo and 

Nashner, 1982) have shown that such postural adjustments are preparatory, their 

initiation precedes the voluntary motor act, and that their direction and magnitude offset 

the reaction forces produced by the motion. The implication of this sequencing is that the 

central nervous system is capable of predicting the postural consequences of any 

particular action including the prediction of an imminent loss of balance. Mankovskii, 

Lysenyuk, and Mints (1980) has shown that old (60 to 69 years) and very old (90 years 

and over) subjects show a low correlation between the latencies of unilateral voluntary 

knee flexion while standing, and the postural adjustments that normally precede them. 

Especially in rapid movement, the frequency of loss of balance was increased; 0 to 5% 

for young subject (10 to 29 years); 30 to 60% in old subjects; 50 to 80% in very old 

subjects. 

2.5.2 Response Selection 

Simple reaction time (RT) is increased with age (Clarkson, 1978; Gottsdanker, 

1980; Kroll and Clarkson, 1978; Loveless, 1980). These findings suggested that older 

subjects have difficulty in fully preparing a response and maintaining that preparation 

(Gottsdanker, 1980). 

Response selection must be both accurate and timely. If postural instability goes 

uncorrected, a critical time boundary is soon exceeded, beyond which balance is 

irrecoverable. This time boundary period is about 300 ms. (Do, Breniere, and Brenguier, 

1982) for producing a step forward in response to an unexpected fall. If aging has the 

effect of even a moderate slowing of response selection, then a large increase in the 

number of falls could result (Stelmach and Worringham, 1985). 

2.5.3 Response Execution 

Larish and Stelmach (1982) examined conditions (preparative response 

execution) where subjects made movements about which they had advance information 

that was valid or invalid, and found that older subjects reacted and moved more slowly 
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than younger subjects. Gottsdanker (1980) also demonstrated impaired ability to prepare 

responses in the aged. 

Motor time is the component of reaction time (RT) that begins with the 

appearance of electromyographic activity and ends with movement initiation. It 

corresponds to the "electro-mechanical lag" or "rise time" of the muscle involved and 

allows inspection of how motor processes affect RT. Clarkson (1978) and, Kroll and 

Clarkson (1978) found that motor time increases with age, especially when the person is 

physically inactive. 

Movement time or the simple duration of movement has been shown to increase 

with age (Clarkson, 1978; Kroll and Clarkson, 1978; Pierson and Montoye ,1958). The 

findings suggested that healthier adults have faster reaction (movement) time than less 

healthy adults of comparable age. 

2.6 Epidemiologv of Slip and Fall Accidents 

The epidemiological approach is concerned with the identification of the 

incidence, distribution, and potential controls for illness and injuries in a population. A 

review of slip and fall studies indicate that slipping and tripping are very often the 

"trigger event" for the fall accidents ( Cohen and Compton, 1982; Andersson and 

Lagerlof, 1983; Manning et al., 1988). Cohen and Compton (1982) conducted a 

epidemiological investigation (utilizing New York State Workers Compensation data and 

First Report of Injury) characterizing the most frequent and serious work surface-related 

injury related to the various industries, tasks, and work surface condition. The results 

show that the construction trades (e.g., painters, roofers, sheet metal workers etc.) have a 

higher percentage of injuries associated with falls to different level. While, office and 

service workers, restaurants, retail stores, hospitals and clothing manufacturers etc., have 

a higher percentage of injuries associated with falls on same level. Table 2.11 shows the 

distribution of accidents by the event that immediately led to the injury. The majority, or 

about 50%, of the cases were characterized as "slip." Similar findings were reported by 

Manning et al. (1988), in a study of underfoot accidents in a work population of 10,000 in 

1985. They reported a majority of accident that led to the injury (62%) were due to 

slipping. These events (Table 2.11) resulted in accident types shown in Table 2.12. Fall 
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Table 2.11. Events that led to the injury. 

Events % of Total Cases 

Slip 

Misstep 

Loss of support 

Postural over extension 

Stumble 

External force 

Medical incident 

Unknown 

50 

14 

10 

7 

4 

1 

<1 

11 
100 

Table 2.12. Distribution by accident type. 

Broad Accident Types % of Total Cases 

Fall on same level 

Fall to a different level 

Recovery on same level 

Struck against object during fall 

Recovery to a different level 

Fall unknown 

Recovery unknown 

Other 

26 

19 

14 

10 

1 

10 

1 

19 

100 
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on same level ranking the highest with 26% of the total cases (Cohen and Compton, 

1983). Similar findings were also reported by Davis (1983), Buck and Coleman (1985), 

and Tisserand (1985). Table 2.13 shows the distribution by occupational category. 

Unskilled laborers experienced about 27% of the injuries, and other occupational groups 

which show a high incidence of fall injuries include various types of skilled, office, and 

other "white collar" workers (Cohen and Compton, 1983). The type of work surface 

involved (in an accident) is shown in Table 2.14. The most frequent surface indicated 

was the "floor" (Cohen and Compton, 1983). Other surfaces frequently involved were: 

ground (outdoors), stairs, and ladders. Manning et al. (1988), also found 28% of the falls 

were attributed to floor contamination by liquid, 8% were caused by ice or snow. Similar 

findings were also made by Cohen and Compton (1983). They found, of the slips, 16% 

occurred on surface stated to be wet (contamination), 8.1% icy, 6.4% oily, and .7% 

muddy. 

2.6.1 Epidemiologv of Slip and Fall Accidents of Older Individuals 

Falls and gait instability are among the most serious problems facing the elderly 

population and constitute a major cause of mortality, morbidity, immobility, and 

premature nursing home placement (Rubenstein, Robbins, Schulman, Rosado, Osterweil, 

and Josephson, 1988). Both the incidence of falls and the severity of complications 

increase after middle age (Campbell et al., 1981). Accidents are the fifth leading cause of 

death in the older population (aged 65 and older), and falls make up the largest 

percentage of accidents (over 65%) in this age group (The National Safety Council, 

1995). Approximately 33% of the elderly population living at home will fall each year, 

and about 1 in 40 of them will be hospitalized (Campbell et al., 1981; Exton and Smith, 

1977). Of those admitted to the hospital after a fall, only about 50% will be alive a year 

later (Gryfe, Amies, and Ashley, 1977; Overstall, 1978). Repeated falls are a primary 

reason for admission of previously independent elderly persons to long-term care 

institutions (Rodstein, 1964; Smallegan, 1983). 
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Table 2.13. Distribution by occupational category. 

Occupational Category % of Total Cases 

Unskilled laborer 27 

Skilled laborer 19 

Clerical 8 

Transport equipment operator 8 

Machine operator 7 

Production Worker 7 

Manager/supervisor 6 

Maintenance worker 5 

Service worker 5 

Trainee 1 

Other occupation 2 

Unknown occupation <5 

100 

Table 2.14. Distribution by type of work surface. 

Broad Accident Types % of Total Cases 

Floor 33 

Ground (outdoors) 11 

Stair 10 

Ladder 6 

Ramp/slope/incline 2 

Scaffold/catwalk 2 

Other surface 21 

Not stated 15 

100 
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2.6.1.2 Causes of Falls in the Elderly 

A review of the epidemiological literature on falls in the elderly reveals that there 

is no single type of fall, and little agreement on the etiology of falls. In general, falls are 

categorized by the associated medical, social, and environmental factors both in the 

community and institutional populations. The annual incidence of falls among elderly 

persons living in the community increases from 25% at 70 years of age to 35% after 75 

years of age (Campbell et al., 1981). Falls are even more common in institutional (e.g., 

hospital and nursing home) settings (Rubenstein et al., 1988). Women fall more 

frequently than men until the age of 75 years, after which the frequency is similar in both 

sexes (Campbell et al., 1981). 

Table 2.15 presents data from various published studies describing the 

epidemiology of falls in different settings (community-based, hospital-based, and long-

term care institution surveys). Persons living in long-term care institutions have the 

highest rates of falls (.65 to 3.6 per bed annually with 1.65 mean), and hospitals have 

intermediate rates (.62 to 2.9 per bed annually with 1.5 mean). The lowest rate of falls 

(.22 to .625 per bed annually) was reported among community-living, generally healthy 

elderly. 

Factors intrinsic to elderly people, the type of activity engaged, and the hazards 

and demands of the environment contribute to most falls in varying degrees. Causes of 

fall can be grouped in several ways; by presenting symptom complex (e.g., dizziness, 

drop attack, slips, etc.), by a precipitating mechanism (e.g., postural hypotension, 

environmental hazards, etc.), and by underlying risk factors (e.g., antihypertensive 

medications, decreased vision, etc.). Potential for ambiguity exists due to the different 

classifications of causes of falls. This might explain the lack of consistency in the falls 

literature that attempts to classify causes of falls. 

Table 2.16 presents data from various published studies providing information on 

fall etiologies. In general, the "accidents and environment-related" category represents 

the most common cause in all of the published studies. The next most common cause 

fluctuates from study to study: "miscellaneous" causes in three studies, postural 

hypotension (Scott, 1976), weakness (Brocklehurst, 1978), drop attack (Sheldon, 1960), 

and dizziness/vertigo (Lucht, 1971). The last column in Table 2.16 presents the average 
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Table 2.15. Incidence of fall in different settings: Review of population-based studies. 
(Adapted from Rubenstein et al., 1988). 

Reference 
Population/ 
Site (N) Age 

Annual Incidence 
per 1,000 

% of fall 
w/ fracture 

A. Community-based surveys 

Exton-Smith, 1977 

Perry, 1982 

Gabell, 1985 

limnlft mean of all sur 

Community survey 
(N=963) 

Apartment complex 
(N=64) 

2 general practices 

^evs 

65-69 
70-74 
75-79 
80-84 
85-90 

89% > 70 

>65 

400 
510 
610 
730 
750 

625 

224 

325 

NA 

5.0% 

NA 

B. Hospital-based surveys 

Scott, 1976 Acute 
Sehested, 1977 Geriatric 
Morris, 1980 Geriatric 
Berry, 1981 Chronic 
Catchen, 1983 Acute 
Morgan, 1985 Acute 
Morse, 1985 Acute 

Simple mean of all surveys 

>60 
91%>60 
99%>65 
68%>70 
>65 
>65 
NA 

620 
2,900 
1,500 
1,500 
1,900 
1,400 

840 

3.5% 
4.2% 
1.7% 
3.2% 
5.0% 
NA 
1.3% 

1,500 

C. Long-term care institution surveys 

Gryfe, 1977 
Miller, 1979 
Louis, 1983 
Colling, 1983 
Blake, 1986 

Residential home 
Skilled 
Skilled 
Skilled 
Residential home 

81%>75 
82.3 (mean) 
83.3 (mean) 
NA 
>60 

650 
1,400 

760 
2,600 
3,600 

Simple mean of all surveys 1,650 

6.1% 
NA 
NA 
2.3% 
NA 

NA = not available 
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Table 2.16. Causes or types of falls: Review of literature. (Adapted from Rubenstein et 
al., 1988). 

Reference Sheldon Clark Lucht Scott Exton-Smith Brodklehurst Morfitt Total 
Year 1960 1968 1971 1976 1977 1978 1983 
Population H H H/NH Hosp H H H 
Number of falls 500 450 472 259 190 376 339 2,661 

Primary cause of fall 
Accident/en virn. 

related 

Drop attack 

Postural 
change/ 
hypotension 

Syncope 

Dizziness/ 
vertigo 

44.8% 

25.0% 

3.6% 

7.4% 

Weakness,balance/ 
gait 3.2% 

Other* 

Unknown 

6.0% 

4.6% 

44.0% 

15.6% 

2.7% 

.4% 

4.0% 

25.8% 

6.6% 

38.9% 

1.5% 

19.1% 

12.1% 

17.2% 

16.1% 

11.6% 

1.5% 

23.5% 

2.7% 

22.8% 

16.6% 

21.2% 

27.9% 

13.1% 

12.1% 

9.5% 

37.4% 

23.1% 

21.3% 

29.5% 

18.6% 

7.4% 

52.9% 

13.0% 

2.0% 

6.8% 

11.6% 

19.4% 

36.9% 

11.4% 

5.1% 

1.0% 

7.7% 

12.3% 

18.1% 

7.9% 

Abbreviations: H=home living; NH-nursing home residents; Hosp=hospital patients. 
* This category includes: acute illness, confusion, poor eyesight and drugs. 
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of all studies combined. However, due to the lack of consistency in terminology and 

methods between studies, these figures need to be interpreted with caution. Overall, 

about 55% of falls were related to medically diagnosed conditions, and 37% were related 

to environmental hazards. 

Overstall et al. (1977), in a study of 240 subjects 60 years and over, revealed that 

the most common cause of fall was due to tripping (47%). This compares with Sheldon's 

(1960) total for trips and accidental falls of 45%. 

2.6.1.3. Fall Injuries in the Elderlv 

A fall is reported as an underlying cause of about 9500 deaths each year among 

person's over 65 years of age. Five percent of falls by elderly persons, whether living in 

the community, or in an institution, result in a fracture (Tinetti, Speechley, and Ginter, 

1988; Gryfe et al., 1977). This single diagnosis is the most common among all injuries 

(in all age groups) leading to hospital admission in the United States (Haupt and Graves 

1982). Of approximately 200,000 hip fractures each year, 172,000 (84%) occur in the 

population 65 and older (Baker and Harvey, 1985). 

Each hip fracture result in an average stay of 21 days in a short-term hospital. 

This is almost double the average stay for all other causes in this age group, and longer 

than the stay for any other diagnosis. Additionally, 5% to 10% of falls results in soft-

tissue injuries such as hematomas, sprains, and joint dislocations that require medical 

care (Gryfe et al., 1977; Tinetti, 1987). 

2.7 Summarv 

Reducing slip and fall accidents has been a topic of interest for ergonomics 

researchers since the 1920's. These researchers utilized four approaches to study slipping 

accidents. The four approaches include; the epidemiological, biomechanical, tribological 

and psychophysical approaches. 

The epidemiological approach is concerned with the identification of the 

incidence, distribution, and potential controls for illness and injuries in a population. 

Epidemiological findings suggest that slip and fall accidents are among the most serious 

problems facing elderly population and constitute a major cause of mortality, morbidity. 
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immobility, and premature nursing home placement. A review of the epidemiological 

literature on falls in elderly reveals that there is no single type of fall, and little agreement 

on the etiology of falls. In general, women fall more frequently than men and persons 

living in long-term care institutions have the higher rates of fall than community-living, 

generally healthy elderly. Factors intrinsic to the elderly person, the type of activity 

engaged, and hazards and demands of the environment contribute to most falls in varying 

degrees. In general, about half of the falls were related to medically diagnosed conditions 

and over one-third of the falls were related to environment hazards. In addition, the most 

common cause of fall was due to tripping. 

The biomechanical approach to slip and fall accidents describes the gait 

parameters (such as; the stride length, slip distance, heel velocity, and foot angle) and the 

ground reaction forces (such as; the horizontal and vertical forces, RCOF (HA'̂ )) 

involved in human walking under normal and abnormal conditions. Perkins (1978), 

utilizing HA^ ratio, indicated that forward slip at peak 3 and 4 was the most dangerous 

sequence of the step cycle due to the forward momentum of the body weight being 

progressively applied to the slipping foot. Strandberg and Lanshammar (1981) 

reproduced and measured slip distance previously identified by Perkins (1978), then 

classified slip distance into mini-slip, midi-slip, and maxi-slip. They concluded that if 

slip distance is greater than 10 cm., a fall might result. Leamon and Son (1989), and 

Leamon and Li (1990) reclassified slip distance into microslips (0-3 cm,), slips (3-10 

cm.), and slides (>10 cm.). These classifications have been used to find the severity of 

slips (i.e., slipperiness of floor). Myung and Smith (submitted) first attempted to show 

the capability of slip distance as a biomechanical parameter in differentiating floor 

slipperiness and results indicated that SD was a good parameter for representing floor 

slipperiness by an inverse relationship with static COF. The relative sliding velocity 

(heel velocity) between the shoe sole and the flooring surface immediately after heel 

contact has been one of the essential gait parameters for slips and falls investigation. In 

general, if the heel sliding velocity after heel contact did not decrease to a certain limit 

(0.5 m/s), loss of balance or even a fall will result. 

The tribological approach deals with surface dissipative process in terms of 

hydrodynamics of contaminants between the shoe and the floor and viscoelastic 
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characteristics of the shoe heel and sole materials. The tribological approach to fall 

accident prevention has concentrated on the static and dynamic coefficient of friction 

between shoe and floor surface. To protect people from slipping and falling, various 

groups have proposed to set minimum COF values for floor under standardized test 

conditions. However, due to the many variability in determining the COF, the method 

for determining the safe COF value for a particular shoe or floor materials has not been 

standardized to present day. There have been a great deal of apparatuses developed by 

many investigators to measure slipperiness of floor (COF); however, none of these device 

are universally accepted. 

Psychophysics is the relationship between the perception of a sensation and the 

physical stimulus which produce the sensation. In using the psychophysical methodology 

for slips and falls, researchers have been asking research participants to subjectively 

assess the slipperiness of floor to obtain further insight into the parameters of vision and 

tactile sensation. In general, subjective judgments of slip-resistance correlation was 

negligible for static COF measurement and very high for dynamic COF. In addition, 

tactile cues were most sensitive to physical measurement of dynamic COF. 

Any age-related deterioration in visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular signals 

concerning balance may produce a central signal detection problem, and to detect a 

peripheral stimulus correctly, a longer sampling period might be necessary and therefore, 

may increase the likelihood of fall accidents. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

3.1 Subjects 

Fourteen 18-29 year olds, fourteen 35-59-year-olds, and fourteen elderly 

individuals (65 years old and over) (total of forty two subjects: 7 male and 7 female for 

each age group) were recruited from Texas Tech University and the general population in 

Lubbock, Texas. Subject height and weight information are presented in Table 3.1. 

Subjects were recruited by word of mouth and a newspaper advertisement from the 

Department of Industrial Engineering (student subjects), local manufacturing companies, 

and the general population in Lubbock, Texas. Subjects were excluded from the study if 

they indicated any physical problems which might be complicated by their participation 

in the study. A questionnaire was used as an initial screening tool (Appendix A). 

Subjects also received a peripheral neuropathy examination from the Neurology 

Department at St. Mary's Hospital. Subjects were excluded from the study based on this 

test only if extreme disability (below 50% of the norm) was identified in the tests. 

3.2 Apparatus 

For this study, simulated floors, a contaminant (motor oil), a motion analysis 

system (Aerial Dynamic Inc.), a fall arresting rig, two Bertec force plates interfaced with 

LabView software, a remote controlled floor exchanger and a Horizontal Dynometer 

were used. In addition, a NeuroTest (Neurocom, Inc.) was used to evaluate sensory 

organization and a force transducer was used to measure isometric muscle strength. 

3.2.1 Simulated Floors 

Two different floor materials were used for the experiment; vinyl tiles and the 

outdoor carpet. The dimensions of the simulated floors followed the shape of force plates 

(48"x 14"). The outdoor carpet served as a base line floor and covered the entire walking 

surface. To reduce the visual effect of floor materials, the color and contrast for all floor 

materials were similar. 
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Table 3.1. Subject information. 

Age (yr) 

Ht (cm) 

Wt (kg) 

Young 
(18-29 yrs.) 
Mean (S.D.) 
22.6 (2.1) 

169.7 (6.1) 

68.7 (9.6) 

Middle 
(35-59 yrs.) 
Mean (S.D.) 
46.9 (13.6) 

173.5 (6.3) 

75.5 (16.1) 

Old 
(65 yrs. and over) 
Mean (S.D.) 
75.6 (6.7) 

170.2 (6.4) 

76.8 (13.3) 
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3.2.2 Contaminants 

Motor oil (10W40) was applied to the vinyl tile floor surface to reduce the 

coefficient of friction. 

3.2.3 Motion Analysis Svstem 

An Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS) was used to collect the three-

dimensional coordinates of the subject's anatomical landmarks. The system features 

rapid data acquisition with data analyses and high resolution graphics, and provides a 

data collection rate of 60 frames per second (fps). The software modules in the APAS 

allowed the image data collected by the cameras to be tracked, digitized, and smoothed. 

Four Panasonic video recorders were used. 

3.2.4 Bertec Force Plate and LabView Interface 

The ground reaction forces of the subjects were collected by two Bertec force 

plates connected to an analog-to-digital converter (National Instruments, SCXI 1000) 

interfaced with LabView data collection software. In order to synchronize data collection 

of kinetic and kinematic profiles, an LED was used. The Bertec force plate was activated 

by a photo-electric switch and cameras were activated by remote controlled units. 

3.2.5 Fall Arresting Rig 

A fall arresting rig was used to protect the subjects from falling during the 

experiment. The rig consisted of a full-body hamess and a rotational suspension system. 

The newly modified design of the fall arresting rig allowed subjects to control their own 

walking velocity via a potentiometer interfaced with LabView software. The overall 

function of the system allowed a subject, wearing a full-body hamess, to walk under 

experiment conditions with minimal restrictions and provide self paced control of the fall 

arresting rig. Whenever an imbalance was detected, the system immediately arrested the 

fall and discontinued its motion (see Figure 3.9 p. 140). 
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3.2.6 Slip Resistance Tester 

A towed-sled (Big Toe) slip resistance tester with rubber test sensor material was 

used to measure the dynamic coefficient of friction of the simulated floor surfaces 

(vinyl-0.08, and carpet-1.80) above the force platform. The dimensions of the Big Toe 

was 3 x 2 inches and weighs 10 lb. 

3.2.7 NeuroTest Svstem (NeuroCom Inc.) 

The NeuroTest System (NeuroCom Inc.) (St. Mary's Hospital, Neurology 

Research Center) is composed of two force plates and a computer system. The dual force 

plates are set into a platform base. Subjects stood on the dual force plates and faced a 

computer monitor. Force sensors under the dual force plates measured the vertical and 

horizontal forces exerted by the subject's feet. The computer received force 

measurements from the dual force plates, analyzed the information, and generated 

displacement data of the force platforms (COG) in a screen display and printed report. 

3.2.8 Force Transducer (Chatillon DFGS-R-500) 

Isometric strength measurements for the arms, legs, and torso were measured 

using an electronic strain gauge (Chatillon) which was incorporated into the tether. Force 

profiles were collected using an analogue-to-digital converter and a microcomputer. 

3.2.9 Remote Controlled Floor Changer (RCFC) 

A remote controlled floor changer (RCFC) was used to change test floor surfaces 

so as to provide unexpected slippery conditions. The RCFC unit was composed of a DC 

motor (LEESON Electric Corp.) and a gliding shaft (ACME Thread) attached to a 

platform. The DC motor was controlled by a remote control unit. Once triggered, the 

DC motor turned the ACME thread (max. 1750 rpm) thereby, moving the platform to a 

desired floor level (Figure 3.1). The test surfaces (vinyl tiles and outdoor carpet) were 

mounted on the platform, which was connected to the force platforms. The overall 

function of the system allowed a subject to walk under experiment conditions without 

being aware of the floor surface change. 
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ACME thread 

Platform 
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Force Plate 

DC Motor 

Figure 3.1. Layout of the RCFC including ACME thread, platform, frame, DC motor, test 
floor surfaces and a force platform. 
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3.2.10 Container 

A container (46 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm, 3 kg) was used for the carrying task. The 

container had 15.2 cm handles (with strap) at both sides to make it easy to carry. The 

container reduced the visibility of the subjects by restricting their visual field 

immediately in front of their feet. 

3.3 Experimental Variables 

3.3.1 Independent Variables 

1. Age Groups (3) (Between Subjects). For this study, there were three age 

groups. Al (18-29 year olds), A2 (35-59 year olds), and A3 (65 years old and over). 

2. Floor surfaces levels (2) (Within Subjects). For this study, a Horizontal Pull 

Dynometer (American Slip Meter Model ASM 725) with rubber test sensor material was 

used to measure DCOF. The tests were conducted at constant velocity with a vertical 

force of 10 lbs. The two floors were vinyl tiles with contaminant (DCOF-0.08) and 

outdoor carpet (DCOF-1.80). Outdoor carpet was chosen to minimize the interaction 

effect of oily residue on soles of the shoe. For the oily vinyl floor condition, a high 

viscosity motor oil (SAE 40) was used as the contaminant. 

3. Load levels (2) (Within Subjects). Two load levels were used in this 

experiment (load [3 kg] and no-load). 

3.3.2 Dependent Variables 

3.3.2.1 Gait parameters 

The converted coordinate data from APAS were used to calculate slip distances, 

sliding heel velocity, heel acceleration, heel contact velocity, position and velocity of 

center-of-gravity, and step length. A computer algorithm written in (C-I-+) was used to 

calculate the gait parameters. Definitions of the gait parameters were based on the 

observed slip behavior. Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical slip behavior starting from the heel 

contact point. Heel contact was defined as the time when the vertical ground reaction 

force (GRF) exceeded ION (to synchronize kinetic and kinematic variables, an LED was 
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Figure 3.2. Composite view of the gait parameters. 
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coupled to the vertical force output of the force plates, when the force exceeded ION, an 

LED was triggered). 

Initially, as indicated by the horizontal heel position (Figure 3.2 c), the heel does 

not slip forward (horizontal heel velocity decreases (Figure 3.2 b) as the heel quickly 

decelerates (Figure 3.2 a) during this time period). This (no slip) is believed to be the 

result of the position of the whole body COG (closer to the other stance foot) 

(MacKinnon and Winter, 1993) during the heel contact phase of the gait cycle. 

Shortly after heel contact (approx. 60 ms) (as the fore foot comes down and COG 

shifts towards the sliding heel), the heel begins to slip forward (Figure 3.2 c). 

Afterwards, sliding heel reaches peak sliding heel velocity (PSHV) (Figure 3.2 b). 

During this slipping period, the heel accelerates reaching the maximum (Figure 3.2 a) 

near the mid point of the sliding heel velocity profile (Figure 3.2 b). 

After reaching maximum heel velocity, the sliding heel velocity decreases to 

minimum, halting further slipping (not complete on the Figure 3.2). 

Strandberg and Lanshammar (1981) identified slips by examining the coordinates 

of the heels. They defined the skid start as the first minimum in heel forward velocity, 

however, they did not mention how to determine the slip stop point. Perkins (1978) also 

did not specify how to determine the slip stop and slip start, instead presented multi-

image photograph of heel slip using a stroboscope. Son (1990), utilizing 3-d coordinates 

of the reflectors on the subjects, identified slip start as the point at which a change in the 

horizontal displacement continued at a constant position in the vertical axis (the first 

minimum of the vertical heel velocity after the heel contact the floor surface), and the slip 

stop as the point at which change in vertical axis occurred, without a change in horizontal 

axis (the first minimum of the horizontal heel velocity after slip start point). While Son's 

definition is much clearer than the others, an alteration of the vertical force profile in 

most of the data beyond the point of maximum horizontal heel velocity was observed. 

Slip and fall experiments usually require a fall arresting rig to prevent injuries. However, 

a fall arresting hamess may also affect the outcome of the slips beyond a certain point. 

Figure 3.2, illustrates this concept. Point (PI) of the vertical force profile illustrates that 

there is a big decrease in vertical force (Figure 3.2 d) as the subject slips (after reaching 
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peak heel sliding velocity). This decrease in vertical force may have resulted when the 

subject tried to compensate for a slip by utilizing the fall arresting hamess, and in the 

process also, may have affected the horizontal force profile (point (P2) on Figure 3.2 e). 

Thus, beyond the peak heel velocity point, the fall arresting hamess may affect the 

biomechanical parameters of slip severity (such as slip distance, slipping velocity etc). 

Utilizing the above concept, the slip start point was defined as the time where the first 

minimum of the vertical heel velocity after the heel contact occurred (a non-rearward 

positive acceleration-due to the slight rearward displacement occurring after heel 

contact), and the end of slip (for the purpose of calculation) as the time where the first 

maximum of the horizontal heel velocity after slip start point occurred (point before 

deceleration (PSHV), Figure 3.2). 

To investigate the initiation phase of the unexpected slips and falls, initial gait 

characteristics (such as the stride length, heel velocity, and velocity of COG) and whole 

body strength (including the strength of lower extremities) of older individuals and their 

younger counterparts were compared. In addition, the relationship between the initial 

gait characteristic (such as heel velocity) and RCOF was further explored. 

To investigate the detection and recovery phase of the unexpected slip and fall 

accidents, sensory organization scores, strength of lower extremity muscles and slip 

performance measures (such as, slip distances, sliding heel velocity, and heel 

acceleration) of older individuals and their younger counterparts were compared. 

1. Slip distance. The horizontal distance traveled by the foot after the heel 

contacted the floor was measured. The overall slip distance was the distance between 

slip-start (X1,Y1) and PSHV (X2, Y2) points. The X and Y components represents the 

horizontal and lateral directions. The resultant slip distance was calculated with the 

biomechanical data from the APAS utilizing the formula (in addition, SDI [slip-start to 

peak heel acceleration] and SD2 [peak heel acceleration to PSHV] was calculated and 

analyzed): 

SD =^(X^-XJ+(Y^-Yy 

2. Sliding heel velocitv. The relative sliding heel velocity (SHV) of the heel after 
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heel contact was calculated by averaging the velocity of the heel during the slip start and 

PSHV points. 

3. Heel acceleration. The relative heel acceleration (Hacc) of the heel after heel 

contact was calculated by averaging the acceleration of the heel from the slip start to the 

PSHV points. 

4. Step length. The linear distance in the direction of progression between 

successive 

points of foot-to-floor contact of the same foot was measured. The step length was 

calculated from the difference between consecutive positions of the heel contacting the 

floor (resultant). 

5. Heel velocitv. The horizontal (x) velocity of the heel before the heel contact 

on the floor were measured. To find Vx, the difference of the foot displacements of last 

1/60 second before and after the heel contact was divided by the elapsed time (2At) using 

the following formula. 

V^=[X(i+l)-X(i-l)]/2At 

6. Position and velocitv of the center-of-gravitv of whole bodv. A sagittal 3-D 

link (14) segment model was used to calculate position and velocity of the COG. The 

frontal and sagittal models utilize the 14 component link-segment system defined by the 

reflective markers (Figure 3.3 and 3.4) and the anthropometric model (Winter, 1990; 

Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov, 1983, 1985) to compute the location of the center-of-gravity 

of the whole body (COG) in the transversal plane (Figure 3.5 and 3.6). Several 

assumptions were required to compute estimates of the COG. The assumptions included: 

(a) the human body can be represented by a set of 14 rigid bodies; (b) the center of mass 

of each segment is represented by a single point and its location remains fixed relative to 

the segment; (c) the anthropometric information used for the segment weights are 

representative of the body weights of interest; (d) the limbs move about fixed points 

when the body changes position; (e) the limbs are connected by massless hinge joints. 

The basic theory is briefly introduced below: 

Definition of Center-of-gravity: The centroid of an assemblage of n similar quantities, 

A,, A2,..., A„, situated at points P,, Pj , ..., P„, and having the position vectors r,, r j . 

..., r „, has a position vector r: 
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r = j=i 

I A, 
1 = 1 

the center of mass of an object is the location of the centroid of all mass elements, dm: 

rdm 
^COM 

\dm 

thus, the center-of-gravity of an object is the location of the centroid of all gravitational 

forces, G, of its mass elements, dG: 

~ \dG 

Utilizing the above definition, a whole body center-of-gravity was calculated by summing 

the moment of the whole body about the same axis assuming uniform density: 
14 

Mx= y mx 

^COG 

i=\ 

where m i, m 2 , .. •, m are the weights of the 14 segments; M is the weight of the body; 

and X, X., . . . , X are the respective distances of the center-of-gravity of the segments 

and whole body from the reference point (Table 3.2). Therefore, 

1 '"̂  
x=_LSmx 

M 
A similar computation of the moments about a second (Y) and third axis (Z) was 

performed to locate the 3-D whole body center-of-gravity. 

Twenty-six reflective markers were used to define a whole body model. The 

locations of the external and extrapolated intemal landmarks are shown in Figures 3.3 

and 3.4. Intemal landmarks were estimated at the mid-metatarsalphalangeal (MTP), 

subtalar, hip (in frontal plane), C7/T1 joints, mid-femoral condyles and mid-head (on 
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Figure 3.3. Marker placements and internal landmarks used to generate the frontal model 
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Figure 3.4. Marker placements and internal landmarks used to generate sagittal model. 
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Table 3.2. Definition of the 14-segments and the location of COM of the segments 
employed in the sagittal model. 

Segment 

Segment Weight/ 

Definition Total Body Weight COM Location 

Foot (m 1, m 14) Lateral malleolus/ 
head metatarsal II 

0.0145 Midpoint between lateral 
malleolus and head of metatarsal II 

Leg (ml, ml3) Femoral condyles/ 
Medial malleolus 

Thigh (m3, ml2) Greater trochanter/ 
Femoral condyles 

Trunk (m4) 

Upper arm 
(m5,m9 ) 

Forearm 
(m6, mlO ) 

Hand 
(m7, mi l ) 

Head and 
Neck (m8) 

Greater trochanter/ 
Glenohumeral joint 

Glenohumeral axis/ 
elbow axis 

Elbow axis/ 
ulnar styloid 

Wrist axis /knuckle 
II middle finger 

C7/T1 and T'rib/ear 
canal 

0.0465 

0.1000 

0.497 

0.028 

0.016 

0.006 

0.081 

43.3 % below femoral condyle 
markers 

43.3 % below greater trochanter 
markers 

Midpoint between greater 
trochanter and glenohumeral joint 

43.6 % below glenohumeral axis 

43.0% below elbow axis 

49.4 % above knuckle II 
middle fmger 

At the r ' rib/ear canal 
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4, white balls represent intemal landmarks). Intemal landmarks at the 

knees, C7/T1 and head were calculated as the midpoint between markers as shown in 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The mediolateral location of the mid-metatarsalphalangeal joint 

center was determined as the point intersection of a line between the toe marker and 

subtalar joint center and the perpendicular line to a marker placed on the lateral border of 

the head of the fifth metatarsal. The subtalar joint center was estimated by 

extrapolating down 1.9cm (Isman and Inman, 1969) and perpendicular to the midpoint of 

the line between markers placed on the lateral and medial malleoli. The mediolateral 

location of the hip joint center was determined by extrapolating medially 19.7% 

(Brinckmann et al., 1981) of the distance between the right and left greater trochanter 

(hip) markers. The vertical and anterior/posterior location of the hip was determined 

using the coordinates of the greater trochanter (hip) marker. The intemal and external 

landmarks allowed definition of a 14-segment whole body model which includes; foot, 

lower leg, thigh, abdomen and thorax, head and neck, upper arm, forearm, and hand 

segments (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Utilizing frontal and sagittal models, averaged vertical 

and horizontal velocities of the five frames before and after the heel contact phase of the 

gait cycle was computed. The pilot test of this model is presented in the Appendix D. 

3.3.2.2 Ground reaction forces 

3.3.2.2.1. Horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces. The ground reaction 

forces were measured by two Bertec force plates during the heel contact phase of the gait 

cycle. 

3.3.2.2.2. Required COF. The ratio between the horizontal and vertical ground 

reaction forces (during the initial heel contact phase of the gait [peak 3 as defined by 

Perkins,(1978]) was calculated on a carpeted surface via a LabView software system. 

3.3.2.2.3. Adjusted Required Coefficient of Friction (ARCOF). ARCOF is the 

measured ratio of the horizontal foot force to the vertical foot force at the slip-stop point 

and represents the ability to adjust dynamic frictional requirements during slipping. The 

significance of this ratio is that it indicates where in the gait profile compensation for a 

slip is most likely to occur. Figure 3.1 illustrates this concept. As the horizontal heel 
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Table 3.3. Definition of the 14-segments and the location of COM of the segments 
employed in the frontal model. 

Segment 

Segment Weight/ 

Definition Total Body Weight COM Location 

Foot(ml,ml4) Extrapolating down 1.9cm 0.0145 
and perpendicular to the midpoint 
of the line between markers placed 
on the lateral and medial malleoli 
(SUBTALAR)/ 
Perpendicular line to 
a marker placed on the lateral border 
of the head of the fifth metatarsal (MTP) 
and intersection of the head of 
metatarsal II 

Midpoint between SUBTALAR 
and the intersection of the line 
perpendicular to the MTP and head 
of metatarsal II 

Leg (m2, ml3) Mid point between medial and 
lateral femoral condyles/ 
Subtalar 

0.0465 43.3 % below femoral condyle 
markers 

Thigh (m3, ml2) Extrapolating medially 19.7% 0.1000 
of the distance between the 
right and left Greater trochanter 
(HIP)/ 
Mid point between medial and 
lateral femoral condyles 

Trunk (m4) Mid point between the right 0.497 
and left hip markers/ 
Mid point between the right 
and left shoulder markers 

43.3 % below hip markers 

Upper arm 
(m5, m9 ) 

Forearm 
(m6, mlO ) 

Hand 
(m7, mil ) 

Head and 
Neck (m8) 

Glenohumeral axis/ 
elbow axis 

Elbow axis/ 
ulnar styloid 

Wrist axis /knuckle 
II middle finger 

Mid point between the 
and left acromion of sc 
(C7/T1)/ 
Mid point between the 
r'rib/ear markers 

0.028 

0.016 

0.006 

right 0.081 
apula 

right and left 

Midpoint between the line 
intersecting hip and shoulder 

43.6 % below glenohumeral axis 

43.0% below elbow axis 

49.4 % above knuckle II 
middle finger 

At the r ' rib/ear canal 
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Figure 3.5. Marker placements in transversal plane (top). 
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Figure 3.6. Marker placements in transversal plane (under). 
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velocity reaches_maximum, horizontal force is decreased (slight decrease in vertical force 

as well), thus, the ratio of horizontal to vertical force profile decreases. At this point, if 

ARCOF is higher than the available dynamic coefficient of friction (ADCOF), the heel 

will continue to increase in velocity; however, on this data, ARCOF is lower than the 

ADCOF, and the horizontal heel velocity decreases (beginning of halting a slip). ARCOF 

values were measured on vinyl tile floor surface during PSHV. 

3.3.3 Sensorv Organization Test and Motor Control Test Scores 

The Sensory Organization Test (SOT) scores were based on the assumption that a 

normal individual can exhibit anterior to posterior sway over a total range of 12.5 degrees 

(6.25 anterior, 6.25 posterior) without losing balance. Equilibrium scores 

(proprioceptive, vestibular, and vision) were based on the Sensory Organization Test and 

reflected how much the subject swayed during each trial of the 4 sensory conditions 

(condition 1 = eyes open, stable platform; condition 2 = eyes closed, stable platform; 

condition 3 = eyes open, sway-referenced platform [e.g. platforms move with movement 

of the subjects COG]; condition 4 = eyes closed, sway-referenced platform). The 

equilibrium scores (proprioceptive, vestibular, and vision) were calculated by comparing 

the angular difference between the subject's calculated maximum anterior to posterior 

center-of-gravity displacements to this theoretical maximum displacement. The results 

were expressed as a percentage between 0 and 100, with 0 indicating sway exceeding the 

limits of stability and 100 indicating perfect stability. Conditions 1 and 2 were used to 

test a subject's ability to use input from the proprioceptive system to maintain balance. 

Conditions 1 and 4 were used to test a subject's ability to use input from the visual 

system to maintain balance. And, conditions 1 and 4 were used to test a subject's ability 

to use input from the vestibular system to maintain balance. 

The muscle latency (Motor Control Test [MCT]) time was defined as the time in 

milliseconds between the onset of a translation and the onset of the subject's active 

response to the support surface movement. The muscle latency time was based on the 

Motor Control Test protocols utilizing six conditions (condition 1 = small forward 

translation of the force plates; condition 2 = medium forward; condition 3 = large 

forward; condition 4 = small backwards; condition 5 = medium backwards; condition 6 
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= large backwards). The composite muscle latency time was determined as the average 

of the latency scores following medium and large translations. 

3.3.4 Maximal Isometric Strength 

Whole-body isometric strength measurements for the arms, legs, and torso were 

collected as described by Chaffin et al (1978) and Chaffin and Andersson (1991). An 

electronic strain gauge (Chatillon) was incorporated into the chain, and force profiles 

were collected using an analog-to-digital converter and microcomputer (Figure 3.7). 

3.4 Procedure 

3.4.1 Familiarization Session 

The subjects attended a familiarization program before the scheduling of the 

experiment (data collection). This program familiarized the subjects with the fall 

arresting rig system and the walking conditions (natural cadence). The subjects tested the 

fall arresting rig to assure themselves that the system (fall arresting rig) would arrest 

potential falls. Anthropometric data (body weight and height) and isometric strength of 

the subjects were measured at this time. Afterwards, SOT and MCT were performed 

using NeuroCom NeuroTest system at St. Mary's Hospital. 

3.4.1.1 Maximal Isometric Strength Test 

Isometric strength measurements for the arms, legs, and torso were collected as 

described by Chaffin et al. (1978) and Chaffin and Andersson (1991) (modified). For the 

test of arm lifting strength, subjects stood erect and grabbed a handle 46 cm long 

vertically positioned at their standing elbow height (90"). For the test of leg lift strength, 

the handle was 15 cm long. Subjects assumed a 'squat' posture with their knees bent 

(90") and back straight. For the torso lift, subjects assumed a bent torso posture (90") 

with the legs straight while holding a 48 cm handle. 

For all strength trials, subjects were instmcted to build slowly to their maximum 

level in a 2 s time interval, and then to maintain this level for an additional 2 s time 

period. The isometric strength tests were self limiting. Subjects were instmcted to exert 
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employed in four different industries (Chaffin, Herrin, and Keyserling, 1978). 
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their "safe voluntary maximum strength." Testing was in an area isolated from other 

subjects to avoid any competition between subjects. Subjects were not provided with 

their strength scores (an another means of reducing over-exertion through competition). 

The maximum isometric strength for these trials was defined as the maximum force 

produced from the second to the fourth second of this 4 s exertion. To collect these 

measurements, subjects stood on a 1 m by 1 m aluminum platform and grasped a handle 

connected to the platform with a chain. An electronic strain gauge (Chatillon) was 

incorporated into the chain, and force profiles were collected using an analog-to-digital 

converter and microcomputer. A more detailed description of the procedures and 

apparatus used for these tests can be found in Chaffin et al. (1978). 

3.4.1.2 Sensory Organization Test and Motor Control Test 

The purpose of these tests was to assess balance by using the NeuroCom 

NeuroTest System. NeuroTest was designed to quantify aspects of the sensory and motor 

examination pertinent to neurological examinations. In this study, the NeuroTest System 

was utilized to analyze the subject's balance at a normal standing position. This 

procedure indicated how good overall balance might be relative to norms and provided 

more specific information about the contributions of vision, muscle feedback 

(proprioceptive system), and inner ear (vestibular system) to balance for each individual. 

The subjects were asked to stand on the NeuroCom dual forceplates (balance platforms) 

with feet in the required position on the platform (Figure 3.8). For safety and confidence, 

subjects were asked to wear a safety harness. During the test, subjects were asked to 

close and open their eyes while the force plates moved forward and backward 

(translation), and also, up and down (rotation). Individual measurements lasted 20 

seconds, and the total testing period lasted 20 minutes. For the Sensory Organization 

Test, there were total of three trials per each of four conditions (condition 1 = eyes open, 

stable platform; condition 2 = eyes closed, stable platform; condition 3 = eyes open, 

sway-referenced platform (e.g., platforms move with movement of the subjects COG); 

condition 4 = eyes closed, sway-referenced platform). In addition, for the Motor Control 

Test (muscle latency) there were two trials per each of six conditions (condition 1 = small 

forward translation of the force plates; condition 2 = medium forward; condition 3 = 
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Figure 3.8. Layout of the NeuroCom, including the force plates, computer monitor and 
safety hamess. 
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large forward; condition 4 = small backwards; condition 5 = medium backwards; 

condition 6 = large backwards). This procedure was conducted at St. Mary's Hospital 

prior to the experimental session. 

3.4.2 Protocol 

Subjects were scheduled to participate in two testing sessions within one week's 

time. The first session served as an introductory (familiarization) and preliminary 

measurement session. During this time anthropometric measurements were taken 

(weight and height). In addition, isometric strength tests were conducted. Afterwards, the 

sensory organization test were performed at St. Mary's Hospital. 

The biomechanical parameters of walking were collected during the second 

session of the experiment (utilizing motion analysis system). Prior to performing the 

walking experiments, subjects were fitted with standardized laboratory shoes in order to 

minimize possible variations due to footwear. In addition, retro-reflectors were attached 

to the anatomically significant body positions. 

Before the walking trials began, subjects were fitted with the safety hamess which 

was connected to the fall arresting rig. During the walking trials, subjects were asked to 

walk as naturally as possible as practiced during the familiarization session (natural 

cadence). During the experiment, the subjects walked across each floor condition for 10 

min with, and 10 min without the load (total of 20 minutes). While walking, subjects 

were instmcted to focus their eyes on a light emitting diode located approximately 2 

meters above and 3 meters away from the testing area. A secondary task that required 

them to call out when the light was on and when it was off was used to ensure that they 

attended to the LED. During each of the 10 min sessions, 2 slippery conditions were 

randomly introduced by the system, and measurements of subject's posture and ground 

reaction forces were recorded. Location of the slippery surfaces were also randomly 

distributed by the two floor changers (e.g., two force plate locations). Subjects were also 

supplied with a walkman (listening to old comedy routines) during the walking 

experiment to conceal any sound of the floor changer's motors. Field layout of the 

experiment is illustrated in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3 9 Field layout of the experiment including; fall arresting rig, potentiometer 
interfaced with the LabView system, safety hamess, force platforms, optoelectnc switch, 
CCD cameras (4), AG 6300 VCR (4) and Remote Control Floor Changer (RCFC) Units 
with base line carpet floor material. 
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3.5 Data Analvses 

3.5.1 ANOV As 

A 3 X 2 X 2 (age x floor x load) three-way repeated measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was performed on each dependent variable with a< 0.5. The p-values in the 

ANOVA were adjusted for violations of the assumptions regarding the variance-

covariance matrix using the Huynh-Feldt method to estimate e and adjusting the 

degrees-of-freedom accordingly. In addition, constant variance and normality 

assumptions were verified by residual analysis and normality plots. Post-hoc means 

separation test (Tukey-Kramer) were performed on all significant age effects. A 

computer algorithm was written in the C++ to objectively determine biomechanical 

parameters. Figure 3.10 illustrates summary of the data analyses. 

The statistical model for this design was; 

(i [subject] = 1 to 14; j [floor] = 1 to 2; k [age] = 1 to 3; and 1 [load] = 1 to 2) 

where, 

Q = fixed effect of the age groups (factor B); 

a = fixed effect of the floor levels (factor A); 

n = effect of the person (random) in each group; 

CfjS = interaction effects of the age groups and floor levels; 

na = effect of a particular level of repeated measures factor A on the 

particular individual nested within the group. 

F = fixed effect of the load levels (factor C); 

pT = effect of the interaction between repeated measures factor C and the 
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group factor B (age group); 

^^ ii(k) ~ f̂̂ ^ t̂ of ^^^ particular level of repeated measures factor C on the 

particular individual; 

aT ., = effect of the interaction between the factor A and factor C (floor and 

load); 

a /3r = effect of interaction between the three factors; 

aTn = effect of a particular combination of levels of the repeated measures 
jli (k) '• 

factors (A and C) on the particular individual; 

£ .. = random effect of the ith person receiving the jth age group followed by 
ijk 

the kth floor level. 

The EMS for the two factor repeated measures design is listed below. 

E(MSJ = n . S a V ( J - l ) + K ( 7 ' +CJ' 

2 ^^2 

^(MS,J = K(7^ + (7^ 

2 ^^2 

E(MS^ Ĵ =n yiaj8^/(J-l)(K-l) +Gl^ +(7 

E(MS ̂ , ^ ) = 

2 ^«.2 

e 

^ ^ 2 , - _ 2 

(7 , +(7 

(same for the load effect). 

Therefore, F ratio of Age Groups is E(MS ^)/ E(MS ^^), F ratio of Floor Surfaces Levels 

is E(MS )/ E(MS ), F ratio of Load Levels is E(MS )/ E(MS ̂ ^̂ ) and E(MS ̂ ^^^^ ), 
B BxS 

and F ratio of the interaction is E(MS ^^^)/ E(MS ^̂ ^̂  ). 
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3.5.2 Correlation Analvsis 

Bivariate correlation analyses were performed to describe the relationships 

between the independent (HV, COGVB, and COGVA) and dependent (RCOF) variables. 

To investigate the relationship between the initial gait characteristics and RCOF, 

bivariate correlation analyses were performed between the heel velocity (x) and RCOF 

(y), COGVB (x) and RCOF (y), and COGVA (x) and RCOF (y). To investigate the initial 

jarring effect during the heel contact phase of the gait, bivariate correlation analysis was 

performed between the vertical COGVA and lower extremity (leg) strength. 

3.5.3 Regression Analvsis 

Regression analyses were performed to describe and predict the relationship 

between the independent (predictor variable (X)) and dependent (response variable (Y)) 

variables. The response variables (Y) were slip distance (slip severity), SDI, SHV, Hacc, 

and HV. The predictor variables (X) were age, gender, weight, height (stature), sensory 

organization test scores (vision, proprioceptive, and vestibular system response), maximal 

isometric strength and muscle latency (ML) response-time in milliseconds between the 

onset of a translation and the onset of the subject's active response to the support surface 

movement. These analyses were used to explain which variables (dependent) were most 

related to slip severity (e.g., slip distance). For prediction purposes, a statistical model 

developed by analyzing the relationship between response variable and predictor 

variables was utilized to predict slip performance given the predictor variables. These 

models predicted which subjects have greater difficulty adjusting to walking over 

unexpected slippery floor surfaces. The data were analyzed by utilizing techniques 

(scatter plot, residual vs. predicted, normal probability plot, hat matrix. Cook's D, and 

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) -for the multicolinearity) available for evaluating the 

assumptions of regression analysis (the assumption of a probabilistic process, functional 

specification of mean response, constant variance, normality assumptions). The predictor 

variables were selected by utilizing the cp and the backward elimination procedure for 

the dependent variable - SD, SDI, HV, SHV, and Hacc. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Treatment of Data 

The dependent measures, step length (SL), step length index (SLI), heel velocity 

(HV), velocity of center-of-gravity before heel contact (COGVB), and velocity of center-

of-gravity after heel contact (COGVA [x and z]) were analyzed by 3 x 2 x 2 (age x floor 

X load) three-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA). The center-of-

gravity velocity difference (COGVdiff) between before and after heel contact was 

analyzed by one-way (age) repeated measures analysis of variance on a carpeted floor 

surface. Required Coefficient of Friction (RCOF) was analyzed by 3 x 2 (age x load) 

two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the carpeted floor surface. 

Adjusted RCOF (ARCOF), slip distances (overall SD, SDI and SD2), sliding heel 

velocity (SHV), heel acceleration (Hacc), and velocity of center-of-gravity (COGVsiip) 

during slipping were analyzed by 3 x 2 (age x load) two-way repeated measures analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) on the vinyl floor surface. Descriptive and inferential statistical 

analyses were performed on a Power Macintosh using the SuperANOVA '̂̂  and SAS 

(regression) statistical packages. 

4.2 ANOVA Results 

The findings from these analyses are summarized under the following headings: 

age comparisons, floor levels comparison (where applicable), load levels comparison, 

and interactions. 

4.2.1 Step Length (SL) 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.1. 

4.2.1.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated SL for young, 

middle, and old age groups across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized that older 
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Table 4.1 Summary of a three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels, and 2 load 
levels on SL (including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-
Feldt adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 
age 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * age 

floor * Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * age 

floor * load * Subject(G 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

... 39 

2057,858 

8474.100 

79.574 

59.030 

363.532 

47.800 

52.964 

1199.687 

3.445 

3.787 

418.476 

1028.929 

217.285 

79.574 

29.515 

9.321 

47.800 

26.482 

30.761 

3.445 

1.894 

10.730 

4.735 

8.537 

3.166 

1.554 

.861 

.321 

.176 

.0144 

.0058 

.0532 

.2200 

.4307 

.5742 

.8389 

.0058 

.0532 

.2200 

.4307 

.5742 

.8389 

.0058 

.0532 

.2200 

.4307 

.5742 

.8389 

Dependent: si 
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individual's SL would be shorter than their younger counterparts. The results of the 

three-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) SL differences between 

young (64.35 cm), middle (67.63 cm), and old (59.13 cm) subjects (Table 4.2 and Figure 

4.1). Furthermore, Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that middle age group's SL was 

significantly different from younger and older subjects. 

4.2.1.2 Floor Level Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using calculated SL for each floor 

level across both age groups and load levels. It was hypothesized that floor slipperiness 

(DCOF) would affect SL. The results indicated a statistically significant (p < 0.05) SL 

differences between carpeted floor (64.39 cm) and vinyl floor (63.01 cm) surfaces (Table 

4.3 and Figure 4.2). 

4.2.1.3 Load Level Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated SL for each load 

levels across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load levels would 

affect SL of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

differences between the load (63.17 cm) and no-load (64.23 cm) conditions (Table 4.4). 

4.2.1.4 Interactions 

The results indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) SL differences between 

(Age * Floor) interaction. Overall, younger subjects had higher SL than older subjects 

across floor levels (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.3). 

In summary, the step length was significantly different (p < 0.05) across age 

groups and floor levels. In general, younger subjects had longer step length than older 

individuals and the middle-aged group had the longest step length. Previous studies 

(Imms and Edholm (1979), Bassey et al. (1976), and Winter (1991)) also found 

reductions in step length for the older individuals. The overall step length was only 

slightly (less than 1 cm) longer for the carpeted floor surface than the vinyl (slippery) 

floor surface (compared to previous experiment [> 10 cm, (Lockhart, 1997)]), indicating 

that subjects were not aware of the floor change to slippery floor surface. 
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Table 4.2 Descriptive summary of SL on main effect Age Group. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count 

56 

56 

56 

Mean 

64.345 

67.625 

59.126 

Std. Dev. 

7.344 

9.048 

7.668 

Std. Error 

.981 

1.209 

1,025 

Mean 
SL (cm) 

young middle 

Figure 4.1 Age effect on step length with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.3 Descriptive summary of SL on main effect Floor Levels. 

carpet 

vinyl 

Count 

84 

84 

Mean 

64.387 

63.010 

Std. Dev. 

8.394 

9.073 

Std. Error 

.916 

.990 

Mean 
SL (cm) 

67 -

66 -

65 -

64 -

63 -

62 -

61 -

60 -

1 1 

-

- 1 - • 

• 

-L 

' r 1 

carpet vinyl 

Figure 4.2 Floor effect on step length with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.4 Descriptive summary of SL on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

84 

84 

63.165 

64.232 

8.426 

9.065 

Std. Error 

.919 

.989 
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Table 4.5 Descriptive summary of SL on interaction effect Age x Floor. 

carpet, young 

carpet, middle 

carpet, old 

vinyl, young 

vinyl, middle 

vinyl, old 

Count 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

Mean 

65.769 

67.599 

59.792 

62.920 

67.652 

58.459 

Std. Dev. 

6.534 

9.144 

7.465 

7.935 

9.118 

7.945 

Std. Error 

1.235 

1.728 

1.411 

1.500 

1.723 

1.501 

young 

O Carpet 

• Vinyl 

Figure 4.3 Interaction effect (Age x Floor) on step length with 95% confidence error 
bars. 
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4.2.2 Step Length Index fSI .n 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA for SLI is presented in Table 4.6. 

4.2.2.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated step length index 

(SLI) for young, middle and old across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized that 

SLI would be longer for the younger individuals than the older individuals (same as the 

SL). Consistent with previous findings, the results of the three-way ANOVA indicated 

statistically significant (p < 0.05) SL differences between young (.381), middle (.393), 

and old (.347) subjects (Table 4.7 and Figure 4.4). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated 

that middle age group's SLI was significantly different from younger and older subjects. 

4.2.2.2 Floor Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using calculated SLI for each floor 

levels across both age groups and cadence levels. It was hypothesized that floor 

slipperiness (DCOF) would affect SLI. The results indicated statistically significant (p < 

0.05) SLI differences between carpeted floor (.378) and vinyl floor (.370) surfaces (Table 

4.8 and Figure 4.5). 

4.2.2.3 Load Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated SLI for each load 

levels across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load levels would 

affect SLI of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SLI 

differences between load (.371) and no-load (.377) conditions. 

4.2.2.4 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SLI differences 

between interaction terms. 

In summary, similar to step length, the step length index was significantly 

different (p 0.05) across age groups and floor levels. However, Floor x Age interaction 

was not significandy different (p > 0.05) as it was with step length. 
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Table 4.6 Summary of a three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels, and 2 load 
levels on SLI (including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the 
Huynh-Feldt adjustments). 

Source 

age 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * age 

floor * Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * age 

floor * load * Subject(G 

df 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

... 39 

Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G 

.066 

.191 

.003 

.002 

.013 

.002 

.002 

.042 

1.343E-4 

1.143E-4 

.014 

.033 

.005 

.003 

.001 

3.305E-4 

.002 

.001 

.001 

1.343E-4 

5.717E-5 

3.662E-4 

6.676 

9.058 

2.975 

1.717 

.932 

.367 

.156 

.0032 

.0046 

.0627 

.1977 

.4024 

.5483 

.8560 

.0046 

.0627 

.1977 

.4024 

.5483 

.8560 

J H-F 

.0046 

.0627 

.1977 

.4024 

.5483 

.8560 

Dependent: si (index) 
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Table 4.7 Descriptive summary of SLI on main effect Age Group. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count 

56 

56 

56 

Mean 

.381 

.393 

.347 

Std. Dev. 

.040 

.044 

.036 

Std. Error 

,005 

.006 

.005 

Mean 
SLI 

young middle old 

Figure 4.4 Age effect on step length index with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.8 Descriptive summary of SLI on main effect Floor Levels. 

carpet 

vinyl 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

84 

84 

.378 

.370 

.044 

.046 

. Std. Error 

.005 

.005 

carpet vinyl 

Figure 4.5 Floor levels effect on step length index with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.3 Heel Velocitv (Horizontal) 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA for horizontal heel velocity is presented 

in Table 4.9. 

4.2.3.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated horizontal HV for 

young, middle, and old across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized that horizontal 

HV would be higher for the older individuals. The results of the three-way ANOVA 

indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) horizontal HV differences between young 

(31.03 cm/sec), middle (32.12 cm/sec), and old (42.37 cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.10). 

4.2.3.2 Floor Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using calculated horizontal HV for 

each floor level across both age groups and load levels. It was hypothesized that floor 

levels would affect horizontal HV of the subjects. The results indicated statistically 

significant (p < 0.05) horizontal HV differences between the carpeted (39.61 cm/sec) and 

vinyl (30.731 cm/sec) floor surfaces (Table 4.11 and Figure 4.6). 

4.2.3.3 Load Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated horizontal HV for 

each load level across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load 

levels would affect horizontal HV of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically 

significant (p > 0.05) differences in horizontal HV between load (37.67 cm/sec) and no-

load (32.67 cm/sec) conditions (Table 4.12). 

4.2.3.4 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) horizontal HV 

differences between interaction terms. 

In summary, the heel velocity on floor levels differed significantly (p ^ 0.05). On 

the average, older subject's horizontal HV was faster than younger individuals, and 

horizontal HV was faster for the load condition than the no-load condition. 
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Table 4.9 Summary of a three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels, and 2 load 
levels on horizontal HV(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and 
the Huynh-Feldt adjustments). 

Source 

age 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * age 

floor * Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * age 

floor* load *Subject(G. 

df 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

Sum of Squares Mean Squa 

4383.526 

29626.728 

3312.489 

478.844 

11042.182 

1047.911 

1130.681 

11013.538 

849.996 

1326.883 

15116.894 

2191.763 

759.660 

3312.489 

239.422 

283.133 

1047.911 

565.340 

282.398 

849.996 

663.442 

387.613 

'e F-Value 

2.885 

11.699 

.846 

3.711 

2.002 

2.193 

1.712 

P-Value 

.0678 

.0015 

.4370 

.0614 

.1487 

.1467 

.1939 

G-G 

.0015 

.4370 

.0614 

.1487 

.1467 

.1939 

H-F 

.0015 

.4370 

.0614 

.1487 

.1467 

.1939 

Dependent: hieel vel (1) 
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Table 4.10 Descriptive summary of HV on main effect Age Groups. 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

young 

middle 

old 

56 

56 

56 

31.034 

32.112 

42.369 

21.564 

13.528 

26,732 

2.882 

1.808 

3.572 
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Table 4.11 Descriptive summary of HV on main effect floor levels. 

carpet 

vinyl 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

84 

84 

39.612 

30.731 

20.032 

22.684 

2.186 

2.475 

(D 
> 

O 

C 

o 

0) 
O 

carpet vinyl 

Figure 4.6 Floor Levels effect on HV with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.12 Descriptive summary of HV on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

84 

84 

37.669 

32.674 

21.634 

21.797 

. Std. Error 

2.361 

2.378 
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4.2.4 Horizontal Center-of-Gravitv Velocitv Before Heel Contact 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.13. 

4.2.4.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing estimated COGVB for 

young, middle, and old age group across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized that 

COGVB would be slower for the older individuals (due to slower walking speed) than 

their younger counterparts. The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated statistically 

significant (p < 0.05) COGVB differences between young (109.99 cm/sec), middle 

(115.53 cm/sec), and old (99.87 cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.14 and Figure 4.7). 

Furthermore, Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that middle age group's COGVB was 

significantly different than their younger and older counterparts. 

4.2.4.2 Floor Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using estimated COGVB for each 

floor level across both age groups and load levels. It was hypothesized that floor levels 

would affect COGVB of the subjects. The results indicated statistically significant (p < 

0.05) COGVB differences between the carpeted ( 110.02 cm/sec) and vinyl (105.91 

cm/sec) floor surfaces (Table 4.15 and Figure 4.8). 

4.2.4.3 Load Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using estimated COGVB for each load 

level across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load levels would 

affect COGVB of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

COGVB differences between the load (110.16 cm/sec) and no-load (106.77 cm/sec) 

conditions (Table 4.16). 

4.2.4.4 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) COGVB differences 

between interactions terms. 

In summary, the COGVB was significantly different across age groups. In 

general, younger subjects COGVB was faster than the older individuals and middle-aged 

group's COGVB was the fastest. On the average, COGVB was faster for the carpeted 
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Table 4.13 Summary of a three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels, and 2 load 
levels on COGVB (including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the 
Huynh-Feldt adjustments). 

Source 

age 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * age 

floor" Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * age 

floor* load *Subject(G.. 

df 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

Sum of Squares 

7065.635 

31827.782 

404.462 

197.337 

2564.194 

481.044 

140.995 

5770.392 

.171 

177.797 

3087.431 

> Mean Square F-Value 

3532.817 

816.097 

404.462 

98.668 

65.749 

481.044 

70.497 

147.959 

.171 

88.898 

79.165 

4.329 

6.152 

1.501 

3.251 

.476 

.002 

1.123 

P-Value 

.0201 

.0176 

.2356 

.0791 

.6245 

.9632 

.3356 

G-G 

.0176 

.2356 

.0791 

.6245 

.9632 

.3356 

H-F 

.0176 

.2356 

.0791 

.6245 

.9632 

.3356 

Dependent: cogv(B) 
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Table 4.14 Descriptive summary of COGVB on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count 

56 

56 

56 

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

109.995 

115.533 
99.870 

14.426 

18.195 

16.513 

1.928 

2.431 

2.207 

young middle 

Figure 4.7 Age Groups effect on COGVB with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.15 Descriptive summary of COGVB on main effect Floor Levels. 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

carpet 

vinyl 

84 

84 

110.017 

106.914 

16.597 

18.514 

1.811 

2.020 

CO 

D) 
O 
O 

o 
in 
C 
D 
Q) 

0 
O 

114 

112 -

no -

108 -

106 -

104 -

102 
carpet vinyl 

Figure 4.8 Floor Levels effect on COGVB with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.16 Descriptive summary of COGVB on main effect Load Levels. 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

load 

no-load 

84 

84 

110.158 

106.773 

15.464 

19.446 

1.687 

2.122 
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surface than the vinyl floor surface, and COGVB was faster for the load condition than 

the no-load conditions. 

4.2.5 Horizontal Center-of-Gravitv Velocitv After Heel Contact 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.17. 

4.2.5.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing estimated COGVA for 

young, middle, and old age groups across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized that 

COGVA would be slower for the older individuals (due to the slower walking speed) 

than their younger counterparts. The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated 

statistically significant (p < 0.05) COGVA differences between young (115.99 cm/sec), 

middle (123.23 cm/sec), and old (107.37 cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.18 and Figure 4.9). 

Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that middle age group's COGVA was significantly 

different than their younger and older counterparts. 

4.2.5.2 Floor Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using estimated COGVA for each 

floor level across both age groups and load levels. It was hypothesized that floor levels 

would affect COGVA of the subjects. The results indicated statistically significant (p < 

0.05) COGVA differences between the carpeted ( 118.38 cm/sec) and vinyl (112.67 

cm/sec) floor surfaces (Table 4.19 and Figure 4.10). 

4.2.5.3 Load Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using estimated COGVA for each load 

level across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load levels would 

affect COGVA of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

COGVA differences between the load (117.33 cm/sec) and no-load (113.72 cm/sec) 

conditions (Table 4.20). 

4.2.5.4 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) COGVA differences 

between interactions terms. 
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Table 4.17 Summary of a three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels, and 2 load 
levels on COGVA(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the 
Huynh-Feldt adjustments). 

Source 

age 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * age 

floor * Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * age 

floor* load *Subject(G. 

df 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value 

7062.816 

37923.188 

1371.265 

86.534 

4991.898 

548.267 

187.214 

7254.845 

111.309 

38.071 

2663.937 

3531.408 

972.389 

1371.265 

43.267 

127.997 

548.267 

93.607 

186.022 

111.309 

19.035 

68.306 

3.632 

10.713 

.338 

2.947 

.503 

1.630 

.279 

P-Value 

.0358 

.0022 

.7152 

.0940 

.6085 

.2093 

.7583 

G-G 

.0022 

.7152 

.0940 

.6085 

.2093 

.7583 

H-F 

.0022 

.7152 

.0940 

.6085 

.2093 

.7583 

Dependent: cogv(A) 
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Table 4.18 Descriptive summary of COGVA on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

56 

56 

56 

115.987 

123.230 

107.367 

17.493 

20.458 

16.694 

2.338 

2.734 

2.231 

> 
D) 
O 
O 

to 

c 
D 

0 
O 

young middle 

Figure 4.9 Age Groups effect on COGVA with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.19 Descriptive summary of COGVA on main effect Floor Levels. 

carpet 

vinyl 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

84 

84 

118.385 

112.671 

16.411 

21.541 

'. Std. Error 

1.791 

2.350 

> 

o o 

CO c 
D 

0 
O 

carpet vinyl 

Figure 4.10 Floor Levels effect on COGVA with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.20 Descriptive summary of COGVA on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

84 

84 

117.334 

113.721 

15.830 

22.196 

. Std. Error 

1.727 

2.422 
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In summary, the COGVA was significantly different across age groups. In 

general, younger subjects COGVA was faster than the older individuals and middle-aged 

group's COGVA was the fastest. On the average, COGVA was faster for the carpeted 

surface than the vinyl floor surface, and COGVA was faster for the load condition than 

the no-load condition. 

4.2.6 Vertical Center-of-Gravitv Velocitv After Heel Contact 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.21. 

4.2.6.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing estimated vertical COGVA 

for young, middle, and old age groups across floor and load levels. It was hypothesized 

that vertical COGVA would be faster for the older individuals than their younger 

counterparts. The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated no statistically significant 

(p > 0.05) vertical COGVA differences between young (-4.27 cm/sec), middle (-4.62 

cm/sec), and old (-5.87 cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.22). 

4.2.6.2 Floor Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (floor level) was compared using estimated vertical COGVA for 

each floor levels across both age groups and load levels. It was hypothesized that floor 

level would affect vertical COGVA of the subjects. The results indicated no statistically 

significant (p > 0.05) vertical COGVA differences between the carpeted 

(-5.06 cm/sec) and vinyl (-4.89 cm/sec) floor surfaces (Table 4.23). 

4.2.6.3 Load Levels Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using estimated COGVA for each load 

level across both age groups and floor levels. It was hypothesized that load levels would 

affect COGVA of the subjects. The results indicated statistically significant (p ^ 0.05) 

vertical COGVA differences between the load (-5.55 cm/sec) and no-load (-4.41 cm/sec) 

conditions (Table 4.24 and Figure 4.11). 
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Table 4.21. Summary of three-way ANOVA of 3 age groups, 2 floor levels and 2 load 
levels on vertical COGVA(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser 
and the Huynh-Feldt adjustments). 

Source 

AGE 

Subject(Group) 

floor 

floor * AGE 

floor * Subject(Group) 

load 

load * AGE 

load * Subject(Group) 

floor * load 

floor * load * AGE 

floor* load *Subject(G... 

df 

2 

36 

1 

2 

36 

1 

2 

36 

1 

2 

36 

Sum of Squares 

80.732 

557.385 

.964 

13.352 

200.730 

47.582 

1.465 

169.545 

.003 

2.324 

142.598 

Mean Square F-Value 

40.366 

15.483 

.964 

6.676 

5.576 

47.582 

.733 

4.710 

.003 

1.162 

3.961 

2.607 

.173 

1.197 

10.103 

.156 

.001 

.293 

P-Value 

.0876 

.6800 

.3138 

.0030 

.8565 

.9772 

.7475 

G-G 

.6800 

.3138 

.0030 

.8565 

.9772 

.7475 

H-F 

.6800 

.3138 

.0030 

.8565 

.9772 

.7475 

Dependent: cogv (z) 
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Table 4.22. Descriptive summary of vertical COGVA on the main effect Age Groups. 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

YOUNG 

MIDDLE 

OLD 

56 

40 

60 

-4.274 

-4.621 

-5.871 

2.598 

2.583 

2.934 

.347 

.408 

.379 
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Table 4.23. Descriptive summary of vertical COGVA on the main effect Floor Levels. 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

carpet 

vinyl 

78 

78 

-5.063 

-4.892 

2.739 

2.887 

.310 

.327 
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Table 4.24. Descriptive summary of vertical COGVA on the main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count 

78 

78 

Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

-5.549 

-4.405 

2.387 

3.081 

.270 

.349 

M 

> 
O) 
o o 

CO 

c 
o 
CD 

0) 

o 

-3.5 

-3.75 

-4 -

-4.25 -

-4.5 -

-4.75 -

-5 -

-5.25 

-5.5 -

-5.75 -

-6 -

-6.25 
load 

1 

no-load 

Figure 4.11. Load Levels effect on vertical COGVA with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.6.4 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant vertical (p > 0.05) COGVA 

differences between interactions terms. 

In summary, the vertical COGVA was significantly different across load levels. 

On the average, vertical COGVA was faster for the load condition than the no-load 

condition. 

4.2.7 Velocitv of Center-of-Gravitv Difference (COGV^̂ ,) 

The summary of the three-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.25. 

4.2.7.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared using the calculated COGV̂ î f 

(COGVjjjf = COGVA - COGVB) for young, middle, and old age groups across the 

carpeted floor surface only on the no-load condition. It was hypothesized that COGV̂ f̂j 

would be slower for the older individuals than their younger counterparts. (This 

measurement was used to explain RCOF differences among age groups in the discussion 

chapter). The results of the one-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

COGVjiff values between young (10.13 cm/sec), middle (8.43 cm/sec), and old (6.67 

cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.26 and Figure 4.12). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that 

young age group's COGV ĵ̂  was significandy different than their older counterparts. 

In summary, as indicated by above analyses on the center-of-gravity velocities 

(before and after heel contact), COGV after heel contact was always faster than the 

COGV before heel contact. By taking the difference between these two velocities, one 

may find how fast the subjects transferred their center-of-gravity position (i.e., transfer of 

vertical force). This speed of transfer (or COGV̂ f̂f) may have some effect on RCOF. In 

addition, this analysis was only performed on the carpeted surface under a no-load 

condition to compare with normal walking condition (RCOF). 

The results indicated that the younger individual's transfer of center-of-gravity 

was faster than the middle-aged and, elderly individuals. 
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Table 4.25 Summary of a one-way ANOVA of three age groups on COGV 
diff 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 

age 

Residual 

2 

39 

83.831 

369.992 

41.915 

9.487 

4.418 .0186 

Dependent: COGdiff 
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Table 4.26 Descriptive summary of COGV̂ jfj on main effect Age Group. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

14 

14 

14 

10.126 

8.432 

6.666 

3.934 

3.168 

1.717 

Std. Error 

1.051 

.847 

.459 

O 
o 
o 
(n 
c 
o 
o 

0) 
O 

young middle 

Figure 4.12. Age Group effect on COGVdiff with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.8 Required Coefficient of Friction (RCOF^ 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.27. 

4.2.8.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated RCOF for young, 

middle, and old age groups across load levels on the carpeted floor surface. It was 

hypothesized that RCOF would be higher for the older individuals than their younger 

counterparts. The results of the two-way ANOVA indicated no statistically significant (p 

> 0.05) RCOF differences between young (.176), middle (.188), and old (.192) subjects 

(Table 4.28). 

4.2.8.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated RCOF for each of the 

age groups. It was hypothesized that load levels would affect RCOF. The results 

indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) RCOF difference between load (.186) and 

no-load (.184) conditions (Table 4.29). 

4.2.8.3 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) RCOF differences 

between the interaction load x age (Table 4.30). 

In summary, the main effect age groups and load levels were not significantly 

different. However, on the average, the RCOF was higher for the older individuals than 

the younger counterparts. In terms of the load levels, the interaction plot (Figure 4.13) 

indicated that for the elderly individuals, RCOF was dramatically increased for the load 

condition. 
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Table 4.27 Summary of a two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on 
RCOF(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

.004 

.033 

8.005E-5 

.001 

.010 

.002 

.001 

8.005E-5 

2.539E-4 

2.540E-4 

2.392 

.315 

.999 

.1047 

.5778 

.3773 

.5778 

.3773 

.5778 

.3773 

Dependent: roof 
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Table 4.28 Descriptive summary of RCOF on main effect Age Group. 

young 

middle 

old 

Coun1 

28 

28 

28 

Moor 

.176 

.188 

.192 

Std. Dev, 

,019 

.029 

.021 

Std. Error 

.004 

,005 

,004 
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Table 4.29 Descriptive summary of RCOF on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std. Dev. 

42 

42 

.186 

.184 

.022 

.026 

Std. Error 

.003 

.004 
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Table 4.30 Descriptive summary of RCOF on interaction effect (Age x Load). 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

load, young 

load, middle 

load, old 

no-load, young 

no-load, middle 

no-load, old 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

.174 

.188 

.196 

.177 

.188 

.187 

.018 

.025 

.018 

.020 

.033 

.023 

.005 

.007 

.005 

.005 

.009 

.006 

o 
o 

0) 
O 

.197 - • 

.195 -

.192 -

.19 -

.187 -

.185 -

,182 -

.18 -

.177 -

.175 -

.172 

young 

1 

middle 

age 

o load 

• no-load 

old 

Figure 4.13. Interaction (Age x Load) effect on RCOF with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.9 Adjusted Required Coefficient of Friction (ARCOF) 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.31. 

4.2.9.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated ARCOF for 

young, middle, and old age groups across load levels on the vinyl (slippery) floor surface. 

It was hypothesized that ARCOF would be higher for the older individuals than their 

younger counterparts (less optimally adjusted to maintain a fixed ratio of ARCOF to 

DCOF). The results of the two-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

ARCOF differences between young (.073), middle (.10), and old (.12) subjects (Table 

4.32 and Figure 4.14). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that the younger group's 

ARCOF was significantly different from both the middle and older age groups. 

4.2.9.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using the calculated ARCOF for each 

load level across age groups. It was hypothesized that load levels would affect ARCOF. 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) ARCOF difference between 

load (.093) and no-load (.102) conditions. 

4.2.9.3 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) ARCOF difference 

interaction effect (Age x Load). 

In summary, ARCOF was significantly different across age groups. Overall, the 

younger age group adjusted their ARCOF below their DCOF value of the vinyl floor 

surface, however, middle and elderly could not. 
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Table 4.31 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on ARCOF 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source 
age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group' 

df 
2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

Sum of SquaresMean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 
.028 

.042 

.002 

.003 

.025 

.014 

.001 

.002 

.001 

.001 

13.197 

2.695 

2.312 

.0001 

.1087 

.1125 

.1087 

.1125 

.1087 

.1125 

Dependent: orcof 
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Table 4.32 Descriptive summary of ARCOF on main effect Age Group. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev, Std, Error 

28 

28 

28 

,073 

.102 

.118 

.026 

.030 

,033 

,005 

,006 

,006 

o 
o 
b 

M— 
o 
CO 
c 
D 
0 

0 
O 

young middle 

Figure 4.14. Age Group effect on ARCOF with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.33 Descriptive summary of ARCOF on main effect Load Levels. 

Count Mean Std, Dev. Std. Error 

load 

no-load 

42 

42 

.093 

,102 

.034 

,035 

.005 

,005 
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4.2.10 Slip Distance (SD) 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.34. 

4.2.10.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared using calculated overall slip distance 

(from slip-start to slip-stop) for young, middle, and old age groups across load levels. It 

was hypothesized that elderly subject's overall SD would be longer than younger 

subjects. The result of the two-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p< 0.05) 

overall SD differences between young (5.25 cm), middle (7.97 cm), and old (11.57 cm) 

subjects (Table 4.35 and Figure 4.15). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that older 

age group's SD was significantly different from both the young and middle age groups. 

4.2.10.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated slip distance for each 

load level across age groups. It was hypothesized that load level would affect overall SD. 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) overall SD differences between 

load (8.68 cm) and no-load (7.85 cm) conditions (Table 4.36). 

4.2.10.3 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) overall SD differences 

between the interaction effect (Age x Load). 

In summary, overall SD was significandy longer for the older individuals than 

their younger counterparts and load did not significantly affect overall SD. Although 

overall SD was not significandy different across load levels, on the average, the 

interaction effect (Age x Load) indicated that older individuals overall SD was longer for 

the load condition than the no-load condition (Table 4.37 and Figure 4.16). 
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Table 4.34 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on overall 
SD (including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of SquaresMean Square F-ValueP-Value G-G IH-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group 

2 

39 

1 

2 

) 39 

563.420 

1103.545 

14,483 

98.260 

1023.083 

281.71C 

28.296 

14.483 

49.13C 

26.233 

9.956 

.552 

1,873 

.0003 

.4619 

.1672 

.4619 

.1672 

.4619 

.1672 

Dependent: sd 
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Table 4.35 Descriptive summary of overall SD on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std, Dev. Std, Error 

28 

28 

28 

5.246 

7,969 

11.570 

4,128 

4.887 

6,482 

,780 

.924 

1,225 

Mean 
SD (cm) 

young middle 

Figure 4.15. Age Group effect on overall SD with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.36 Descriptive summary of overall SD on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std, Dev 

42 

42 

8.677 

7.846 

6.721 

4,779 

Std. Error 

1.037 

.737 
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Table 4.37 Descriptive summary of overall SD on interaction effect (Age x Load). 

Count Mean Std, Dev, Std, Error 

load, young 

load, middle 

load, old 

no-load, young 

no-load, middle 

no-load, old 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

5,015 

7,507 

13.509 

5,477 

8,431 

9,631 

3,905 

5,162 

7.713 

4,476 

4,743 

4.435 

1,044 

1,380 

2,062 

1,196 

1,268 

1.185 

0 load 

• no-load 

Figure 4.16. Interaction effect on overall SD with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.11 Slip Distance One rSDH 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.38. 

4.2.11.1 Age Groups Comparison 

The main effect (age group) was compared using calculated slip distance one 

(SDI) (from slip-start to peak heel acceleration) for young, middle, and old age groups 

across load levels. It was hypothesized that elderly subject's SDI would be longer than 

younger subjects. The results of the two-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant 

(p < 0.05) SDI differences between young (1.09 cm), middle (1.86 cm), and old (2.28 

cm) subjects (Table 4.39 and Figure 4.17). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that 

older age group's SDI was significantly different from the middle age groups. 

4.2.11.2 Load Levels Comparison 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated slip distance for each 

load level across age groups. It was hypothesized that the load level would affect SDI. 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SDI differences between load 

(1.637 cm) and no-load (1.855 cm) conditions (Table 4.40). 

4.2.11.3 Interaction 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SDI differences 

between the interaction effect (Age x Load). 

In summary, SDI was significandy longer for the older individuals than their 

younger counterparts and load did not significandy affect SDI. Again, although SDI 

was not significantly different across load levels, on the average, interaction effect (Age x 

Load) indicated that older individuals SDI was longer for the load condition than the no-

load condition (Table 4.41 and Figure 4.18). 
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Table 4.38 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on SDI 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

df 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

Sum of Squares 

20.113 

119.364 

.999 

4.768 

39.401 

Mean Square F-Value 

10.056 

3.061 

.999 

2.384 

1.010 

3.286 

.989 

2.360 

P-Value 

.0480 

.3260 

.1078 

G-G 

.3260 

.1078 

H-F 

.3260 

.1078 

Dependent: sdl 
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Table 4.39 Descriptive summary of SDI on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std, Dev. Std, Error 

28 

28 

28 

1,098 

1,859 

2.280 

1,405 

1,431 

1,439 
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Figure 4.17. Age Groups effect on SDI with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.40 Descriptive summary of SDI on main effect Load Levels. 

load 

no-load 

Count Mean Std. Dev 

42 

42 

1.637 

1.855 

1.475 

1.518 

Std. Error 

.228 

.234 
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Table 4.41 Descriptive summary of SDI on interaction (Age x Load) effect. 

load, young 

load, middle 

load, old 

no-load, young 

no-load, middle 

no-load, old 

Count 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

Mean 

1.111 

1,417 

2.382 

1,085 

2,301 

2.178 

Std, Dev. 

1.370 

1,280 

1.548 

1,492 

1,481 

1,373 

Std, Error 

.366 

,342 

,414 

,399 

,396 

,367 

o load 

" no-load 

Figure 4.18. Interaction effect on SDI with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.12 Slip Distance Two (SD2) 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.42. 

4.2.12.1 Age Group Comparison 

The main effect (age group) was compared using calculated slip distance two 

(SD2) (from peak heel acceleration to slip-stop) for young, middle, and old age groups 

across load levels. It was hypothesized that elderly subject's SD2 would be longer than 

younger subjects. The result of the two-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p 

< 0.05) SD2 differences between young (3.97 cm), middle (6.21 cm), and old (9.49 cm) 

subjects (Table 4.43 and Figure 4.19). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that older 

age group's SDII was significandy different from both the young and middle age groups. 

4.2.12.2 Load Levels Comparison 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated SD2 for each load 

level across age groups. It was hypothesized that load level would affect SD2. The 

results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) overall SD differences between 

load (7.07 cm) and no-load (6.06 cm) conditions (Table 4.44). 

4.2.12.3 Interactions 

The results indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SD2 differences 

between the interaction effect (Age x Load). 

In summary, SD2 was significandy longer for the older individuals than their 

younger counterparts and load did not significandy affect overall SD. Although SD2 was 

not significandy different across load levels, on the average, interaction effect (Age x 

Load) indicated that older individuals SD2 was higher for the load condition than the no-

load condition (Table 4.45 and Figure 4.20). 
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Table 4.42 Summary of two-way ANOVA of SD2 on 3 age groups and 2 load levels 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

431.518 

654.844 

21.286 

74.515 

793.654 

215.759 

16.791 

21.286 

37.257 

20.350 

12.850 

1.046 

1.831 

.0001 

.3127 

.1738 

.3127 

.1738 

.3127 

.1738 

Dependent: sd2 
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Table 4.43 Descriptive summary of SD2 on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

28 

28 

28 

3.973 

6.219 

9.493 

2.941 

3.595 

5.968 

.556 

.679 

1,128 

CN 

"D 
CO 

M— 

o 
CO 

C 
o 
0 

CD 
O 

young middle 

Figure 4.19. Age Groups effect on SD2 with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.44 Descriptive summary of SD2 on main effect Load Levels. 

Count Mean Std, Dev. Std, Error 

load 

no-load 

42 

42 

7,065 

6.059 

5.922 

3.549 

.914 

.548 
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Table 4.45 Descriptive summary of SD2 on interaction effect (Age x Load). 

load, young 

load, middle 

load, old 

no-load, young 

no-load, middle 

no-load, old 

Count 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

Mean 

3,692 

6,182 

11.321 

4,254 

6.256 

7.665 

Std, Dev, 

2,699 

4,016 

7,390 

3,242 

3,273 

3.489 

Std, Error 

,721 

1,073 

1.975 

,867 

,875 

.933 

0 load 

• no-load 

Figure 4.20. Interaction effect on SD2 with 95% confidence error bars. 
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4.2.13 Sliding Heel Velocitv (SHV^ 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.46. 

4.2.13.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated SHV for young, 

middle, and old age groups across load levels. It was hypothesized that SHV would be 

faster for the older individuals than their younger counterparts. The result of the two-way 

ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) SHV differences between young 

(44.06 cm/sec), middle (63.96 cm/sec), and old (74.14 cm/sec) subjects (Table 4.47 and 

Figure 4.21). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that older age group's SHV was 

significantly different from their younger counterparts (only the young age group). 

4.2.13.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated SHV for each load 

condition across age groups. It was hypothesized that SHV would be faster for the load 

condition than the no-load condition. The result of the two-way ANOVA indicated no 

statistically significant (p> 0.05) SHV differences between the load (59.51 cm/sec) and 

no-load (61.93 cm/sec) conditions. 

4.2.13.3 Interaction 

The result indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) SHV differences 

between the interaction (Age x Load) effect. 

In summary, the sliding heel velocity of the age groups differed significandy. In 

general, older subjects had faster sliding heel velocities than their younger counterparts. 

Composite of the sliding heel velocity pattern for different age groups is illustrated in the 

Figure 4.22. The pattern illustrates 15 frames of the gait cycle (7 frames before heel 

contact and 7 frames after heel contact). 
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Table 4.46 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on SHV 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

13112.618 

46188.550 

123.694 

545.953 

56049,910 

6556,309 

1184322 

123,694 

272.976 

1437,177 

5.536 

.086 

.190 

.0077 

.7708 

.8278 

.7708 

.8278 

.7708 

.8278 

Dependent; hv (slip) 
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Table 4.47 Descriptive summary of SHV on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

nniddle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

28 

28 

28 

44.056 

63.960 

74.141 

35.101 

31.715 

39.668 

6.633 

5.993 

7.497 

> 
JZ 

tn 
C 
D 
0) 

CD 
O 

young nniddle 

Figure 4.21. Age Groups effect on SHV with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Sliding Ve be ity Profile of Young,M idcileancIO Id Age Groups 

Figure 4.22 Composite pattern of SHV on different age groups (including the heel 
contact frame [HC]). 
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4.2.14 Heel Acceleration (Hacc) 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.48. 

4.2.14.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated Hacc for young, 

middle, and old age groups across load levels. It was hypothesized that Hacc would be 

faster for the older individuals than their younger counterparts. The results of the two-

way ANOVA indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) Hacc differences between 

young (609.56 cm/sec^), middle (906.82 cm/sec^), and old (912.05 cm/sec^) subjects 

(Table 4.49 and Figure 4.23). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that younger age 

group's Hacc was significantly different from middle and old age groups. 

4.2.14.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated Hacc for each load 

condition across age groups. It was hypothesized that Hacc would be faster for the load 

condition than the no-load condition. The results of the two-way ANOVA indicated no 

statistically significant (p> 0.05) Hacc differences between the load (804.54 cm/sec^) and 

no-load (814.42 cm/sec^) condidons. 

4.2.14.3 Interacdon 

The result indicated no statisdcally significant (p > 0.05) SHV differences 

between the interacdon (Age x Load) effect. 

In summary, the heel acceleration of age groups differed significandy. In general, 

older subjects had faster heel acceleration during slipping than their younger 

counterparts. Composite of the sliding heel acceleradon pattern for different age groups is 

illustrated in the Figure 4.24. The pattern illustrates 15 frames of the gait cycle (7 frames 

before heel contact and 7 frames after heel contact). 
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Table 4.48 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on Hacc 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

1678973.152 

6009678.959 

2051.340 

62526.739 

6097206.843 

839486.576 

154094.332 

2051.340 

31263.369 

156338.637 

5.448 

.013 

.200 

.0082 

.9094 

.8196 

.9094 

.8196 

,9094 

.8196 

Dependent: hacc 
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Table 4.49 Descriptive summary of Hacc on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

28 

28 

28 

609.565 

906.826 

912.053 

418.166 

389.338 

352.629 

79.026 

73.578 

66.641 

h
a
cc
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Figure 4.23. Age Groups effect on Hacc with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Sliding Accelerafion Pro file ofYoung.M idd te and 0 Id Age Groups 

Figure 4.24 Composite sliding heel acceleration on different age groups (including the 
heel contact frame [HC] . 
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4.2.15 Center-of-Gravitv Velocitv During Slipping (COGVS) 

The summary of the two-way ANOVA is presented in Table 4.50. 

4.2.15.1 Age Comparisons 

The main effect (age group) was compared utilizing calculated COGVS for 

young, middle, and old age groups across load levels. It was hypothesized that COGVS 

would be faster for the younger individuals than their older counterparts. The results of 

the two-way ANOVA indicated statisdcally significant (p < 0.05) COGVS differences 

between young (120.18 cm/sec), middle (130.24 cm/sec), and old (109.39 cm/sec) 

subjects (Table 4.51 and Figure 4.25). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated that middle 

age group's COGVS was significandy different from the old age groups. 

4.2.15.2 Load Comparisons 

The main effect (load level) was compared using calculated COGVS for each load 

condition across age groups. It was hypothesized that COGVS would be faster for the 

load condition than the no-load condition. The results of the two-way ANOVA indicated 

no statistically significant (p> 0.05) COGVS differences between the load (121.32 

cm/sec) and no-load (118.56 cm/sec) condidons. 

4.2.15.3 Interaction 

The results indicated no statisdcally significant (p > 0.05) COGVS difference 

between the interaction (Age x Load) effect. 

In summary, the velocity of center-of-gravity during slipping of age groups 

differed significandy. In general, older subjects had slower COGV during slipping than 

younger counterparts, and middle age group's COGVS was the fastest. 

Summary of ANOVA results (initiation parameters and slip performance 

parameters) is presented in Table 4.52 and 4.53. 
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Table 4.50 Summary of two-way ANOVA of 3 age groups and 2 load levels on COGVS 
(including the p-values associated with Greenhouse-Geisser and the Huynh-Feldt 
adjustments). 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value G-G H-F 

age 

Subject(Group) 

load 

load * age 

load * Subject(Group) 

2 

39 

1 

2 

39 

6093.940 

23317.599 

160.392 

122.177 

3756.688 

3046.970 

597.887 

160.392 

61.089 

96.325 

5.096 

1.665 

.634 

.0108 

.2045 

.5357 

.2045 

.5357 

.2045 

.5357 

Dependent: cogv(sllp) 
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Table 4.51 Descriptive summary of COGVS on main effect Age Groups. 

young 

middle 

old 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error 

28 

28 

28 

120.183 

130.247 

109.388 

16.050 

19.655 

19.217 

3.033 

3.714 

3.632 

to 
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Figure 4.25. Age Groups effect on COGVS with 95% confidence error bars. 
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Table 4.52 Summary of ANOVA results on inidadon of slip (parameters). 

Source 

Age 

Floor 

Load 

Age * Floor 

Age * Load 

Age*Floor* 
load 

Step Length 

* 

* 

* 

SLI 

Dependent Measure 

Heel Velocity RCOF 
* 

* * 

vCOGVa 

* 

* Significant at a = 0.05 

Table 4.53 Summary of ANOVA results on slip performance measures. 

Source 
Age 

Load 

Age * Load 

Dependent Measure 

ARCOF SD SDI SHV Hacc 

* * * * * 

Significant at a = 0.05 
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4.3 Correladon Analvsis 

Bivariate correlation analyses were performed to describe the relationships 

between the independent (HV, COGVB, and COGVA) and dependent (RCOF) variables. 

There were three separate bivariate correlation analyses. To investigate the relationship 

between the inidal gait characteristics and RCOF, bivariate correlation analyses were 

performed between the heel velocity (x) and RCOF (y), COGVB (x) and RCOF (y), and 

COGVA (x) and RCOF (y). To investigate the initial jarring effect during the heel 

contact phase of the gait, bivariate correlation analysis was performed between the 

vertical COGVA and lower extremity (leg) strength. 

4.3.1 HV and RCOF 

Bivariate correlation analysis between HV and RCOF indicated no statistically 

significant relationship (p > 0.05). (R^ = .1177, p =0.286). 

4.3.2 COGVB and RCOF 

Bivariate correlation analysis between COGVB and RCOF indicated statistically 

significant relationship (p < 0.05). (R^ = .2909, p =0.007). 

4.3.3 COGVA and RCOF 

Bivariate correlation analysis between COGVA and RCOF indicated statistically 

significant relationship (p ^ 0.05). (R^ = .4616, p = 0.0001). 

4.3.4 Vertical COFVA and Leg Strength 

Bivariate correlation analysis between vertical COGVA and RCOF indicated 

statistically significant relationship (p ^ 0.05). (R^ = -.516, p = 0.0001). 

4.4 Regression Analvses 

Regression analyses were performed to describe and predict the relationships 

between the independent (predictor variable (X)) and dependent (response variable (Y)) 

variables. The response variables (Y) were slip distance (SD), SDI, HV, SHV, and Hacc. 

The predictor variables (X) were age, gender, weight, height (stature), sensory 

organization test scores (vision, proprioceptive, and vestibular system response), maximal 
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isometric strength and muscle latency (ML) response. These analyses were used to 

explain which variables (dependent) were related to slip severity (e.g., slip distance). For 

prediction purposes, a statistical model developed by analyzing the relationships between 

the response variable and predictor variables was utilized to predict response variables 

given the predictor variables. These models predicted which subjects would have greater 

difficulty adjusting to walking over unexpected slippery floor surfaces. The data were 

analyzed by utilizing techniques (scatter plot, residual vs. predicted, normal probability 

plot, hat matrix. Cook's D, and Variance Inflation Factor [VIF] -for the multicolinearity) 

available for evaluating the assumptions of regression analysis (the assumption of a 

probabilistic process, functional specification of mean response, constant variance, 

normality assumptions). The predictor variables were selected by utilizing the cp and the 

backward elimination procedure for the dependent variables. 

4.4.1 SD 

The final model of overall SD is listed in Table 4. 54. Fitted values of SD and 

actual SD are presented in Figure 4.26. 

The results of the regression analysis indicated that the relationship between SD 

and physical parameters of the subject population was significant with R̂  = .413. 

Furthermore, vision, muscle control time (MCT) and lower leg strength index 

(lower leg strength/weight) were significant. This suggests that there is some relationship 

between SD and physical parameters (vision, MCT, and LLI). 

4.4.2 SDI 

The final model of SDI is listed in Table 4. 54, The results of the regression 

analysis indicated that the relationship between SDI and physical parameters of the 

subject population was meaningful with R̂  = .323. Although cp statistics indicated some 

relationships, the variables AGE, GENDER, VISION, and VEST were not significant (p 

> 0.05). However, MCT and LLI were significant (p ^0.05). This suggests that there is 

some relationship between SDI and physical parameters (MCT and LLI). In addition, the 

gender term in the model suggested that SDI would be longer for the female subjects than 

the male subjects given the same treatments (i.e., utilized 0 for male and 1 for female). 
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4.4.3 HV 

The final model of the HV is listed in Table 4. 54. The result of the regression 

analysis indicated that the relationship between the HV and physical parameters of the 

subject population was meaningful with R̂  = .281. Although cp statistics indicated some 

relationships, the variables AGE and VEST were not significant (p>0.05). However, VIS 

was significant. This analysis suggest that there is some relationship between HV and 

VIS. 

4.4.4 SHV 

The final model of the SHV is listed in Table 4. 54. The result of the regression 

analysis indicated that the relationship between the SHV and physical parameters of the 

subject population was less meaningful (than SD, SDI, HV and SHV) with R̂  = .174. 

Although cp statistics indicated some relationships, the variables AGE and MCT were 

not significant (p>0.05). However, GEN was significant. The gender term in the model 

suggested that SHV will be faster for the female subjects than the male subjects given the 

same treatments. 

4.4.5 Hacc 

The final model of the Hacc is listed in Table 4.54. The result of the regression 

analysis indicated that the relationship between the Hacc and physical parameters of the 

subject population was somewhat meaningful with R̂  = .177. Again, as was with SHV, 

AGE and MCT were not significant (p>0.05). However, GEN was significant. The 

gender term in the model suggested that Hacc will be faster for the female subjects than 

the male subjects given the same treatments. 
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Table 4.54 Summary of multiple regression between SD and physical parameters. 

Multiple Regression Equation R̂  

SD = -15.785 -.037 (vision) + .204 (MCT) - .308 (LLI) -413 

SDI = 13.59 + .027 (age) + 1.03 (gen) -.02 (vision) -.01 (vest) 
-.08 (MCT)-2.61 (LLI) 

HV = -30.44 -hi.37 (age) + 8.98 (vision) + 4.24 (vest) 

SHV = 666.79 + 5.33 (age) + 73.37 (gen) - 4.35 (MCT) 

Hacc = 1050.77 + 8.56 (age) + 121.27 (gen) - 6.96 (MCT) 
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Figure 4.26. Fitted values of SD and actual SD. 
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4.5 Sensorv Organization Test (SOT) and Muscle Control Test (MCT) 

4.5.1 Sensorv Organization Test (SOT) 

The purpose of this test was to indicate how good a subject's overall balance 

might be relative to population norms and to assess more specific information about the 

contributions of vision, muscle feedback and inner ear to balance for each of the 

individuals. The overall average of SOT scores for the subjects indicated that the 

younger subject's SOT scores (83.85) were significandy (p < 0.05) higher than the 

middle (78.6), and old (68.1) subjects (Table 4.55). 

4.5.2 Muscle Control Test (MCT) 

The purpose of this test was to indicate how well individuals respond to 

translation of the force plates and further assess specific information about the 

contributions of sensory input and response selection and execution of the subjects. The 

overall average of the MCT scores for the subjects indicated that the younger subject's 

muscle latency time (123.28 ms) was significandy (p < 0.05) lower than the middle 

(131.40 ms), and old (139.73 ms) subjects (Table 4.55). 

4.6 Maximal Isometric Strength 

4.6.1 Maximal Isometric Strength of the Arms 

The result of the one-way ANOVA of the maximal isometric arm strength across 

age groups indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) arm strength differences 

between young (327.93 N), middle (346.00 N), and old (285.80 N) subjects (Table 4.56). 

4.6.2 Maximal Isometric Strength of the Legs 

The result of the one-way ANOVA of the maximal isometric leg strength across 

age groups indicated statistically significant (p < 0.05) leg strength differences between 

young (923.00 N), middle (855.10 N), and old (605.67 N) subjects (Table 4.57). 

4.6.3 Maximal Isometric Strength of the Torso 

The result of the one-way ANOVA of the maximal isometric torso strength across 

age groups indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.05) torso strength difference 

between young (730.46 N), middle (762.00 N), and old (557.47 N) subjects (Table 4.58). 
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Table 4.55 Descriptive summary of SOT and MCT scores on Age groups. 

Age Groups SOT (%) MCT (ms) 

Young 83.85 123.78 

Middle 78.60 131.40 

Old 68.13 139.73 
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Table 4.56 Summary of one-way ANOVA of 3 age groups on maximal isometric arm 
strength. 

Source df SS MS p-value 

Age 24667.646 12333.823 .987 .3825 

Residual 39 449851.329 12495.870 
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Table 4.57 Summary of one-way ANOVA of 3 age groups on maximal isometric leg 
strength. 

Source df SS MS p-value 

Age 798079.459 399039.72 4.224 .0225 

Residual 39 3400522.233 94458.95 
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Table 4.58 Summary of one-way ANOVA of 3 age groups on maximal isometric torso 
strength. 

Source df SS MS p-value 

Age 325621.278 162810.64 2.249 .1202 

Residual 39 2606597.965 72405.49 
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4.7 Slip and Fall Classification 

Slip and fall classification was obtained by comparing horizontal COGVA of the 

whole body with sliding heel velocity of the individuals on the slippery surface (during 

slipping). A fall was identified as whenever the average SHV was greater than the 

average horizontal COGVA. A slip (recovery) was identified whenever SHV did not 

exceed the average horizontal COGVA during slipping. The result of slip and fall 

classification indicated that younger individuals (24 slips and 4 slips and falls), as well as 

the middle-aged (20 slips and 8 slips and falls), and older individuals (16 slips and 12 

slips and falls) slipped; however, older individuals fall frequency was higher (Figure 

4.31). 

In addition, utilizing the slip and fall classification and comparing with newly 

defined slip parameters, exceeding certain limits (see Table 4.59) of SHV, Hacc, and SDI 

resulted in falls (recovery index). The results of this analysis indicated that the younger 

individuals recovery index was higher on the average and suggested that the recovery 

index is not all same for the different age groups (Table 4.59). Thus in a given situation, 

the older individuals are at a higher risk for fall accidents. 
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Fall Frequency Among Different Age Groups 
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Figure 4.27. Slip and fall classification by the age groups. 
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Table 4.59. Slip recovery index across three age groups. 

Young 
Middle 
Old 

SHV(cni/s) 
144.45 
145.26 
107.63 

SDI (cm) 
3.91 
3.80 
3.12 

Hacc (cm/s' ) 
1580 
1310 
1220 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

This chapter summarizes the principal experimental findings and discusses them 

with respect to the experimental objectives (hypotheses) presented in Chapter 1. 

5.1.1 Principal Experimental Findings 

5.1.1.1 Initiation of Slips 

Older age group's RCOF will be higher than their younger counterparts due 

to the muscle weakness and initial gait characteristics. 

As indicated by many researchers, initial gait characteristics such as step length 

and heel velocity may affect RCOF due to the increase in horizontal foot force. 

Consistent with previous findings (Winter, 1990, Lockhart, 1997) older individuals step 

length was shorter than their younger counterparts and the older individuals heel velocity 

was on the average faster than the younger individuals. However, the results from this 

investigation indicated that older age group's RCOF was not significantly higher than 

younger counterparts (although overall mean of the RCOF was higher for the older 

individuals). These results are somewhat confounding due to the fact that shorter step 

length of the older individuals should have resulted in lower overall mean value of 

RCOF. This generalization leads one to believe that the higher heel velocity may have 

affected RCOF, however, when examining carefully how RCOF was calculated (at peak 

3), the instantaneous heel velocity at heel contact may have minimum effect on the 

RCOF (due to the heel already being on the ground and going backwards at this 

instance). Furthermore, bivariate correlation analysis between RCOF and HV have 

indicated no statistically significant relationship (R̂  = .1177, p = .286). These findings 

suggest that there might be other variable(s) affecting RCOF. Bivariate correlation 

analyses between RCOF and COGVB and COGVA indicated statistically significant 

relationships (R̂  ,^^ = .29, p,^,3 = .007; R̂  , ^ , ,= .46, p , ^ , , = .0001). These results 

suggest that the RCOF is affected by walking velocity (or COG velocity) rather than heel 

velocity of the subjects. Furthermore, COOVĵ f̂ may have greater influence on RCOF 
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values than the all other variables discussed so far. As indicated in the results, younger 

individuals transfer of COG was faster than older individuals on the carpeted surface, this 

faster transfer of COG may have decreased the ratio of horizontal to vertical force (i.e. 

RCOF) for the younger individuals. 

In conclusion, older age group's RCOF was not significandy higher than their 

younger counterparts, and initial gait characteristics such as heel velocity did not 

significantly influence RCOF. In addition, based on the analysis of slip distances 

(particularly the SDI), younger individuals as well as older individuals were susceptible 

to slips. These results indicate that initiation of slips are far more complicated than 

thought before, and younger individuals as well as older individual are susceptible to 

slips. 

5.1.1.2 Detection and Recovery 

Older age group's slip performance measures (e.g., slip distance, sliding heel 

velocity, heel acceleration and adjusted required coefficient of friction) will be 

poorer (less optimally adjusted to maintain balance) than younger counterparts. 

Older age group's slip distances will be longer than younger counterparts 

due to the muscle weakness and sensory degradation. 

Irrespective of the activity being performed or the environmental factors 

associated with the time of a potential fall, there are certain processing stages that the 

central nervous system must undertake (detection phase) if a fall is to be avoided or 

compensated for (recovery phase). First, during the detection phase, if a potential slip and 

fall is imminent, sensory input must trigger or alert those centers responsible for response 

selection. This alerting process may be initiated by one or more of the following sensory 

inputs; proprioception, vision, or vestibular function. The results of the Sensory 

Organization Test indicated that equilibrium scores were lower for older individuals due 

to the sensory degradation (especially the vestibular). In addition, muscle latency time 

(reaction time) was longer for older individuals than for their younger counterparts. The 

effect of the sensory degradation is further supported by higher ARCOF. On the average, 

the younger individuals ARCOF (.074) was adjusted within the dynamic friction 

requirements (.08). However, on the average, middle (ARCOF - .10) and older 
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individuals (ARCOF - .12) could not. Consequendy, the result was longer slip distances 

and higher frequency of falls. The prediction model further supports that the vision, 

reaction time and muscle strength (lower extremity) were important for determining slip 

and fall severity. 

In conclusion, all subjects (young and old) slipped under slippery conditions. 

However, the older individuals could not control their slips, leading to more falls. 

Inability to control slipping responses may be a result of the sensory degradation and 

muscle weakness. Most of the current research on slips and falls concentrates 

predominandy on initiation of slips (i.e., RCOF), however, this study indicates that how 

slips result in a fall is important as well. Therefore, future research should focus not only 

on the dynamics of slips, but the dynamics of falls. 

5.1.1.3 Work Demand 

Increasing the work demand (induced by the load) will affect the gait of older 

groups more than their younger counterparts in ways that make slip and fall 

accidents more likely. 

Carrying the load most likely resulted in deteriorated vision of the subjects at heel 

contact phase of the gait cycle (rather than "induce work demand"), which could have 

affected their slip and recovery characteristics. However, although only a light load was 

used in this study, the load effect was much more pronounce for the older individuals 

than their younger counterparts. 

In terms of initiation of slip, overall average of RCOF (age x load) indicated that 

older individuals RCOF was higher for the load condition than the no-load condition. In 

addition, vertical COGVA was significantly faster for the load condition than the no-load 

condition. Thus, it seems that the older individuals landed their feet quickly in order to 

compensate for an absent visual cue and thereby increasing the slip tendency (e.g. higher 

horizontal force). Therefore the older individuals risk for initiation of slip may increase. 

In terms of detection and recovery of slips and falls, older individuals slip distance was 

affected by load more than the younger counterparts. On the average, older individuals 

slip distance was longer for the load condition than the no-load condition. Thus the load 
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carriage may increase likelihood of slip and fall accidents of older individuals more than 

their younger counterparts. 

5.2 Final Remarks 

5.2.1 Limitations of the Studv 

The following limitations apply to the study: 

1. Errors associated with video instmmentation and the measurement/data 

reduction process are acknowledged (such as: digitizing error, camera 

vibration, instmment calibration, errors in identifying anatomical landmarks, 

and synchronization of the video and analog systems). 

2. Errors associated with (a) representing analog signals in digital format and (b) 

the sequential sampling of the analog channels by the analog to digital 

converter are acknowledged and assumed minimal. 

3. Limitations associated with the utilization of existing anthropometric models 

to obtain information about body segment parameters is recognized. 

5.2.2 Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made in the study: 

1. Subjects will be properly categorized into their experimental groups. 

2. Subjects will respond naturally and their performances will be unaffected by 

the experimental setting and included instmmentation. 

3. Instmmentation will perform reliably and the sampling rates will be sufficient 

for obtaining information about the characteristics of gait. 

4. The whole body COG model will provide adequate estimates of the real COG 

during walking. 

5. Experimental design and methodology will answer stated hypothesis. 

This research project was undertaken to quantify gait parameter differences 

between older and younger individuals under inadvertent slip and fall situations. 

Although every attempt was made to study inadvertent slips and falls, some assumptions 

made in this study could lead to potential sources of error. For example, it was assumed 
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that the subject's gait was consistent for all trials, but there may have been some subtle 

changes in gait between conditions. Although speculated, an inspection of the data 

indicated that the subjects were consistent throughout the experiment. 

5.2.3 Middle-Age Considerations 

The results of the gait parameters indicated greater dispersion of parameter data 

for the middle age group than the young and old groups. This dispersion may have 

influenced factor analyses thereby reducing significance. The source of this dispersion of 

parameter data may have resulted from the wide range of middle age (35 to 59 years old) 

classification. Therefore, in the future, age category should be contained within the 

normal characteristics of age groups (e.g., divide middle age into two categories). In 

addition, in order to increase the power of analyses, increase the number of subjects, or 

categorize age groups into physiological age groups utilizing their sensory and muscle 

strength. 

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research 

1. The gait parameter differences between the age groups were indicated, however, the 

processes involving the control of the gait parameters were not explored. Therefore, 

it may be desirable to further investigate control of the gait parameters by studying 

different types of gait patterns. 

2. The regression models indicated that the lower extremity muscle strength was 

important for decreasing slip severity. Therefore, future study should explore the 

training effect (such as muscle strengthening) on severity of slips and falls. 

3. The load condition affected the gait parameters of the subjects, however, the effects 

of load was most likely due to the obstmction of the visual field during the heel 

contact phase of the gait cycle. In order to alleviate this problem, future load carriage 

study should be explored with see-through (plexiglass) containers. 
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Personal Data and Consent Form 
Texas Tech University 

Effects of Musculoskeletal and Sensory Degradation due to Aging on the Biomechanics 

of Slips and Falls Date 

Name Age 

Sex Height (ft in) Weight (lb) 

In case of emergency contact: Name Phone 

Check if susceptible to: 

Shortness of breath Dizziness Headaches Fatigue 

Pain in arm, shoulder or chest 

If you checked any of the items above, please explain: 

Have you ever had a heart attack ? If so, give history: 

Are you currently taking any type of medication ? If so, please explain: 

Have you had or do you now have any problems with your blood pressure ? If 

so, please explain: 

In the last 6 month, have you had any back pain ? If so, please explain: 

Have you had or do you now have a hernia ? corrective date: 

Have you had or do you have any knee problems ? If so, please explain: 

Have you ever experienced slips and falls ? If so, how long ago 

please explain: 
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Please carefully read and sign the attached consent form. 

I have tmthfully answered the personal data questions attached to this form to the best of 
my knowledge. I hereby give my consent form for my participation in the project 
entided: "Effects of Musculoskeletal and Sensory Degradation due to Aging on the 
Biomechanics of Slips and Falls". I understand that the person responsible for this 
project is: Dr. J. C Woldstad, telephone number 742-3543. He or his authorized 
representative, Thurmon Lockhart, 742-3429 has explained that these studies are part of a 
project that has the following objectives: To investigate the changes in biomechanical 
parameters and ground reaction forces due to increase in age. Dr. J.C. Woldstad or his 
authorized representative has agreed to answer any inquires I may have conceming the 
procedure and has informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech University 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subject by writing them in care 
of the Office of Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by 
calling (806) 742-3884. Information conceming payment for my participation in this 
study has been explained to me as follows: (a) for participation in the study I will be 
paid $10.00 per hour; and (b) I may withdraw from the study at any time. He or his 
authorized representative has (1) explained the procedure to be followed and identified 
those which are experimental and (2) described the attendant discomforts and risks. 
The explained procedure is as follows. Prior to experiments, I will be given an 
opportunity to walk around the laboratory to familiarize myself with the task at the pace 
of my normal walking speed. I will be then asked to walk across dry and oily floor while 
wearing a hamess. The risks have been explained to me as follows: muscle sprain or 
strain, pulled tendons, back pain or strain, hemia, bmises or broken bones if I lose my 
balance while walking on the floors. It has further been explained to me that the total 
duration of my participation will be three hours; that only members of the research group 
will have access to the records and/or data collected for this study; and that all data 
associated with this study remain strictiy confidential. If this research project causes any 
physical injury to participants in this project, treatment is not necessarily available at 
Texas Tech University or the Student Health Center, nor is there necessarily any 
insurance carried by the University or its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. 
Financial compensation for any such injury must be provided through the participant's 
own insurance program. Further information about these matters may be obtained from 
Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, Vice Provost for Research, (806) 742-3884, Room 203 Holden 
Hall, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035. 
I understand that I will not derive therapeutic treatment from participation in this study. I 
understand that I may discontinue this study at any time I choose without penalty. 

Signature of Subject ^ Date: 

Signature of Project Director or his Authorized Representative: 
Date: 

Signature of Witness to Oral Presentation: 
Date: 
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Special Instmction for Subject 

( Please read carefully before starting the experiment) 

This is an experiment to investigate the changes in biomechanical parameters and 

ground reaction forces due to increase in age. The objective of this experiment is to 

measure the cadence effect on different surface conditions with or without contaminant 

(oil). 

Prior to this experiment, you will be given an opportunity to walk around the 

laboratory wearing a harness to familiarize yourself with the equipment (fall arresting 

rig), floor surfaces (2) and cadence levels (2). You will then be asked to walk across 

(with or without the load) on the oily or dry floor surface with different speeds (cadence 

levels). While you are walking along the path, please keep your eyes on your front and 

try to maintain the speed that you practiced. 

After the familiarization session, you will be asked to walk on specially prepared 

floor surfaces wearing the hamess. The floor surface which you will walk across may or 

may not be slippery. As you experienced in the familiarization session, you will be 

arrested of any dangerous slip. 

You will also be asked to stand on the NeuroCom balance platform and place 

your feet in the required position on the platform. No movement of feet on the platform 

is required. For your safety and confidence you will be asked to wear a safety hamess. 

These testing procedures are not designed to make you lose your balance. One of the 

procedures requires you to close your eyes, and one will have the force plate you stand on 

move forward and backward, and also move up and down. You can move your feet 

between measurements and use the grab bars to maintain your balance between tasks. 
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A pilot test was performed to predict the three-dimensional coordinates of the 

whole body center-of-gravity utilizing the frontal and sagittal plane models during natural 

walking. According to the method described in the Chapter 3, one person (male, 27 years 

of age) was fitted with black warm-up suit, and reflective markers were placed on the 

anatomical landmarks as shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. Two Panasonic video recorders 

were used to collect the three-dimensional coordinates of the subject's anatomical 

landmarks. During the walking trials, the subject was asked to walk as naturally as 

possible on the plain plywood platform. The frontal and sagittal models were recorded 

separately (due to the availability of the video recorders at this time). Two video 

recorders were synchronized by a light emitting diode connected to the photo-electric 

switch. Utilizing the APAS software, collected images from the cameras were tracked, 

digitized and smoothed (cutoff frequency-6 Hz). Afterwards, a computer algorithm 

written in C++ was use to predict the three-dimensional coordinates of the whole body 

center-of-gravity in frontal and sagittal planes. Force platforms were not used in this 

pilot test. 

I. The Frontal Model (Trajectory of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity) 

The predicted positions (horizontal [X], lateral [Y], and vertical [Z] trajectories) 

of the whole body center-of-gravity in the frontal plane are presented in Figures Al.l, 

A1.2 and A1.3 respectfully. Time elapsed stick figure display of the subject during the 

walking trial is illustrated in Figure A 1.4. 

The frontal model predicted approximately 250 cm displacement in X-axis 

(correspond to the distance traveled in plane of progression). Lateral sway or the position 

of the whole body center-of-gravity in Y-axis is presented in Figure A 1.2. The frontal 

model predicted approximately 10 cm displacement in Y-axis (correspond to the side-to-

side movement of the center-of-gravity). In addition, the frontal model predicted 

approximately 5 cm displacement in Z-axis (correspond to the up-and-down motion of 

the center-of-gravity). 

Combined positions of the whole body center-of-gravity in frontal plane are 

presented in Figure A1.5. From HCl (heel contact, right foot) to HC2 (heel contact, left 
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foot), the whole body center-of-gravity positions of the Y and Z axis (side-to-side, and 

up-and-down) resembles typical pattems of center-of-gravity during walking (see Figures 

2.9 and 2.12). 

The whole body center-of-gravity in Y-axis (lateral oscillations) moves from right 

to left as each alternate leg becomes weight bearing. It follows a smooth sinusoidal 

curve, but with only one oscillation per stride as opposed to the two vertical oscillations 

(Z-axis). At the time of heel contact, the whole body center-of-gravity in Y-axis moves 

to the side (swing leg). Afterwards, the position of the whole body center-of-gravity 

attains its greatest distance from the midline shortly after the support of the (now) 

standing leg (before-swing leg) is shifted to the whole sole (double support). At this 

point there is an inversion of motion (the velocity is zero, the acceleration is maximal). 

Figure A1.6 presents the whole body center-of-gravity position in Y-axis as well as the 

velocity and acceleration profiles. After the period of double support, the velocity 

increases as the center of gravity approaches the midline. 

In Z-axis (up-down), the whole body center-of-gravity is moving up and down. 

The summits occur at the middle of the stance phases (ms) and lowest point occurs 

during double support (ds) when both feet are on the ground. At the peak of vertical 

movement, the velocity reaches a minimum and acceleration reaches a maximum (Figure 

A1.7). At the time of the heel contact, the whole body center-of-gravity is moving down 

until complete double stance has been achieved. This downward velocity maybe of 

interest in assessing slip severity. 
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The Position of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity in 
the Frontal Plane (X axis) 
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Figure Al.l. The position of the whole body center-of-gravity in the frontal plane (X-
axis). 

The Position of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity in 
the Frontal Plane (Y axis) 
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Figure A1.2. The position of the whole body center-of-gravity in the frontal plane (Y-
axis). 
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The Position of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity in 
the Frontal Plane (Z axis) 

Frames (60 Hz) 

Figure A1.3. The position of the whole body center-of-gravity in frontal plane (Z-axis). 
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Figure A 1.4. Time elapsed stick figure display of the subject during the walking trial 
(plane of progression [X-axis]). 
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Combined Position of the Whole Body Center-of-
GravHy in the Frontai Plane 
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Figure A1.5. Combined position of the whole body center-of-gravity. 
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COG Position (Y-axis), Velocity and Acceleration 
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Figure A 1.6. The whole body center-of-gravity position in Y-axis as well as the velocity 
and acceleration profiles. A-inversion of motion (velocity minimum, acceleration 
maximum), B-after period of double support (velocity maximum, acceleration minimum), 
C-period of mid stance (only one leg), inversion of motion (velocity minimum, 
acceleration not quite maximum). 
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COG Position (Z-axis), Velocity and Acceleration 
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Figure A1.7, The whole body center-of-gravity position in Z-axis as well as the velocity 
and acceleration profiles. A-middle of the stance phase (ms), and inversion of motion 
(velocity minimum, acceleration maximum), B-period of mid stance, before double 
support (only one leg), velocity maximum and acceleration minimum, C- period of 
double support (velocity minimum, acceleration not quite maximum). 
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II. The Sagittal Model 

The predicted positions of the whole body center-of-gravity in the sagittal 

plane are presented in Figures A1.8 and A1.9, and the time elapsed stick figure 

display of the subject during walking trial is illustrated in Figure ALIO. Forward 

displacement in the plane of progression (X-axis) is illustrated in Figure A1.8. The 

sagittal model predicted approximately 90 cm displacement in X-axis (correspond to 

the distance traveled in plane of progression). The position of the whole body center-

of-gravity in Z-axis is illustrated in Figure A 1.9. The sagittal model predicted 

approximately 4 cm displacement in Z-axis (correspond to the up-and-down motion 

of the center-of-gravity). In Z-axis (up-down), the whole body center-of-gravity is 

moving down (at the heel contact) until complete double stance has been achieved 

(similar to the frontal model). 

The Position of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity in 
the Sagittal Plane (X axis) 

Frames (60 Hz) 

Figure A1.8. The position of the whole body center-of-gravity in sagittal plane (X-axis). 
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The Position of the Whole Body Center-of-Gravity in 
the Sagittal Plane (Z axis) 
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Figure A1.9. The position of the whole body center-of-gravity in sagittal plane (Z-axis). 
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Figure ALIO. Time elapsed stick figure display (in sagittal plane) of the subject during 
the walking trial (plane of progression [X-axis]). 
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